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Abstract
William Henry Abdullah Quilliam (1856-1932) was a late nineteenth-century British convert to Islam who
led the Liverpool Muslim Institute (LMI; 1887-1908) – at once mosque, charity, a center for propagating
Islam and educating Muslims, and a publishing house. In the United States, Mohammed Alexander
Russell Webb (1846-1916) established a similar, short-lived Islamic institution called the American
Islamic Propaganda (AIP; 1892-1896) as well as journals to spread Islam in the United States. Scholarship
on these two early converts and their institutions have relied on English sources to place them within
British and American religious, cultural, and historical contexts while using accounts from Quilliam and
Webb themselves to draw connections to Ottoman state officials, Sultan Abdülhamid II (1842-1918), and
Muslim thinkers of the day.
This dissertation undertakes a more comprehensive, critical, and reciprocal examination of these
relationships to converts and their communities, with a focus on the Ottoman side. Drawing on records in
Ottoman state archives and on Ottoman Turkish and Arabic printed materials, I argue that Ottoman
diplomats, Sultan Abdülhamid II, and Arab and Turkish Muslim intellectuals often cultivated relationships
and disseminated news about American and British converts to Islam to advance their diplomatic,
geopolitical, and religious ends. At the same time, they followed with interest how Muslim culture
developed, sometimes in distinctive or idiosyncratic ways, within the British and American environments
in which Quilliam and Webb worked.
In short, this dissertation examines the late Ottoman state’s pursuit of geopolitical interests and “image
management” during a period of intensifying diplomatic and cultural engagements with the Englishspeaking world, while considering how Muslim intellectuals looked to Western converts as an affirmation
of the universalist appeal and relevance of Islam in a period of high Western imperialism. The story of
these two converts and their communities thereby cast light on topics relating to Ottoman diplomacy,
pan-Islamism, the emerging idea of the Muslim world, and transnational Muslim thought during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
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ABSTRACT
ON BEHALF OF THE SULTAN: THE LATE OTTOMAN STATE AND THE
CULTIVATION OF BRITISH AND AMERICAN CONVERTS TO ISLAM
Matthew A. Sharp
Dr. Heather J. Sharkey
William Henry Abdullah Quilliam (1856-1932) was a late nineteenth-century
British convert to Islam who led the Liverpool Muslim Institute (LMI; 1887-1908) – at
once mosque, charity, a center for propagating Islam and educating Muslims, and a
publishing house. In the United States, Mohammed Alexander Russell Webb (18461916) established a similar, short-lived Islamic institution called the American Islamic
Propaganda (AIP; 1892-1896) as well as journals to spread Islam in the United States.
Scholarship on these two early converts and their institutions have relied on English
sources to place them within British and American religious, cultural, and historical
contexts while using accounts from Quilliam and Webb themselves to draw connections
to Ottoman state officials, Sultan Abdülhamid II (1842-1918), and Muslim thinkers of the
day.
This dissertation undertakes a more comprehensive, critical, and reciprocal
examination of these relationships to converts and their communities, with a focus on the
Ottoman side. Drawing on records in Ottoman state archives and on Ottoman Turkish and
Arabic printed materials, I argue that Ottoman diplomats, Sultan Abdülhamid II, and
Arab and Turkish Muslim intellectuals often cultivated relationships and disseminated
news about American and British converts to Islam to advance their diplomatic,
x

geopolitical, and religious ends. At the same time, they followed with interest how
Muslim culture developed, sometimes in distinctive or idiosyncratic ways, within the
British and American environments in which Quilliam and Webb worked.
In short, this dissertation examines the late Ottoman state’s pursuit of geopolitical
interests and “image management” during a period of intensifying diplomatic and cultural
engagements with the English-speaking world, while considering how Muslim
intellectuals looked to Western converts as an affirmation of the universalist appeal and
relevance of Islam in a period of high Western imperialism. The story of these two
converts and their communities thereby cast light on topics relating to Ottoman
diplomacy, pan-Islamism, the emerging idea of the Muslim world, and transnational
Muslim thought during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
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Introduction
In Episode 49 of Payitaht: Abdülhamid (The Last Emperor) – a Turkish historical
drama television series celebrating the reign of Ottoman sultan Abdülhamid II (r. 18761909) and that aired in 2018 – William Henry Abdullah Quilliam (1854-1932), a late
nineteenth-century British convert to Islam, arrives in the port of Istanbul at the invitation
of his beloved sultan-caliph.1 Afterward, Quilliam meets Abdülhamid at the Yıldız
Palace, where he praises the sultan for his generous support, informs him about the
Liverpool Muslims’ successful spread of Islam in England, and discusses collaborative
work between the British Muslims and one of their American counterparts, Mohammed
Alexander Russell Webb (1846-1916). The storyline places Quilliam and Webb in a
conspiracy that endangers their lives and the well-being of fellow Muslims in England
and the United States. However, Abdülhamid intervenes and rescues them, because he is
a benevolent Muslim leader who sees himself as the protector of the faithful and the
universal caliph of all Muslims. Throughout the series, the creators depict Abdülhamid as
the heroic-sultan-caliph who, though assailed by internal and external foes, nevertheless
strives for the good of the Ottoman Empire and the wider Muslim umma (universal
Muslim community). Scholars have scrutinized the content and reception of early twentyfirst-century Turkish historical dramas like Payitaht, and have argued that these popular
programs are propaganda tools in domestic and international politics for the ruling
Turkish party (AKP or Justice and Development Party), that they promote so-called neo1

Payitaht: Abdülhamid, season 2, episode 49, directed by Emre Konuk, written by Hamza
Akyildiz et al., aired 4 May 2018, on TRT 1 (Turkey) and available on TRT 1’s webpage;
https://www.trt.tv/diziler/payitaht-abdulhamid/payitaht-abdulhamid-49-bolum-112201 (accessed 10
September 2019).
1

Ottomanism and Ottomania, or that they even express the “neo-Ottoman cool” of Turkish
media.2
As one might expect, Turkish historical dramas like Payitaht are full of
anachronisms that fail to historicize the persons and events they portray. Stories about
Abdülhamid courting Quilliam and Webb are emblematic of the sultan’s reputation as the
mastermind of pan-Islamism, a political movement and ideology aimed at the unity of
Muslims everywhere, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Payitaht also
promulgates the narrative that converts like Quilliam and Webb served on behalf of the
sultan. The plotline illustrates the current fascination with these converts among scholars
and Muslims in the United States, the United Kingdom, Turkey, and throughout the
Muslim world.3
In Peter Clark’s review of an edited work on Quilliam, published in 2018, Clark
mentioned that the “Ottoman link” was significant for Quilliam’s status as a Muslim
2

There are many articles on this topic. On Payitaht and other Turkish historical drama television
series see Esra Arslan and Yasemin Yıldırım, “Reflections of neo-Ottomanist discourse in Turkish news
media: The Case of The Magnificent Century,” Journal of Applied Journalism & Media Studies 3, no. 3
(2014): 315-334, Josh Carney, “Re-creating history and recreating publics: the success and failure of recent
Ottoman costume drama in Turkish media,” European Journal of Turkish Studies 19 (2014): 1-25, Senem
B. Çevik, “Turkish historical television series: public broadcasting of neo-Ottoman illusions,” Southeast
European and Black Sea Studies 19, no. 2 (2019): 227-242 and Hay Eytan Cohen Yanarocak, “Decoding
the ‘Payitaht Abdülhamid,” Turkey Scope 1, no. 5 (2017): 4-7. On “neo-Ottoman cool” in Arab society see
two articles by Marwan M. Kraidy and Omar al-Ghazzi, “Neo-Ottoman Cool: Turkish Popular Culture in
the Arab Public Sphere,” Popular Communication 11, no. 1 (2013): 17-29 and “New-Ottoman Cool 2:
Turkish Nation Branding and Arabic-language Transnational Broadcasting,” International Journal of
Communication 7 (2013): 2341-2360. On new-Ottomanism as a political agenda, see Ömer Taşpınar’s
“Turkey’s Middle East Policies: Between Neo-Ottomanism and Kemalism,” Carnegie Papers, Number 10
(Washington D.C.: Carnegie Middle East Center, 2008). See also the important work of Murat Ergin and
Yağmur Karakaya, “Between neo-Ottomanism and Ottomania: navigating state-led and popular cultural
representations of the past,” New Perspectives on Turkey 56 (2017): 33-59.
3
On the fascination and “rediscovery” of Quilliam in British Muslim communities see Yahya Birt,
“Preachers, Patriots and Islamist: Contemporary British Muslims and the Afterlives of Abdullah Quilliam,”
in Victorian Muslim: Abdullah Quilliam and Islam in the West, ed. Jamie Gilham and Ron Geaves
(London: Hurst Publishers, 2017), 133-150.
2

leader, but added: “We derive none of our information from Ottoman primary
sources…there must be Ottoman archives that could reveal what the attitude of the
Turkish authorities was to this fascinating Muslim ally from the West.”4 What do we
know about the entanglements, attitudes, and interests of Abdülhamid II, Ottoman
diplomats, and Muslim intellectuals in figures like Quilliam and Webb? What do the
Ottoman archives and other non-English sources say about these converts? And, can we
begin to separate the historical facts from the entertaining stories and speculations that
often surround the narratives told about these engagements with British and American
converts in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries? These are questions central
to this study.
This dissertation argues that Ottoman diplomats, Sultan Abdülhamid II, and Arab
and Turkish Muslim intellectuals often cultivated relationships and disseminated news
about American and British converts to Islam to advance their diplomatic, geopolitical,
and religious ends. At the same time, they followed with interest how Muslim culture
developed, sometimes in distinctive or idiosyncratic ways, within the British and
American environments in which Quilliam and Webb worked. The context and
motivations for these relationships emerged from pan-Islamic currents at the time, the
developing concept of the Muslim world, and the debates about Islamic civilization and
modernity popular among reformist and modernist Muslims.5 This study explores how

4

Peter Clark, review of Victorian Muslim: Abdullah Quilliam and Islam in the West, ed. Jamie
Gilham and Ron Geaves, Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations 29, no. 3 (2018): 398.
5
Jacob Landau, The Politics of Pan-Islam: Ideology and Organization (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1990); Kemal Karpat, The Politicization of Islam: Reconstructing Identity, State, Faith,
3

the Ottoman state both initiated relationships and at times welcomed advances from
converts outside its borders and territories to further its geopolitical and “image
management” agendas.6 At the same time, key figures among the converts reciprocated
the gestures from Istanbul and elsewhere in an effort to enhance their positions and
legitimacy at home and abroad. They appealed to “Caliph” Abdülhamid to receive
validation as Muslims, and they sought alliances with Istanbul to advance their mission to
spread Islam. In their writings, they also countered accusations that Islamic civilization
was backward and incongruous with the modern world.
Scholars like Jamie Gilham and Ron Geaves – both of whom have made seminal
contributions to this subject and the study of Quilliam – recognized the lack of what they
called “non-Western” sources and perspectives in the study of Western converts to
Islam.7 By using the Ottoman state archives as well as Ottoman Turkish, Arabic, and
English printed materials, this study fills gaps in current scholarship and constructs a
history of key Western converts and their communities primarily from the perspectives of
non-English sources. With these non-English sources and perspectives, I connect the
converts and their communities to the history of the late Ottoman state and the eastern
Mediterranean Ottoman and early post-Ottoman world of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. The Western converts in question include Abdullah Quilliam and the
Muslims associated with the Liverpool Muslim Institute (LMI; 1887-1908) – a mosque, a
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charity, a center for propagating Islam and educating Liverpool Muslims as well as a
publishing house – along with Mohammed Webb and the American Islamic Propaganda
(AIP; 1892-1896), which was the institution Webb established in New York to spread
Islam in the United States.
The dissertation contributes to the study of pan-Islamism, which was both a
political and religious discourse employed by Abdülhamid and the late Ottoman state,
and a public sentiment, or what Adeeb Khalid called ‘public pan-Islam.’8 Concerning the
‘state pan-Islam’ linked with Abdülhamid’s claim to the universal caliphate, Murat
Özyüksel summarized it as follows:
In a nutshell, Abdülhamid’s role as the caliph and leader of all
Muslims resulted from the dialectic interaction of three different
developments: the attitude of colonized Islamic countries towards the
West and the Ottoman Empire; the concerns of colonizers due to the
fact that the majority of their colonial subjects were Muslims; and
Abdülhamid’s willingness to capitalize on these two sentiments by
wielding the title of the caliph to assert his legitimacy.9
To be clear, however, I disagree with the idea that Abdülhamid crafted and implemented
a definitive and comprehensive pan-Islamic policy. Instead, I adopt the idea of a panIslamic mood that characterized Abdülhamid’s reign, by which I mean that he ruled the
Ottoman Empire with an Islamic tone that had international reverberations.10 I agree with
Özyüksel that Abdülhamid attempted “to benefit as much as possible from the use of an
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imagined pan-Islamism avoiding at the same time any risks involved.”11 At the same
time, the dissertation extends the scope of pan-Islamic activities and ideas to reach
beyond Muslim-majority lands, thereby to include Great Britain and the United States in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It investigates if and how the panIslamic mood permeated the Ottoman state’s approaches to British and American
converts.
Nile Green and Cemil Aydin have argued that both non-Muslims and Muslims
helped to develop the idea of the Muslim world in the late nineteenth century to support
their own intellectual, political, and religious projects.12 Rapid advancements in steam
travel and mass publication facilitated collaboration between converts to Islam and fellow
Muslims, who further developed this concept and initiated global Muslim networks.13
This study improves our understanding of global Muslim networking and connectivity
amid the developing idea of the Muslim world, as converts were indispensable to this
new notion of a global Muslim community.
In his book, The Idea of the Muslim World, Aydin has contended that the period
between the 1820s and 1880s saw the “racialization of Muslim-ness,” by which he meant
that Westerners categorized Muslims as a monolithic racial and civilizational group,
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rendered inferior to a white, Christian, Western civilization.14 Some Muslim reformers
contested their racial inferiority by highlighting the contributions of Islamic civilization
and refuting any contradiction between Islam and modernity.15 Converts participated in
these debates by writing about Islam’s congruence with modern science and rational
inquiry.16 Western converts, who defended their faith as not only compelling but also
superior to Christianity on modern scientific and rational grounds, disputed allegations of
Muslim backwardness, attempted to legitimize Islam, and blurred the “racialization of
Muslim-ness.”
The category of race often used in literature about American and British converts
may not adequately express the understanding of Muslims from the Arab and Ottoman
context. In the American and British context, the “whiteness” or the “Anglo” identity of
converts was especially important to those who viewed their conversion as subverting
prevailing racial hierarchical order. Green has noted that converts like Quilliam and
Webb challenged conventional discourses on race and religion because “the familiar
order of things – the who and where of Islam – was displaced.”17 Anglo-Muslims, who
willingly converted, undermined the Western concept of racial and civilizational
hierarchy. At the same time, American and British converts pointed to their conversions
as a testimony of Islam’s compatibility with Western progress, and suggested it proved
Islam was truly a universal religion. Some Muslim intellectuals advanced similar
14
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arguments based on the spread of Islam in the West. With the who and where of Islam
reinvented by Western converts, Ottoman and Middle Eastern Muslim intellectuals
countered accusations of racial inferiority.18
It is, moreover, important to note that Ottoman officials and Muslim intellectuals
did not view race in exactly the same manner as their Western counterparts, even if they
accepted notions of Western superiority based on “progress.” Ussama Makdisi and Selim
Deringil explained how Ottoman reformers and elites adopted civilizing missions based
on attitudes of their own civilizational and racial superiority compared with some of their
subjects (for example, nomads and Arabs); what Makdisi called “Ottoman
Orientalism.”19 In this sense, late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Ottoman
reformers and elites created their own ‘others’ and constructed a vision of the world in
terms of race and civilization. This dissertation will explore these issues from the Middle
Eastern perspective, recognizing the use of racial and civilizational rhetoric by Ottoman
and Middle Eastern reformers and elites but without presupposing the racial categories of
the United States and Great Britain onto their worldview.
With regard to gender, Diane Robinson-Dunn argued that Quilliam’s rhetoric
about Muslim gender roles promised to “improve the lives of individuals and the larger
society,” thereby creating a counter-narrative to the tropes associated with polygamy,
18
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veiling, and the harem that dominated British society.20 On the other hand, RobinsonDunn also claimed that Quilliam’s defense of polygamy and “medieval chivalry and
courtly love poetry,” meant his ideas differed from some Muslim reformers of his day.21
Gilham characterized female converts within the Liverpool Muslim Institute (LMI) as
marginalized figures even though Quilliam claimed an elevated position for women in
Islam as compared with gender norms and roles in British society.22 Nafeesah M.T. Keep,
an American convert who left Webb’s mission and joined the LMI, complained to the
Sublime Porte about what she claimed were un-Islamic gender practices in the Liverpool
mosque. Keep objected to women and men standing shoulder to shoulder on the prayer
carpet, men fastening the shoes of a young woman, and the same young woman greeting
the young men in the mosque with a kiss.23 The general atmosphere at the LMI was such
that men and women gathered openly and without separation for prayers and community
gatherings. Quilliam did not require women to veil inside or outside the LMI and, to the
surprise of some observers, convert Muslims “dressed as ordinary Englishwomen.”24 This
dissertation contends that many Ottoman officials and Muslim intellectuals overlooked
the unconventional gender practices of American and British converts. They also
disregarded Quilliam’s and Webb’s positive attitudes toward polygamy because they

20
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believed the converts advanced their overall diplomatic, geopolitical, religious, and
ideological projects.25
On the one hand, this study narrates how Muslims of the Ottoman Empire and the
Middle East, whether governmental officials, intellectual elites or others, engaged with
Muslim converts outside the dār al-Islām (literally the “House of Islam,” implying the
lands geographically and historically ruled by Muslims), in a new era of globalization.
On the other hand, this study explores how these British and American converts not only
saw themselves within the umma, but also how they wrote about and integrated
themselves within the emerging concept of the Muslim world. Thus, I narrate the
entanglements, the transcultural encounters, and the histoire croisée (interwoven history)
between some Ottoman and Middle Eastern Muslims and American and British Muslim
converts of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.26 Together, Ottoman and
Middle Eastern Muslims and these converts shared in the developing notion of the
Muslim world, participated in a new geopolitical Muslim solidarity, and cooperated in
global Muslim networks.
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Literature Survey
Concerning the topic of conversion within the Ottoman Empire, Marc David
Baer’s Honored by the Glory of Islam (2008) and Tijana Krstic’s Contested Conversions
to Islam (2014) have provided important insights into the early modern Ottoman
Empire’s conception of religious transformation and the incorporation of converts as
Ottoman Muslim subjects.27 Baer’s study addressed the reign of Mehmet IV (1648-1687)
during a time of war and conquest, which occurred in a period of religious intensification
and revival. Krstic’s work demonstrated, through self-narratives of converts to Islam, the
important role converts from Rumelia (the Balkans) played in the formation of the
Empire, specifically the “gradual confessional and political polarization in Ottoman
domains.”28 Baer’s and Krstic’s books were foundational for more recent scholarship
such as Tobias Graf’s The Sultan’s Renegades (2017), which argued that converts to
Islam were important for constructing a class of Ottoman elites in the early modern
period.29 Graf described converts in this period as ‘trans-imperial subjects,’ which is a
term that has gained popularity in the field of Ottoman studies and in the study of
converts in the Mediterranean region.30 Of particular importance to this dissertation is
Selim Deringil’s Conversion and Apostasy in the Late Ottoman Empire (2012) because
Deringil examined the politics of conversion and apostasy during and after the
27
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nineteenth-century Ottoman reforms (the Tanzimat era of 1839-1876), and explained how
the Empire responded to conversion and apostasy as it pertained to an emerging late
Ottoman nationalism.31
All these works demonstrated that converts played an important role in various
periods in Ottoman history. However, they limited their studies to converts within
Ottoman domains, while noting very little about the Empire’s interactions with converts
to Islam who lived outside the empire’s domains. Deringil included a chapter on what he
called “career converts,” meaning non-Ottoman subjects who converted and served in the
Ottoman state.32 However, these converts, who later became subjects of the Empire, had
seemingly no interest in spreading Islam and rarely returned to their birthlands. Their
conversions appear to have been more pragmatic than convictional. There are no major
studies that discuss Ottoman or Muslim intellectual engagements with and incorporation
of converts living in dār al-ḥarb (literally the ‘abode of war,’ meaning non-Muslim
territories) as compared with converts who resided in dār al-Islām.33 I show in this study
that some converts became almost quasi-subjects of the late Ottoman state, or imagined
themselves in that way. They were truly trans-imperial figures.
The study of Islam and Muslims in Great Britain and the United States is a
relatively new field. Most existing scholarship approaches the topic from a British and
American studies perspective, often focused on American and British religious history or
31
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minority religious studies in Western countries. The leading studies that have provided
grand narratives of Islam in Great Britain and the United States include Humayun
Ansari’s ‘The Infidel Within’: Muslims in Britain since 1800 and Kambiz
GhaneaBassiri’s A History of Islam in America: From the New World to the New World
Order.34 The role of global Muslims in these studies has tended to focus on migration and
Muslim assimilation (or not) into American and British societies. Both works included
British and American converts from various races, gender, and social backgrounds,
studied within the broader history of Muslims in Great Britain and America. Several
edited volumes have also contributed important angles of inquiry to the study of Islam in
the West, such as sociological, anthropological, or minority religious studies
approaches.35 Chapters in a recent edited volume exemplified the interwoven history
between Americans and Muslims that predated the twentieth century, further reminding
us “just how inextricably linked American and Muslim worlds really are, and always
have been, and just how ahistorical it is to claim that they are forces that are alien and
threatening to on another.”36 GhaneaBassiri noted elsewhere that the historical study of
Western Muslims lacks a “methodological trajectory,” leaving space for “contributions to
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our understanding of Islam and the modern world.”37 By centering my dissertation in the
fields of Ottoman and Middle Eastern history, this study contributes to those fields and
our understanding of Islam in the modern world, moving beyond an American and British
studies approach.
Studies on Abdullah Quilliam and the LMI
When Ansari discussed Quilliam in ‘The Infidel Within’, he placed Quilliam
within a survey of Muslims in Britain since 1800.38 Ansari was one of the first scholars to
generate academic interest in Quilliam and the LMI. In Islam in Victorian Britain (2010),
Ron Geaves contributed the first full-length biography of Quilliam using the LMI’s
periodicals – a weekly called The Crescent (1893-1908) and a monthly called The Islamic
World (1893-1908).39 Geaves described Quilliam’s pro-Ottoman stance and touched upon
his proclivity for pan-Islamism. Using British newspapers, he also concentrated on
Quilliam’s and the LMI’s reception, both positive and negative, in British society.
Geaves covered Quilliam’s modernist Islamic ideas, his leadership of the LMI, and the
institute’s activities.40 Five other scholars later advanced separate articles or chapters that
detailed Quilliam’s life, his Islamic mission, and the LMI. 41 Like Geaves, they placed
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Islam and Muslims in Great Britain within the Victorian discourse of colonialism and
imperialism at the height of the British Empire, with little attention to non-English
sources. As many of the titles and subtitles suggested, scholars viewed the history of the
LMI mainly through the lens of Victorian history.
Jamie Gilham advanced a more critical perspective on Quilliam as a liminal figure
and investigated converts beyond Quilliam in Loyal Enemies: British Converts to Islam,
1850-1950 (2014).42 Gilham highlighted British converts’ identity conflict and the
question of loyalty– to the Crown or the umma. He dedicated two chapters to Quilliam
and the LMI, while discussing their affinity to Abdülhamid and the Ottoman Empire.
Together, Gilham and Geaves edited Victorian Muslim: Abdullah Quilliam and Islam in
the West (2017), which advanced a British Muslim or Islam in Britain perspective.43 The
scholars in this book made little effort, however, to place Quilliam within a global
Muslim milieu.44 They recognized that scholarship going forward needed to move away
from the self-promoting sources written by Quilliam and the LMI, and insisted “other
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contemporaneous voices and sources, especially non-Western (Ottoman, African, Indian)
need to be discovered, presented and interpreted.”45 This dissertation responds to their
call by bringing non-English sources to bear on the study of Quilliam, Webb, and other
converts to Islam.
When Clark complained that “We derive none of our information from Ottoman
primary sources,” he based his assessment on English scholarship.46 Over the past
decade, some Turkish scholars have used the Ottoman archives to produce articles that
connected Quilliam and the LMI with the Ottoman state.47 However, they based their
research on a small sample of documents that contributed very little new information.
The closest approximation to this dissertation in terms of scope and breadth of Ottoman
sources is Yusuf Teke’s Panislamist Bir Aktivist, Britanya Adalarının Şeyülisâmı William
Henry Abdullah Quilliam (2019).48 Teke’s contribution is significant because he narrated
the Ottoman link over many years through the correspondence of multiple Ottoman
consul-generals. However, he minimized and sometimes omitted the more controversial
opinions and reports by Ottoman officials and seemingly bypassed the many
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communiqués written in French. Overall, Teke replicated an uncritical evaluation of the
Ottoman state’s relationship with Quilliam and the LMI. As his title suggested, according
to Teke, Quilliam’s pan-Islamism explained the Ottoman relationship with Quilliam,
which I contend only partially accounts for the Ottoman state’s approach to Quilliam and
the LMI. There were allies and detractors among Ottoman officials, and their relationship
with Quilliam and the Liverpool Muslims eventually resembled a pragmatic partnership
that did not require pan-Islamism, or even Islam.
Studies on Mohammed Alexander Russell Webb
Like Quilliam, Webb remained an obscure figure in scholarly literature until the
early twenty-first century. After 9/11, scholars developed new methodologies that
rejected the narrative pitting Islam against America and instead promoted a history of
Islam in America, exemplified by GhaneaBassiri’s A History of Islam in America, which
was part of a broader trend of “integrating Muslims into the major questions, themes, and
periods of U.S. history.”49 Works related to Webb have followed this new narrative. The
first major contribution to the study of Webb was Umar F. Abd-Allah’s biography, A
Muslim in Victorian America (2006), which remains a touchstone for information about
Webb.50 Abd-Allah’s well-researched monograph chronicled Webb’s early life, his path
to conversion, and his endeavors to spread Islam in America. Abd-Allah placed Webb
within the American experience of the late nineteenth century, though without focusing
49
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significantly on Webb’s reception within the broader Muslim world. Brent Singleton’s
Yankee Muslim, which also appeared in 2006, provided scholars access to the diary Webb
kept during his travels through South Asia after his resignation from his post as the
American consul in Manila, Philippines (1892).51
Patrick Bowen’s A History of Conversion to Islam in the United States, Volume I:
White American Muslims before 1975 contributed to the field of Muslim history in
America and the history of conversion to Islam.52 He included Webb as a liminal figure
among earlier American converts. Bowen, however, did not engage with recent
scholarship that has presented questions about the classification of being “white” in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Bowen assumed that whiteness was obvious,
whereas recent scholarship has contended, on the contrary, that ideas about whiteness
were fluid and changed over time.53 Bowen and others do acknowledge, however, that
both Webb’s class and his perceived status as “white” affected his Islamic mission in
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nineteenth-century American society.54 For example, Singleton argued that Webb’s
“insistence that Islam could only be understood by the educated elite left untapped the
masses of lower class whites [sic], immigrants, and most importantly AfricanAmericans.”55
In recent years, Turkish scholars have turned to the Ottoman archives in order to
present works that differed from Abd-Allah, Bowen, and Singleton by highlighting the
Ottoman perspective. They also stressed the pan-Islamic mood of Abdülhamid’s reign.
For example, in Amerika’da Bir Osmanlı (An Ottoman in America; 2013), Celal Emanet
included a chapter on Webb’s relationship with the Ottoman state.56 One can find a
similar use of the archives in articles by Cezmi Eraslan and İlhan Ekinci.57 These
scholars, however, have limited their research to a select number of Ottoman documents
that miss details concerning the Ottoman state’s engagement with Webb, and their works
54
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are inaccessible to non-Turkish readers. They also made Webb the main character in their
narrative, whereas I argue that an Ottoman ambassador was a central figure in mediating
the relationship between Webb and the Ottoman state (see Chapter Four). In addition,
since these Turkish scholars focused narrowly on the connection between the Ottoman
state and Webb, they missed parallels to Ottoman engagements with Quilliam and the
Liverpool Muslims. There were similarities, but also significant differences.
Methodology and Sources
Research for this study draws upon archives, periodicals and other literary
sources. The main sources are in Arabic, English, French, and Ottoman Turkish. The
period in question saw a proliferation of newspapers, journals, translations into Arabic
and Ottoman Turkish, memoirs, travelogues, and other literary forms. Over the summer
of 2017, I collected hundreds of documents from the Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi
(Ottoman Archives of the Turkish Prime Ministry; hereafter BOA) in Istanbul, which
detail the involvement of the Sublime Porte with Muslim convert communities in Great
Britain and the United States. These documents show the abundant correspondence
between diplomats, converts, and officials in Istanbul. While in Istanbul, I also acquired
numerous journal articles, pamphlets, and translations by Ottoman-era intellectuals
discussing Islam in the West. I used online databases and digital repositories of Ottoman
Turkish and Arabic newspapers and journals to locate relevant articles that explain how
Muslim intellectuals discussed Islam’s progress in Great Britain and the United States.
British archival materials and periodicals were also important for investigating
what British officials and the public said about Quilliam and the Liverpool Muslims. The
20

LMI published two international periodicals, The Crescent (weekly) and The Islamic
World (monthly), located in the British Library and made available online by the
Abdullah Quilliam Society.58 Unfortunately, there are no major collections of personal
letters or memoirs related to Quilliam or members of the LMI. The National Archives in
London, especially the Home and Foreign Office Records’ surveillance reports, were also
useful for investigating the British government’s apprehension concerning Quilliam and
the LMI’s Islamic practices.
Webb was not as prolific a writer or publisher as Quilliam. He edited and
published three very short-lived periodicals: The Moslem World (May to November
1893), The Voice of Islam (three issues in 1894), and The Moslem World and Voice of
Islam (January 1895 until February 1896).59 Despite their brief publication runs, they
were important pioneering ventures by Webb. Muhammed Al-Ahari has collected, edited
and published several of Webb’s books, pamphlets and the existing issues of the The
Moslem World and Voice of Islam.60 I am indebted to Brent Singleton for providing a
microfilm copy of The Moslem World.
Chapter Outline
This dissertation consists of five main chapters discussing the diplomatic,
geopolitical, religious, and ideological entanglements of Muslims from the Ottoman
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Empire and the Middle East with American and British converts in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. The first three chapters (Chapters One-Three) narrate the
Ottoman state’s responses to Quilliam and the Liverpool Muslims as well as Webb in the
United States, mainly through communiqués from Ottoman consul-generals,
ambassadors, and Ottoman officials in Istanbul. In Chapter One, I describe the Ottoman
state’s first decade (1889-1898) of engagement with Quilliam, which included early factfinding inquires, Quilliam’s first trip to Istanbul in 1891, and a series of reports that
expressed both positive and negative opinions about Quilliam and the Liverpool
Muslims. There were allies and detractors among Ottoman officials. Despite many
accusations of Quilliam’s religious and financial malpractice as well as allegations that
the British government paid him to pacify colonial Muslim subjects, Abdülhamid
continued to cultivate the Ottoman state’s relationship with Quilliam.
In Chapter Two, I demonstrate that the appointment of Abdullah Quilliam’s eldest
son, Robert Ahmed, to a post in the Ottoman consulate in Liverpool epitomized the
pragmatic partnership that developed in the last decade of Abdülhamid’s reign (18991908). From 1900 onward, Ottoman officials dealt with the Quilliams as partners,
benefiting from their service and information. They recognized that Abdullah Quilliam,
in particular, needed the Ottoman state to enhance his status as a Muslim leader in
Britain, and that he willingly represented the Ottoman state in a semi-official capacity as
part of quid pro quo. The most important symbol of Quilliam’s legitimacy was his title as
the “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles,” which, according to Quilliam, Abdülhamid had
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bestowed upon him sometime between 1894 and 1895. At the end of Chapter Three, I
investigate the veracity of Quilliam’s alleged title based on Ottoman documents.
In Chapter Three, I turn to Mohammed Alexander Russell Webb and the close
connection he made with Alexandre Mavroyéni Bey (1848-1929), the Ottoman
ambassador in Washington, D.C. Unlike his colleagues in London, Mavroyéni Bey
personally endorsed Webb because he believed that supporting Webb’s Islamic mission
was beneficial to the image of the Ottoman state and Abdülhamid. According to
Mavroyéni Bey, Webb’s lectures and journals were vital to dispel prejudice within
American society against Muslims, the Ottoman state, and Abdülhamid. I contend that
Mavroyéni Bey’s ambition, vision, and diplomatic position explain the Ottoman state’s
different approach to Webb as compared with how authorities cultivated their
relationship with Quilliam.
After basing three chapters on the Ottoman state archives, I then transition to
Turkish and Arab Muslim intellectuals’ reception of converts in Chapters Four and Five.
For Chapter Four, I use Ottoman Turkish and Arabic newspapers and journals to explain
why journalists and Muslim intellectuals printed stories about British and American
converts to Islam. I argue that Arabic and Turkish newspapers and journals discussed
converts and their Islamic institutions to incorporate them into the discourse of the
emerging idea of the modern Muslim world, to inform readers about Islam’s progress,
and to extol converts’ accomplishments in convincing others to embrace Islam.
In Chapter Five, I survey longer publications such as Arabic and Turkish
translations of Quilliam’s works as well as four works written by Arab and Turkish
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Muslim intellectuals. The translations and the longer publications (books and pamphlets)
demonstrate that Muslim intellectuals understood Quilliam, Webb, and other converts to
be relevant to what Cemil Aydin described as six major themes that characterized the
ideas of “pan-Islamic writers” in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 61
These themes were foundational for Muslim intellectuals’ discussions about American
and British converts to Islam. Their narratives incorporated the converts into this
framework to assert Islam’s congruence to science, rationalism, modernity, and progress.
They also used converts to confront European discourses and stereotypes about the
supposed backwardness of Islam and Muslim societies.
Throughout these chapters, I use mainly Ottoman and Arabic sources and
perspectives to explain how Abdülhamid, the Ottoman state, and Muslim intellectuals
often cultivated relationships with British and American converts to Islam in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The converts considered their activities and
writings to be instrumental in elevating Islam’s reputation. They also believed their work
was on behalf of the sultan. This study considers if, when, and how Abdülhamid,
Ottoman officials, and Muslims intellectuals agreed with the converts’ sentiments. It
seeks to complicate the converts’ portrayals of cooperation and of having a strong
connection with the Ottoman state, Abdülhamid, and fellow Muslims, thereby
undertaking a more comprehensive, critical, and reciprocal examination of these
relationships relative to the leading converts like Quilliam and Webb and British and
American Muslims.
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Chapter One: Allies and Detractors – British Converts in Liverpool and Ottoman
Authorities
In 1894, Gottlieb W. Leitner (1840-1899), the founder of the Woking Oriental
University Institute and Mosque in Woking, Surrey (England) accused the Ottoman imam
assigned to the embassy in London of disrespecting him.62 The offense that prompted this
letter was the imam’s failure to attend the Eid al-Fitr (Ramadan feast) celebration at the
Woking Mosque. Leitner also complained about a man who had once attended the
mosque with the imam and reportedly insulted Leitner by questioning his credentials to
lead the Muslim community. The back-and-forth correspondence between Ottoman
ambassador Rüstem Paşa and Leitner reveals that Leitner believed, wrongly, that the
Ottoman embassy had assigned the imam to the Woking Mosque, placing him at
Leitner’s disposal. Leitner asked Rüstem Paşa (1814-1894) to rectify the matter.63
According to Leitner, this was not the imam’s first offense, stating: “The Imam has
persistently though at first secretly thrown in his lot with the Liverpool propaganda (of
which I know that Your Excellency & Mr. Morel Bey disapprove).”64
Leitner was referring to the Liverpool Muslim Institute (LMI) – a mosque,
charitable foundation, center for Islamic propaganda and learning, and an Islamic
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publishing house – founded by William Abdullah Quilliam (1856-1932), an English
convert to Islam. Leitner also disapproved of how the LMI and Quilliam publicized their
relationship with Ottoman diplomats as well as Quilliam’s association with Sultan
Abdülhamid II (1842-1918; r. 1876-1909).65 He assumed Rüstem Paşa and Morel Bey
agreed with him despite his knowledge that “the Liverpool propaganda received
countenance & support from certain Turkish officials in this country & in Turkey.”66
Ambassador Rüstem Paşa, as an Ottoman Christian, showed no interest in entangling
himself in a dispute between Muslim institutes in a country where he held no jurisdiction.
He displayed diplomatic tact in his response to Leitner, stating: “As for the Liverpool
Muslumans [sic], I have neither to approve or disapprove of their doctrines, and it is a
matter on which I am not called to offer up any opinion.”67
Leitner alleged that Ottoman officials from Istanbul to the United Kingdom
granted “countenance” and “support” to Quilliam and the LMI.68 This chapter examines
the veracity of Leitner’s claim. If Leitner’s observation was correct, who were these
officials and what did their approval and backing look like? Were there other Ottoman
officials who looked unfavorably at Quilliam and the LMI, and if so, how did they
express their opposition?
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In recent works, historians such as Jamie Gilham and Ron Geaves have described
Quilliam and LMI members as being almost obsessively loyal to the Ottoman state. They
have depicted the relationship between the Ottoman officials, Quilliam and LMI
members as one of a mutual, unbroken affinity. As I demonstrate through the Ottoman
archives, however, Ottoman officials did not always reciprocate with the same degree of
enthusiasm. There were allies and detractors amongst the Ottomans; some provided
countenance and support, but others outright rejected the Liverpool Muslims as possible
assets to the Ottoman state. This chapter considers the Ottoman state’s relationship with
the Liverpool Muslims in the LMI’s first decade (1889-1898) by evaluating the
multilayered, sometimes conflicting reports from the Liverpool consul-generals
(şehbenderler), officials in the London embassy, and responses from the Sublime Porte
(the Ottoman center of governance in Istanbul). I will draw upon Ottoman records to
argue that, despite some differences of opinion and outlook, the Ottoman state sustained
the relationship with the LMI and its British Muslim converts for over two decades for
geopolitical, diplomatic, and religious reasons that related to the pan-Islamic mood
during Abdülhamid’s reign.
I divide this chapter into two parts that cover the LMI’s first decade (1889-1898),
and these two parts reflect particular stages in the interactions between Ottoman officials
and the Liverpool Muslims. The first half – what I call the “The Getting to Know You”
stage (1889-1893) – discusses the earliest efforts to establish an accord based on political,
diplomatic, and pan-Islamic objectives. The second half – what I call the “Mixed
Messages” stage (1894-1898) – shows that various Ottoman actors, and notably consul27

generals, raised concerns about Abdullah Quilliam, the LMI and the merits of their
partnership with British converts. The next chapter covers roughly the last decade (18991908), which highlights how Abdülhamid promoted Quilliam’s eldest son to a diplomatic
post, establishing a new era of connection in the last decade of Abdülhamid’s reign.
Scholars who have described the exchanges between Abdülhamid and other
Ottomans with Quilliam and the LMI have based their claims on English-language
sources and through the perspective of Quilliam and the LMI’s publications (see
historiographical survey below). By contrast, I center this chapter’s narrative upon
Ottoman Turkish, French and English documents found in the Başbakanlık Osmanlı
Arşivi (Ottoman Archives of the Prime Ministry; hereafter BOA) in Istanbul, thus
presenting the Ottoman perspective which current scholarship lacks. The BOA holds
myriad of consular reports, ambassadorial communiqués, and general correspondence
between the Quilliams, LMI members, and others concerned with Liverpool Muslims.
Although some BOA documents simply confirm, clarify or provide interesting new
details to the historiography, other documents reject or question the narrative of an
unbroken relationship based on a mutual rapport and cooperation.
Historiographical Survey
Pan-Islam and the Idea of the Muslim World
In the Introduction, I discussed pan-Islamic ideology in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, which coincided with Abdülhamid’s reign. Those espousing panIslamism urged Muslims from various regions, and sometimes different Islamic sects, to
unite in religious and political solidarity to confront what they perceived to be universal
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concerns of Muslims – most importantly European colonialism and intrusion in Muslim
majority lands. Scholars have identified a congruent development, namely the idea of the
Muslim world (sometimes stated as the Islamic world).69 Both Muslims and non-Muslims
propagated the notion of “a Muslim world.” The origins of the Muslim world resided not
in the concept of the umma but in shared Muslim desires for a global political unity in the
late nineteenth century. While the two terms and concepts – pan-Islamism and the
Muslim world – were not synonymous they shared similar roots and an underlying
worldview.
Abdülhamid and Yıldız Palace officials aspired to advance pan-Islamism outside
Ottoman borders.70 Abdülhamid cultivated the claim that he was serving as the universal
caliph of Muslims, in what became a key part of his pan-Islamic agenda to unify Muslims
under his reign. Some scholars have contended that Abdülhamid mobilized the notion of
protector and supporter of all Muslims as a policy.71 What pan-Islamism meant or should
mean, however, was vague; it was more discursive than practical.72 Despite fears from
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European politicians, according to Azmi Özcan, “there is no evidence to suggest that he
ever seriously and realistically contemplated the formation of a global Muslim united
front for military purposes against Christian domination, nor did he encourage the
Muslims to rise against their Christian rulers.”73 Instead, Abdülhamid envisioned “his
spiritual sovereignty to be the basis of a peaceful and stable imperial world order, not a
clash of civilizations.”74
Along these lines, the sultan welcomed British converts’ assistance in promoting
pan-Islamic solidarity. BOA documents related to Quilliam and the LMI do not directly
discuss plans or policies by Ottoman officials with specific terms such as pan-Islam,
İttihad-ı İslam (Islamic unity), or the Muslim world. The early reports reflected the
overall ethos of pan-Islamic ideology and concern for the Muslim world typified by
Abdülhamid. Ottoman officials knew what interested Abdülhamid and their
communiqués displayed their keenness to update Abdülhamid concerning the conditions
of Muslims beyond his domains, including converts in Great Britain, who were receptive
to his pan-Islamic aspirations. Pan-Islamism during Abdülhamid’s reign was more of a
mood than a definable policy, but it was a mood that Muslims beyond his domains
shared.75
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Ottoman Diplomacy in Great Britain
In 1793, the Ottoman Empire established its first resident mission in London.76
Decades later, during the Tanzimat period (1839-1876) – an era of reform and
modernization, literally reordering, of the Ottoman government77– the Sublime Porte
created the Ministry of Foreign Affairs based on European analogues.78 The grand vizier
and foreign minister were the two most prominent positions within the Sublime Porte,
tasked with domestic and foreign policy.79 A shift occurred during the reign of
Abdülhamid in which he and his associates in the Yıldız Palace wielded significant
power.80 With Abdülhamid taking an active role in decision-making, scholars have
described the Hamidian era as a period of stagnation within the Foreign Ministry.81
Officials rarely if ever directly engaged in policy-making, even before Abdülhamid’s
reign. As Doğan Gürpınar summarized:
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The chief tasks of the Ottoman [Foreign] Ministry were the
supervision of the activities of Ottoman nationals and especially the
activities of dissidents and non-Muslims abroad, and the tracking of
the local press’s commentaries regarding the Ottoman Empire and the
sultan… The Ottoman representatives were not mere technicians, but
civil servants, whose duties and policies were shaped by the domestic
concerns of the Hamidian regime.82
Officials in Liverpool and London busied themselves with tracking and gathering
intelligence. They also translated and refuted the local press as part of what Selim
Deringil called the task of “damage control and image management.”83 Abdülhamid
sought to shape and manipulate both domestic and international public opinion (efkâr-ı
umûmîyye).84
Houssine Alloul and Roel Markey argued that “press management abroad hardly
ever resulted from forthright top-down policy, but was largely the product of the
improvisatory labor of the empire’s diplomats, who continuously attempted to negotiate
with a multiplicity of local actors (journalists, propagandists, foreign state officials, and
even Ottoman fugitive/exiled dissidents) to prevent and counter the publication of
‘negative’ news reports about the empire.”85 They noted that in the Hamidian period an
“increased preoccupation with public opinion is palpable in the Ottoman archival record,”
which resulted in attempts to counter negative press, and demands for editors to retract
82
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“false” reports, or even “inserting disclaimers in dailies generally ‘sympathetic’ to the
Ottomans.”86 They cautioned historians to explore this subject through the national
contexts in which Ottoman diplomatic missions found themselves.87 A review of AngloOttoman relations is critical for explaining why Ottoman officials engaged with the
Liverpool Muslims, regarding them as a source of positive public opinion and image
management for Abdülhamid, the Ottoman Empire, and Islam.
From the 1830s to the 1850s, many British officials and observers regarded the
Ottoman Empire’s Tanzimat reforms as a sign of progress and modernity. In some
circles, these positive attitudes generated what we could call “Turcophilism,” meaning an
admiration of and affinity to Turkey and the “Turks.”88 The British government, in this
period, also cultivated an alliance with the Ottoman state in a shared effort to oppose
Russian imperial expansion in Ottoman territory.89 However, this favorable outlook
turned sour in the 1860s when many perceived the Tanzimat reforms as failures, giving
rise to suspicions over Ottoman delinquency in repaying the debt owed to the British and
French creditors.90 Political and public opinion worsened after the Russo-Turkish War
(1877-1878) when the Russians defeated the Ottomans. British MP William Gladstone
responded with a scathing pamphlet, Bulgarian Horrors and the Question of the East
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(1876), which depicted Ottoman atrocities against Bulgarian Christians.91 Gladstone’s
description of the Turks as “the one great anti-human specimen of humanity,” illustrated
British perceptions of racial and moral superiority over and against Muslims and Turks.92
The image of the barbaric, fanatical Muslim Turks who oppressed their fellow Ottoman
Christians only increased during the reign of Abdülhamid, especially after the Hamidian
massacres of Armenians in the 1890s as well as the multiple revolutionary struggles in
the Balkans. Gürpınar noted that the Hamidian era “can be regarded as both a symptom
and an active agent of the rift between the British and the Ottomans.”93 Quilliam and his
fellow LMI members sought to repair the image of their Caliph, to counter news about
Ottoman governance of Christians, to repudiate racist statements concerning Turks, and
to act as a bulwark for Islam in Great Britain. Even if the British converts were not
Ottoman subjects, Abdülhamid was keen to show interest in anyone who demonstrated
loyalty and expressed their allegiance to him as the universal caliph of all Muslims.
Initial Contact – the Getting to Know You Stage (1889-1893)
The First Overture (1889)
Abdullah Quilliam made the first overture to an Ottoman official in November
1889, via an introductory letter to Ambassador Rüstem Paşa. At this point, he used the
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name William Henry, not Abdullah, on his letterhead.94 By 1889, Quilliam had publicly
announced his conversion, which occurred in 1887. By this stage he was also propagating
Islam around Liverpool, gathering with new British converts to pray, and working to
establish what they later called the Liverpool Muslim Institute and mosque.95 His early
Muslim ministry consisted of talks at Temperance League halls around Liverpool in
which he subtly introduced Islamic beliefs and the virtues of Muhammad, including a
lecture which he later published called “Fanatics and Fanaticism.”96
In his introductory letter, Quilliam revealed little about himself other than his
occupation as a solicitor and his role as “the President of the Congregation of True
Believers in Liverpool, England.”97 His main objective was to send Rüstem Paşa a copy
of his newly published pamphlet “for the defense & propagation of Islam in the British
Isles,” perhaps thinking the ambassador would be pleased to learn of his Islamic
propaganda efforts.98 It was likely Quilliam’s desire that Rüstem Paşa would forward the
message and pamphlet to Abdülhamid. Three years later Quilliam wrote in the preface of
The Faith of Islam (third edition; 1892) that since the pamphlet’s last issue (meaning its
second edition; 1890) it “has been perused by the Caliph of the Faithful, His Imperial
Majesty the Sultan of Turkey, who was gracious enough to signify his commendation of
94
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the same.”99 In 1891, Quilliam visited Istanbul as a guest of the sultan, when he likely
hand-delivered the second edition to Abdülhamid. Both the letter and third edition
preface reveal how Quilliam coveted recognition and validation from “the Caliph of the
Faithful” as a sign of legitimacy. His initial overture paid dividends in the years to come.
Information Gathering and Sir Hall Caine’s play “Mahomet” (1890)
A few months after his initial overture, Quilliam reached out to Dimitri
Mavrokordato Efendi, the Ottoman Liverpool consul-general (1886-1891).100 According
to a letter Mavrokordato sent to Quilliam (11 February 1890), Quilliam had previously
informed the consul-general about a troubled Arab sailor.101 Mavrokordato admitted that
until Quilliam’s letter he knew about neither a Muslim congregation in Liverpool nor
about Quilliam, but he stated: “As representative of a Moslem government I avail myself
of this opportunity in asking you as a personal favor to be kind enough to give me some
information with respect to your Congregation.”102 Mavrokordato inaugurated the first
Ottoman fact-finding mission of the Liverpool Muslims, presumably to ascertain if
Ottoman subjects attended the LMI, whether any political messages accompanied the
meetings, and how the LMI and Ottoman officials could collaborate. Although he was
not a Muslim, Mavrokordato recognized his representative role on behalf of
Abdülhamid’s Islamic government. Under Abdülhamid’s direction, the Ottoman Foreign
99
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Ministry established consulates and emissaries in cities with Muslim subjects in colonial
spaces to track and support Muslim populations, to promote “pro-Ottoman feelings,” and
to encourage adherence to Abdülhamid as the Caliph of Muslims.103 For example, some
Indonesian Muslims under Dutch authority viewed the Ottoman consulates as “caliphate
representatives,” much like Quilliam treated the Ottoman consulate office in Liverpool
over the years.104 Mavrokordato performed the role of “caliphate representative” for the
English converts and other Muslims in Liverpool.
Quilliam responded to Mavrokordato’s inquiry, Quilliam reciprocated with four
pages about the LMI. The letter included the names of LMI figures, such as Fatima Cates
(treasurer), J. Lester (honorary sectary) and W.H. Quilliam (chairman). Quilliam
described the LMI premises and mosque as a “large old fashioned home” that he claimed
upon leasing was “in a dilapidated condition.”105 The keeper of the facility resided in the
building and acted as the muezzin, issuing the call to prayer five times a day. Only LMI
members attended Friday services, but the two meetings on Sundays served “to gain
converts.”106 On Thursdays, members and their friends gathered for social events,
enjoying “songs, recitations, and instrumental music.”107 As Quilliam noted, most of the
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members were converts from Christianity, so they aspired to create a setting that was
familiar to British sensibilities. Quilliam invited the consul-general to a social gathering
and act as the chair, which was a common practice when honored and distinguished
guests attended an LMI meeting.108 For Mavrokordato, none of this information was
worthy of passing on to Rüstem Paşa and he filed it away.
It was not until months later that the embassy and Liverpool consulate took notice
of the LMI, when its vice-president, Rafiüddin Ahmad (1865-1954), an Indian Muslim
living in London, published articles in British newspapers protesting the production of a
play called Mahomet. The novelist and playwright Sir Thomas Henry Hall Caine (18531931) attempted to produce the play in 1890. The controversy arose because Caine
included a physical depiction of Muhammad in his play. Kristan Tetens wrote, “Caine’s
play rejected the then-common view of Islam as a heresy and Muhammad as an impostor;
instead, it treated the religion sympathetically and the prophet with respect.”109
Nonetheless, Rafiüddin Ahmad’s September article in The Times noted that the very
notion of physically depicting Muhammad was, for Queen Victoria’s 50 million Indian
Muslims, a subject of “extreme importance” and a source of “deep agitation.”110 Based
on Muslim sensibilities, he demanded that the British government censor the play.
Ahmad framed his response in terms of the “entire Moslem world” rejecting the play and
used language that evoked universal Islamic religious sentiment with underlying pan108
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Islamic notions of geopolitical unity. He called upon the Queen, as the ruler of the largest
Muslim population in the world, to halt it. The French government had set a precedent
when it responded to Abdülhamid’s intervention that same year due to a similar play
(Henri de Bornier’s Mahomet).111 Ahmad also hinted at Abdülhamid’s possible role as an
intermediary in Great Britain.112 After reading this article, Rüstem Paşa requested
information from Mavrokordato about Ahmad and the LMI.113
Mavrokordato admitted previous knowledge of the LMI through Quilliam (the
first fact-finding inquiry), but, as noted above, he found the information uninteresting and
thought it unnecessary to pass along to Rüstem Paşa.114 He recognized his error and
promised Rüstem Paşa he would meet Ahmad to relay the ambassador’s message that the
Ottoman government had intervened on behalf of Muslims.115 In addition, Mavrokordato
attached Quilliam’s correspondence about the LMI, to which Rüstem Paşa later
responded in such a way as to suggest he was unaware of Quilliam.116 Mavrokordato
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began further investigation about the make-up of the LMI, specifically whether or not
Ottoman subjects attended meetings. During the reign of Abdülhamid many opposition
figures associated with the Young Ottomans and later the Young Turks self-exiled to
European cities, so Rüstem Paşa likely wanted to keep tabs on potential infiltrators who
could turn Quilliam and LMI members against the Ottoman sultan. The possible presence
of dissidents would be unwelcome news.117
In Mavrokordato’s extensive report, he described the LMI’s goals which centered
on Islamic education, cooperation amongst Muslims in Liverpool, and the creation of a
mosque and Islamic institute.118 He claimed that Arab and Indian seamen frequented the
Institute, and, contrary to some reports, the majority (he estimated 40) of the members
were Indian, aside from approximately ten Englishmen and women who embraced Islam.
He stressed that no Ottoman subjects were members of the LMI “because there are no
Ottoman subjects residing in Liverpool.”119 Rüstem Paşa forwarded the information to
Kürd Said Paşa (1834-1907), the Minister of Foreign Affairs, adding that the LMI “is
essentially a charitable and religious institution, with no political motives.”120 The efforts
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to stop the play by Rafiüddin Ahmad and other Muslims show however that they were
anything but apolitical.121 Rüstem Paşa claimed no previous knowledge of the LMI until
he read Ahmad’s article, suggesting that he either forgot about Quilliam’s letter from the
previous year, he never read it, or he lied to his superiors.
Eventually, the Lord Chamberlain, First Earl of Lathom (1837-1898), decided to
halt the play and revoke the license for its production.122 He made his decision based on
the British Indian Office’s dispatches that expressed concerns about a possible Indian
Muslim uprising. Appeals by Muslims such as Ahmad provoked fear of a revolt similar
to that of 1857, as he reminded the British government when speaking of Indian
Muslims’ “religious zeal.”123 At the same time, the Lord Chamberlain needed to help
Prime Minister Salisbury (1830-1903), who wished to appease Abdülhamid.124
Although Ahmad was satisfied, he wrote a second article in The Times to
readdress Muslim concerns over depicting prophets. He also reminded readers that
Abdülhamid, “as the recognized spiritual leader of 150 millions of the Mahomedans in
the world,” had successfully protested a French play, so it was natural that he would take
an interest in Caine’s production after “the entire Mussulman world, from Cape Comorin
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to the Himalayas, began seriously to agitate against the proposal.”125 Based on panIslamic sentiments, Indian Muslims appealed to Abdülhamid as their spiritual leader to
stop the French play, but now in England they made requests to Queen Victoria as their
sovereign.126 Ahmad signaled a loyalty to Abdülhamid on religious grounds and to Queen
Victoria as a British subject. In a separate letter addressed to Abdülhamid, Ahmad
thanked the sultan for his intervention, stating:
I most respectfully beg to thank your Majesty, sincerely and cordially,
for the prompt services which your Majesty, as the defender of the
True Faith, and the recognized spiritual leader of the Sunni
Mohamedans on Earth, has rendered in connection with the
suppression of the performance of the ‘Play Mahomed’ in France and
England.127
Ahmad informed Abdülhamid that at an embassy meeting, he heard of the sultan’s
appeals to the British government, which solidified Indian Muslims’ gratitude and love
towards him. He added that as the Defender of the Faithful, Abdülhamid would be glad to
learn about the British converts in Liverpool, particularly how they “have pledged
themselves to propagate the religion of Mohammed (peace be upon him) not only in
England but also in Europe and America.”128 It was Quilliam, not Ahmad, who received
word of Abdülhamid’s appreciation, in a letter sent by Sir Henry F. Woods Paşa (18431929), the former British Navy admiral now serving as Abdülhamid’s Aide-de-Camps.129
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Abdülhamid promised to supply books and materials to the LMI along with his apparent
carte blanche approval and support. 130 One final report by a London embassy staffer,
Abdülhak Hâmid (1852-1937) cemented Abdülhamid’s admiration for Quilliam.
Abdülhak Hâmid’s “Star” Newspaper Translation
Abdülhak Hâmid represented an established line of Ottoman scholars and
diplomats from an elite family. 131 He emerged from the literary intelligentsia of the
Young Ottomans and gained fame from his literary accomplishments which
overshadowed his political career.132 After he served in various ministerial posts, Hâmid
began a career in diplomatic service with his first appointment as the under-secretary to
the embassy in Paris (1876). Eventually, the Sublime Porte appointed him to the Bombay
consulate in 1883, an important post for Abdülhamid’s pan-Islamic connections in
India.133 In fact, after observing Indian Muslim enthusiasm for the Ottomans and
Abdülhamid, “Hâmid suggested to the grand vizier Said Pasha that some political capital
might be made out of this attachment, and penned an official memorandum on the
subject.”134 His next appointment was at the Ottoman embassy in London, where he
socialized with British and Indian elites, married an Englishwoman, and lived for more
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than two decades.135 He was troubled by British imperialism, especially as the British
controlled lands governed by Muslims.136 In at least one of his plays he expressed belief
“in the Caliphate’s symbolic power to unite Muslim communities all around the
world.”137 As the following report suggests, he also advocated for his fellow Muslims in
England.
On 21 December 1890, Hâmid filed a report based on a partial translation of an
article in The Star (London) entitled “Islam in England: The Mahemedan [sic]
Congregation in Liverpool – An Interview with the Founder.”138 Hâmid’s commentary
suggests he wanted Abdülhamid to become familiar with Quilliam and the LMI’s
activities. One unique aspect of this article was Quilliam’s firsthand account of his
embrace of Islam and early Islamic ministry in Liverpool. Neither the LMI’s weekly
periodical, The Crescent, which began three years later (1893), nor Quilliam’s pamphlets
provided much biographical material or explanation for his conversion and early
ministry. Present scholarship relies on Quilliam’s interview fourteen years later (1904)
for details about his conversion.139 Oddly, the 1890 interview and the one in 1904 differ
on some of the basic details and dates differ. Hâmid’s report tells us what Abdülhamid
135
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and Ottoman officials learned concerning Quilliam and the LMI, information not found
in the previous consulate and embassy reports. Hâmid’s commentary after the translation
is also worth consideration.
Scholars acknowledge that a trip to Spain and Morocco, sometime between 1882
and 1884, was the major catalyst for Quilliam’s interest in Islam.140 According to The
Star interview and Hâmid’s translation, Quilliam traveled there upon his doctor’s advice
for health issues sometime after January 1884.141 Quilliam provided few details about his
activities there other than visiting the cities and regions of Fez, Tangiers and Jabal Tariq
(Gibraltar).142 While in Morocco, he observed Muslim steadfastness and earnestness in
religion, which compelled him to further study.143 Upon his return to Liverpool he
continued his study of the Qur’an through an English translation as well as “zealously
scrutinizing many more works written for and against Islam.”144 Quilliam hastened to
explain he did not convert impulsively, but instead his conversion required both his heart
and mind to be convinced.145 Quilliam detailed the struggles he faced from family and
friends, which caused him to worry about how his conversion would affect his young
140
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family.146 Quilliam also recounted how his association with the Temperance League
helped him to preach teetotalism and Islam, in other words, “an opportunity of killing two
birds with one stone.”147 From these meetings he gained the first converts in Liverpool.148
By December 1890, Quilliam claimed they had forty-four members (five Indian men and
the rest converts) who met on Fridays for prayer and on Sunday evenings for “public
mission services.”149 The interviewer turned to the prospect of future converts and
whether Quilliam believed England could be converted to Islam. He responded: “I fear
but few things, I hope many things, but I trust all things to God, and I have no doubt but
that if it is Allah’s will to bring this country to Islam he is powerful enough to do so.”150
Hâmid ended his translation at Quilliam’s response and then added his own commentary,
which centered on Islam’s future in Great Britain.
Hâmid expressed both excitement and concern for the fledgling Muslim
community. For example, he stated: “One day certainly the Eternal Light of Islam will be
upon the whole of creation,” and thus he expressed confidence that the “Eternal Light of
Islam” would shine upon Great Britain.151 Hâmid’s commentary continued by praising
Abdülhamid for his benevolence, and proclaimed that by Allah’s grace the eternality and
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protection of Islam rested upon Abdülhamid’s holy authority as the caliph.152 According
to Hâmid, it was the caliph’s duty to protect Islam from decline.153 As “our benefactor,”
the sultan was the one true patron of the self-evident religion.154 Hâmid’s communiqué
encouraged fellow Muslims, and most importantly the caliph, to support Quilliam’s
efforts to promote Islam. He praised the fact that in a short period there were now fortyfour Muslims in Liverpool, but he expressed concern, describing them as isolated on the
faraway island of England surrounded and filled by Christianity, despite being honored
by the glory of Islam.155 Unlike the Ottoman Christian diplomats, Hâmid showed Muslim
solidarity. He desired to see the Liverpool Muslims prosper and grow. Hâmid’s
translation presented a clarion call to take notice and action to support Quilliam and the
LMI’s efforts, couched in the language of Muslim solidarity and the caliph’s universal
role as protector and defender of Islam. Within four months of Hâmid’s report, Quilliam
and his teenage son (Robert) Ahmed boarded a ship to Istanbul by Abdülhamid’s
invitation. This was the first of many visits by the Quilliams and the beginning of a twodecade-long relationship.
The Quilliams in Istanbul (1891)
Quilliam took great pride in Abdülhamid’s invitation to Istanbul for an
“International Conference of Islam.”156 However, there are no lengthy accounts of the
visit with the sultan or the conference he attended in any of his later periodicals.
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Mavrokordato confirmed that Quilliam received an invitation from Abdülhamid and that
Quilliam and his son were on their way to Istanbul as guests of the Yıldız Palace.
However, he did not specify if he presented Quilliam an official invitation nor did he
state the purpose.157 The Pall Mall Gazette ran a brief story about the two Quilliams
attending the selamlık (official Friday greeting at the mosque) at the time of the Ramadan
festival.158 According to the article, Abdülhamid made Ahmed a colonel in the army,
complete with a uniform, and gifted him a horse. Until now, scholars narrate the visit
using Sir Woods Paşa’s memoir, Spunyarn. Woods Paşa also did not mention an
international conference and simply said Abdülhamid invited Quilliam to Istanbul after
learning about him in “a paragraph in an Arabic newspaper.”159 While it seems more
likely that he heard about Quilliam through the diplomatic communiqué discussed above,
Abdülhamid was an avid reader of periodicals, both foreign and domestic, so it is
possible an unnamed Arabic periodical mentioned Quilliam.160 Woods Paşa noted that
Quilliam, as “an Imperial guest,” received great care and attention, including his own
guide (mihmândâr) named İbrahim Hakkı Bey (1862-1918).161 Hakkı Bey’s account
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found in the BOA lends credence to parts of the received history and adds new details
that the English sources omit.
Hakkı Bey wrote three separate reports in May 1891, but the BOA documents
lack headers to inform us to whom and where in the Sublime Porte he sent them.162 In the
first report, Hakkı Bey described his day with the Quilliams, which amounted to tours of
the many popular spots in the Golden Horn district of Istanbul.163 In Hakkı Bey’s second
report, he mentioned how he took them to prayers at the Hamidiye Mosque (Yıldız).164
He also spoke of how Woods Paşa accompanied the Quilliams on several trips around the
Bosporus, imparting details not found in Woods Paşa’s memoir.165 The Quilliams visited
some of Istanbul’s most important sites hosted by Abdülhamid’s own selected
officials.166 According to Hakkı Bey, Münif Paşa, the Minister of Education (1885-1891),
also hosted the Quilliams in his home.167 They later visited prominent schools in Istanbul
such as the Mekteb-i Hukûk (Law school) and Mekteb-i Fünûn-i Harbiyye (Military
school).
162
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It was at the Military school that Quilliam met a Japanese man by the name of
Shotaro Noda (1868-1904), later Abdul Haleem Noda. Hakkı Bey claimed Quilliam spent
considerable time with Noda, expounding the truths of Islam, with Noda even coming to
Quilliam’s hotel to hear more explanations from Quilliam.168 At the end of their
conversations, Quilliam gave Noda an English Qur’an and some of his pamphlets. Hakkı
Bey mentioned that he hoped Noda would soon embrace Islam. Years later in The Islamic
World, Quilliam’s journal referenced an article in the Christian Herald about Islam in
Japan, stating that a Japanese man met the “chief of the English Muslims” and learned the
tenets of Islam while in Istanbul.169 According to one historian, Shotaro Noda was among
the two men who “can be regarded as the first Muslims in the history of Japan.”170 At
first glance, the story in The Islamic World appeared to be at best an exaggeration of
Quilliam’s importance and at worst a fictitious story. However, Hakkı Bey’s account
affirms the popular narrative that Quilliam taught Islam to one of Japan’s first
converts.171 Shortly after Hakkı Bey’s report about Quilliam’s visit with Noda, another
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BOA document affirms Quilliam’s instrumental role in Noda’s conversion and eventual
confession of faith (shahāda).172 Finally, Hakkı Bey recorded a visit at Abu el-Hindi
Efendi’s house.173 Quilliam and el-Hindi discussed matters of religion and spreading
Islam. El-Hindi suggested the best way to spread Islam in England was to speak in a
discreet and cautious matter and to not cause offense by presenting Islam in a way that
was disruptive.174 Quilliam’s general tactics for spreading Islam mirrored el-Hindi’s
advice, which means he presumably accepted el-Hindi’s words as wise counsel.175
In all, Hakkı Bey’s reports present a fuller picture of Quilliam’s trip to Istanbul
and the degree to which Ottoman officials showed interest in Quilliam’s work in
Liverpool. One might think of the visit as a test of Quilliam’s loyalty to Abdülhamid and
the Ottomans. It energized Quilliam and drew him closer to the Ottoman cause and to
Abdülhamid’s pan-Islamic vision. While Hakkı Bey’s communiqués support Englishlanguage accounts and provide additional material, he still left out important details. For
example, Hakkı Bey omitted any titles or gifts presented to the Quilliams as well as any
description of their official visit with Abdülhamid.176 There was also no mention of the
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Quilliams staying in the Yıldız Palace.177 Despite Hakkı Bey leaving out these details,
there is no strong evidence to the contrary.178 İsmail Lütfi Bey, the new Liverpool consulgeneral, read the news of Ahmed’s title in the British press. He described the title of
binbaşı (major in the Imperial cavalry) as a “pompous title” and more like a “hoax” than
a reality.179 He expected to read something about it in the Foreign Ministry circulars, and
its absence led him to request clarification from Rüstem Paşa so he could privately
correct the Quilliams.180 Rüstem Paşa replied that he also found it strange, but he could
neither confirm nor deny the newspaper article.181 Although Lütfi Bey’s first
communiqué to Rüstem Paşa placed doubt on the Quilliams’ characters, over the next
few years he became Abdullah Quilliam’s friend and a supporter of the LMI.
The Lütfi Bey Years (1891-1893)
By 1891, three Ottoman officials in England had engaged with Quilliam and the
LMI: Liverpool consul-general Mavrokordato, the London embassy under-secretary
Abdülhak Hâmid, and Rüstem Paşa. Only Hâmid, as a fellow Muslim, demonstrated a
keenness to support Quilliam and the LMI. Rafiüddin Ahmad later expressed his concern
that Ottoman Christian officials at the embassy would not transmit his petitions to the
Sultan. He bypassed them completely and met separately with Hâmid, considering him
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sympathetic to their cause.182 Hâmid felt it noteworthy to communicate possible Muslim
resentment of Ottoman Christian officials. There is some evidence that the Ottoman
Muslim diplomats in Great Britain resented their Ottoman Christian colleagues.183 On
one occasion, a Muslim official claimed that among some Ottoman Christian diplomats,
“there is no respect for Islam nor for Muslims,” which could explain Hâmid’s desire to
expose Ahmad’s hesitance to meet with non-Muslims.184
İsmail Lütfi Bey, the newly appointed Liverpool consul-general, arrived in June
1891, shortly after the Quilliams returned from Istanbul.185 Quilliam and the LMI later
praised him above all the other consul-generals. For example, The Crescent said that
Lütfi Bey received the title of “Honorary Vice President” alongside other “native born
Muslims.”186 Upon the news of his departure in 1893, The Crescent wrote:
It is with mingled feelings of pleasure and regret that we have to
announce that our friend and brother, Loutfy Bey, has been appointed
First Secretary of the Ottoman Legation at Bucharest. The pleasure we
have is to know that his merits have been appreciated by the
Government he has served so well during his sojourn in Liverpool; but
we regret, at the same time, that we shall lose the pleasure of his
agreeable companionship, advice, and assistance.187
Lütfi Bey was an ally and friend to the LMI. Based on an early extensive report on the
conditions of the LMI (its members and practices), Lütfi Bey claimed he wanted to
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distance himself from the LMI to avoid gossip in the newspapers about possible
interference.188 He disapproved of the LMI’s use of an organ at Sunday meetings, an
ostensibly heterodox practice, which also attracted the scorn of later Ottoman consulgenerals.189 Early on, Lütfi Bey complained of the Quilliams’ (Abdullah and Ahmed)
conceited attitudes about the gifts (such as the horse) and he remained indignant that
Ahmed Quilliam continued to claim the binbaşı title.190 Within his first year, however,
the BOA records indicate that Lütfi Bey shifted his approach and advocated on the LMI’s
behalf.
In November 1891, British newspapers reported that a mob gathered outside the
LMI’s entrance after hearing the muezzin from the balcony before the Sunday evening
meeting.191 The Pall Mall Gazette estimated 400 people arrived and threw stones and filth
at those exiting, one stone nearly hitting the young Ahmed Quilliam while he prayed.192
Lütfi Bey remarked to Rüstem Paşa that recently groups gathered when they heard the
call to prayer, resulting in a police presence. 193 However, on this particular Sunday the
police were absent. He appealed to the ambassador to make public this “unprecedented
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example of intolerance by a people [the British] that occasionally deigns to plead the
cause of certain so-called oppressed nationalities in Turkey.”194 Lütfi Bey wanted to
expose British hypocrisy through this event. When it came to “so-called oppressed
nationalities in Turkey,” namely Ottoman Christians, the British press and politicians
responded with aggressive intervention, but when Anglo-British Muslims experienced
intolerable actions at the hands of fellow Englishmen and women, Lütfi Bey felt their
silence was contemptible. The British government’s suppression of Mahomet was
insufficient evidence of benevolence in comparison to physical assault against AngloBritish Muslims.
While Rüstem Paşa failed to promise Lütfi Bey any direct action, he did forward
the report to Said Paşa, the Ottoman foreign minister, and instructed Lütfi Bey to monitor
the Liverpool police to ensure the Liverpool Muslims’ safety.195 In his response, Lütfi
Bey said of the assailants: “They were nothing less than a crusade organized by some
fanatics,” demonstrating his level of contempt.196 He expressed his frustration with the
police inaction during the ordeal, but he later attended the mosque and witnessed a police
presence that quieted the crowd.197 He was pleased to report that: “Inside the mosque, the
good-sized audience was even more intelligent and selective than usual,” indicating that
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the LMI attracted sophisticated audiences.198 His words also suggest that Lütfi Bey was
no stranger to LMI meetings. Rüstem Paşa met with someone in the British Foreign
Office in a private and unofficial visit to advocate for further investigation. The Foreign
Office complied with a full report presented by the Home Office. The ambassador was
satisfied with the results. According to the Home Office, the newspaper reports,
especially from the Liverpool Daily Post, inflated the mob’s numbers.199 Additionally,
Quilliam stated he too believed the Daily Post exaggerated the story and he expressed
satisfaction with the local officials’ response. The same local officials assured the
Liverpool Muslims they would take measures to prevent a repeated occurrence.200
Rüstem Paşa forwarded the findings to Said Paşa and Lütfi Bey, which only briefly
pacified Lütfi Bey.201
A few days later an anonymous author in the The Liverpool Review wrote what
Lütfi Bey described as “a specimen of the worst fanaticism and of total ignorance of the
principles and spirit of Islam.”202 The article’s author denied the equivalence some made
between the Liverpool attacks and the cruelty faced by some Christians in the Ottoman
Empire, stating:
The argument was absurd, for the conditions are entirely different. In
the East untold horrors and cruelty have been suffered by Christians,
however weak and inoffensive their ways, but here [England], it is not
198
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the private and inoffensive worship of Mohammed that is
objectionable, but the public advertisement of him…Let Mr. Quilliam
and his fellow-believers in the Prophet do as they like inside their own
quarters, but suppress the balcony business [call to prayer by the
muezzin].203
Lütfi Bey objected vehemently to the author’s “diatribe” because he feared it would
incite further fanaticism against the Liverpool Muslims. LMI members informed Lütfi
Bey that they intended to respond, which he later forwarded to Rüstem Paşa with great
pleasure.204 When another assault occurred, this time a knife attack on two LMI members
(June 1892), Lütfi Bey once again gathered local press reports for Rüstem Paşa.205 The
police urged the victims and the LMI not to publicize the event, but the ambassador
disagreed with these instructions. However, because the victims were English subjects,
Rüstem Paşa chose not to interfere directly.206
Besides defending the Liverpool Muslims, Lütfi Bey enthusiastically reported on
the LMI’s institutional growth.207 He announced the LMI’s intention to start a Muslim
College (medrese-i İslamiye), which he described as a boarding school, first for children
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associated with the LMI but also for Indian Muslims.208 Lütfi Bey later explained in a
report forwarded to the Foreign Ministry and the Grand Vizier’s office that they hoped
Muslims living under British rule would send their sons to Liverpool to learn in English
from Muslim teachers, away from the negative influences of British and American
missionary schools.209 The LMI noted that Indian Muslims complained that their sons
studying in England were succumbing to the vices of British culture. They predicted the
Liverpool Moslem College (LMC) would remedy such concerns. In a crossed-out
paragraph to the Foreign Ministry, Rüstem Paşa opined that the school could lead to good
results, but he feared Quilliam proposed a tuition that exceeded what Muslim families
could afford.210 The LMC eventually served as a vehicle for foreign Muslims to teach in
Liverpool.211 It is easy to imagine why Lütfi Bey believed such a school could prove
beneficial. A school attracting non-Ottoman Muslim students that taught from an
Abdülhamid-inspired pan-Islamic viewpoint would be valuable. Any opportunity to gain
leverage with Muslims outside the “well-protected domains” seemed to inspire
Abdülhamid.212 The LMC promoted pan-Islamic ideas that reinforced the notion to
Muslim pupils that Abdülhamid was their caliph. If Abdülhamid fancied Indian Muslim
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backing based on pan-Islamic links, then the LMC provided a possible avenue for
recruiting Indian Muslims to his cause. Although there is no evidence that Abdülhamid
and the Ottoman state directly provided the LMC with any tangible support, Lütfi Bey
imparted valuable information upon which Abdülhamid could act if he deemed it
advantageous to his pan-Islamic goals.
Lütfi Bey also briefed Rüstem Paşa on Quilliam’s forthcoming Islamic journals,
which he began publishing in 1893. Quilliam advertised The Crescent as “a weekly
record of the progress of Islam in England” and The Islamic World as “a monthly journal
devoted to the interests of Islam throughout the globe.”213 Lütfi Bey learned of the plans
for these journals firsthand from Quilliam, who told Lütfi Bey of another short-lived
Liverpool journal, The Liver. Quilliam cautioned that he wanted to keep his ownership of
The Liver “incognito,” most likely to protect his identity and hide the purposes behind the
positive reporting on the Ottomans through The Liver.214 More importantly, Quilliam
added that he was ready to publish anything that Lütfi Bey and Ottoman officials inspired
him to include in his journal, presumably meaning in The Liver.215 In essence, Quilliam
offered to act as propagandist for the Ottoman state.
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Ottoman diplomats frequently bribed newspaper editors and journalists to craft
positive stories and shape the public image of Abdülhamid and the Ottoman Empire.216
Quilliam assured the Liverpool consul-general, and by implication the ambassador, that
his journals could act as vehicles for “damage control and image management,” but
without a bribe or any financial compensation.217 Abdülhamid and Ottoman officials’
recognition of Quilliam may have been enough motivation. As long as the Ottomans
acknowledged Quilliam’s authority and legitimacy as the leader of the Liverpool
Muslims and beyond, Quilliam published glowing reports about the Ottomans gratis. The
pro-Ottoman stance in his journals was obvious, but thus far no direct evidence
confirmed the extent to which Quilliam offered his services to the Ottomans. How or to
what degree Lütfi Bey or others constructed stories and news reports for Quilliam
remains unclear from the BOA records. However, the numerous stories covering events
in Istanbul and within the Ottoman Empire, particularly in The Crescent’s editorials,
suggests there was no lack of influence and input from Ottoman officials. Whatever the
differences or objections some Ottoman diplomats had with Quilliam over the years, for
diplomatic and political purposes this relationship was worth nurturing, from the Ottoman
state’s point of view.
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Mixed Messages in the Last Years of the Nineteenth Century (1894-1899)
Consul-General Esad Kenan Bey’s Criticisms (1893-1895)
A new consul-general named Esad Kenan Bey arrived in Liverpool in late
1893.218 In his first full year, he facilitated Quilliam’s first errand on behalf of
Abdülhamid. However, before he left in 1895, Kenan Bey also contributed the first
lengthy critique of Quilliam and the LMI as he shared his doubts about the benefits of
coordinating and working with the Liverpool Muslims. For roughly the next four years,
including immediately after Kenan Bey’s departure, several people from the LMI and
elsewhere also reached out to either the consul-general office or the embassy to denounce
Quilliam and the LMI’s religious innovations or possible political intrigues.
In the early part of 1894, Quilliam sent a letter to Abdülhamid on behalf of
Muslims in the British colony of Lagos. His letter reflected the fact that some West
African Muslims had spent time in Liverpool, at the LMI, and continued to read its
publications.219 The connection between West Africa and Liverpool began with the city’s
chief role in the Atlantic slave trade, followed by palm oil trade, and then culminated in
Britain’s colonial presence in the 1880s and 1890s.220 As scholars have observed,
Liverpool’s heritage as the “second city of the British empire” with multiple colonial
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connections helps to explain the Western African Muslims’ familiarity with the LMI,
Quilliam and his writings.221 Quilliam and the LMI benefited from Britain’s imperial
aspirations, resulting in colonial Muslim subjects, to cultivate their desire for global
Muslim networks.
Enclosed with the letter was a message from Mahommed Shitta, who sponsored
the building of a new mosque in Lagos.222 Through Quilliam, Shitta petitioned the
“Caliph of the Faithfuly [sic], Protector of the Holy Cities, and the defender of the true
faith,” requesting some kind of favor to Shitta and a small token suitable for the mosque’s
opening.223 At least some West African Muslims assumed that Quilliam had a direct line
to petition Abdülhamid. They no doubt inferred such a connection from reading The
Crescent and other English newspapers that covered Quilliam’s relations with Ottoman
officials.224 Quilliam commented that: “They [Muslims of West Africa] therefore have
requested me, as President of all English speaking Muslims, they being inhabitants of a
colony in the possession of Great Britain, to present ot[sic] your Majesty the
accompanying memorial.”225 The fact that Quilliam claimed to be “President of all
English speaking Muslims,” shows his inclination to exaggerate his prestige and grant
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himself titles to elevate his role.226 Scholars have acknowledged Abdülhamid’s panIslamic interests in Africa, which meant that Quilliam, whether knowingly or not, spoke
to an issue of concern for Abdülhamid.227 Quilliam’s desire for recognition as the leader
of English-speaking Muslims, Abdülhamid’s pan-Islamic interests in Africa, and West
African Muslims’ overtures to the Ottoman sultan-caliph converged in a 1894 event in
Lagos.
Quilliam maximized his chances as a potential “gatekeeper” between Abdülhamid
and the West African Muslims by writing to Emin Bey, Abdülhamid’s chamberlain.
Emin Bey had guided the Quilliams through a tour of the Imperial Treasury in 1891 and
was supposedly Abdülhamid’s “favourite chamberlain,” who acted “as the secretary of
Foreign Affairs of the Palace.”228 Quilliam recommended that Abdülhamid send someone
to Lagos, either a Turk or an Englishman, while nominating himself to give the
decoration to Shitta on the sultan’s behalf.229 He stressed to Emin Bey the importance of
supporting the West African Muslims who had shown great loyalty to the Caliph, which
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included sending money to support the Ottoman military.230 The petitions were a success.
Abdülhamid bestowed on Shitta a Fourth Class Mecîdî Order.231 Kenan Bey then passed
the instructions to Quilliam to represent Abdülhamid at the opening of the Lagos mosque
and present the decoration to Shitta.232
For the next year, Kenan Bey did not appear to write anything about Quilliam and
the LMI, although starting in May 1895 the BOA contains letters between Kenan Bey
and Rüstem Paşa concerning questionable practices in Liverpool.233 Rüstem Paşa initially
wanted to ascertain whether anyone mentioned Abdülhamid’s name and official title of
“caliph” at the recent Eid al-Fitr celebration (Islamic holy festival after Ramadan) at the
LMI.234 Kenan Bey, leading up to the next eid (Eid al-Adha, Kurban Bayramı, or ‘Feast
of Sacrifice’), visited Quilliam on 1 June 1895 to correct the date of the eid because the
original announcement in The Crescent contradicted the new date that the LMI scheduled
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for the eid celebration.235 He told Quilliam the date should correspond with Muslims
everywhere, 4 June 1895, and not the new date of 5 June. Quilliam explained his desire to
coordinate with the festival in London scheduled for the visit of Shahzada Nasrullah
Khan the Afghani prince. Kenan Bey attended the next Liverpool ceremony and noted the
lack of reference to sovereigns, including Abdülhamid.236 Both Rüstem Paşa’s inquiry
and Kenan Bey’s eid correction demonstrate Ottoman interference and meddling in LMI
practices. This incident was a rare occurrence of Ottoman officials instructing the
Liverpool Muslims to conform to Ottoman religious sensibilities.
In the 14 June 1895 report, Kenan Bey described the mosque and LMI’s exterior
and interior along with what he observed at a typical service.237 He scoffed at their use of
a hymnal238 accompanied by a female organist and sneered at that “the women are never
veiled, and the English people’s posture in prayer is so awkward that it spoils the required
ensemble [lining up for prayer] and gives the whole thing a bizarre effect.”239 When he
questioned them about the innovations they told him that “because Islam is so young in
England, it would be impossible to observe the austere rites of Islam, which is why they
adapted temporarily some of the customs so as to be more appealing to English
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people.”240 Kenan Bey avoided attending the services because of these “baseless
innovations that do not seem to be in agreement with the explanations they give and are
contrary to the self-respect and religious sentiments of all good Muslims.”241 Because he
wrote his report in French, his use of “innovations” obscured the severity of his reproach.
In the Ottoman Translation Office’s rendering, it is clear that they understood Kenan Bey
to have accused Quilliam and the LMI of bidʿat (Ar. bidʿa; innovation or deviation from
established doctrine), which was often a polemical term intended to defame the practices
of Muslims in the strongest way.242 Kenan Bey viewed Quilliam’s altering the date of the
eid, the singing of hymns, unveiled women in the mosque, the ill-formed lines of prayer,
and a whole host of other practices as beyond the pale for any respectable Muslim. By
saying that Quilliam and the LMI engaged in religious “innovation,” Kenan Bey accused
them of possible heresy.
Quilliam frequently requested Kenan Bey’s attendance at the LMI to give
addresses at their meetings; however, Kenan Bey complained that Quilliam “changes the
nature of it [Kenan Bey’s address] into an official discourse and changes the contents to
suit his interests.”243 He spoke to Quilliam twice about the matter and eventually Kenan
Bey “was even forced to rectify in the Liverpool Mercury an address meant as a pure
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courtesy but which Quilliam had completely altered.”244 He warned Rüstem Paşa of
Quilliam’s poor reputation and how people attributed his conversion and zeal to personal
interest. In addition, he heard several accusations of mismanagement of 1200 pounds
sterling from India resulting in the suspension of The Liver and an overall discrediting of
the LMI. In essence, Kenan Bey implied that Quilliam was a charlatan.245
Kenan Bey’s diatribe continued, castigating Quilliam for taking a second wife at
an Islamic ceremony attended by Lütfi Bey.246 He hinted that ever since the Emir of
Afghanistan sent Quilliam a letter conferring the title of “Sheikh of the Mohammedans of
the British Isles, Mr. Quilliam often signs his letters as Sheikh Abdullah Quilliam.”247
One gathers that Kenan Bey rejected Quilliam’s elevated title and even questioned the
use of “Sheikh.” In his final assessment, he stated:
This institute does not make any progress in terms of propaganda. In
terms of political advantages that some believe could be taken from it,
I do not see any, since instead of striking a conciliatory tone in order to
dispel erroneous ideas Christians in general have of Islam, which I
have often suggested to them, the members constantly attack
Christianity, and so feed the antipathy that pushes that religion away
244
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from ours; in addition, there are many reasons to not consider this
enterprise as very serious.248
Unfortunately, he withheld any further reasons why he considered the LMI to be a trivial
enterprise. It is clear from Kenan Bey’s statement that some Ottoman officials believed
that both religious and political advantages were possible through their relationship with
Quilliam and the LMI, which paralleled Leitner’s comment made a year earlier (see
Introduction to this chapter). Kenan Bey not only lacked enthusiasm about the prospect of
religious and political gains, but he, as a Muslim and Ottoman official, also casted doubt
as to the merits of any collaboration with the Liverpool Muslims, especially as the
converts dabbled in religious innovation.
Four days later, Kenan Bey again berated Quilliam and the converts’ handling of
Shahzada Nasrallah Khan’s visit to Liverpool.249 The visit of the Afghan crown prince
was a major event in Liverpool, especially for Quilliam, who wanted to garner favor with
another Muslim ruler. Kenan Bey mocked the LMI members’ “oriental” dress and their
greeting of the prince with shouts of the shahada and “other cries inappropriate for the
circumstance.”250 The LMI even removed the organ and replaced it with rugs to make the
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mosque look like a real mosque, which Kenan Bey viewed as a sign of their duplicity. In
all, Kenan Bey determined Quilliam and the LMI lacked any credibility and was
unworthy of Ottoman support. Rüstem Paşa, for his part, remained silent, and distanced
himself from any involvement in the affairs and practices of British Muslims. As a
consul-general, Kenan Bey possessed little power or leverage related to the Ottoman
state’s approach to the Liverpool Muslims. His strong words were meant to steer the
Ottomans away from the Liverpool converts, but there is little evidence that he was
successful.
The Case of Nafeesah M.T. Keep (1895)
The last conflict under Rüstem Paşa’s oversight originated within the LMI.
Nafeesah M.T. Keep was an American convert who left Muhammad Alexander Webb’s
American Islamic Propaganda (see Chapter Four) after accusing him of financial
misappropriation. Now in Liverpool, she joined Quilliam and the convert community.
Early in 1895, news of Keep’s activities and lectures at the LMI appeared in The
Crescent, showing evidence of her active participation in the LMI community.251 By the
end of the year, her name had disappeared from The Crescent without explanation. Thus
far, scholars have assumed that she simply left Liverpool, moving on to other Islamic
propagation endeavors, first to London, then to Egypt, and then back to London,
whereupon she “faded into obscurity.” 252 This account is only partially correct, as the
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BOA records provide greater detail about the backstory for her departure, one that cast
doubts on Quilliam and tarnished the LMI’s reputation.
In August 1895, Keep wrote to Abdülhamid through the Liverpool consul-general
(now Tahsin Bey), complaining of low wages and extreme hours in service of
Quilliam.253 Beyond the ill-treatment from Quilliam, she claimed that, “True Moslems
who come here from the Orient tell me that true Islam is not taught and is not practiced in
the so-called ‘Mosque’ in Liverpool.”254 She denounced the gender-mixing at the
mosque, such as how men took off the shoes of women. Worst of all, she witnessed two
young women kissing young men in the “Mosque.” She told Abdülhamid that the
“Sheikh-ul-Islam” claimed “we cannot have Islam in England exactly as it is in the
Orient.”255 Frustrated and exhausted from “fighting against false teachers of Islam in
America [Webb] and England [Quilliam],” she petitioned Abdülhamid to help her find a
home in his domains that she might learn the “true faith” and earn money to live
respectfully.256 Tahsin Bey wrote to Rüstem Paşa expressing his irritation with Keep’s
constant visits. He sought guidance on what he should do to placate Keep.257 Rüstem
Paşa responded that he forwarded her letter to the Foreign Ministry, but unfortunately, he
was powerless to get rid of her obsessions since there were so many “indiscreet” people
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taking up the embassy staff’s time. He advised Tahsin Bey to no longer receive her in the
consulate office.258 In the face of mounting rebukes against Quilliam and the LMI,
Rüstem Paşa was undeterred from following Abdülhamid’s pan-Islamic connection with
the Liverpool Muslims and the diplomatic advantages the Ottoman hoped to secure
through their relationship.
Quilliam’s Fatwas (1896)
Despite the knowledge the Sublime Porte and presumably Abdülhamid had of
these criticisms, there is no evidence that officials were ready to sever ties with the
Liverpool Muslims. In fact, in 1896 another controversy arose when Abdullah Quilliam
published his first fatwa (legal ruling) against Muslims cooperating with British military
expeditions in Sudan.259 The Ottoman office of the Şeyhüʾl-İslâm (Shaykh al-Islām) in
Istanbul received Turkish and Arabic translations of the fatwa, stamped by Quilliam,
along with a letter from him, in Turkish. Quilliam asked Cemâleddin Efendi, the Ottoman
Şeyhüʾl-İslâm, to approve his fatwa. He also wanted to clarify whether he should judge
the Sudanese Muslims as “heretics and rebels or defenders and freedom fighters.”260 If
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the former, then he could permit fighting them, but if the latter, then Quilliam’s fatwa
was correct that a Muslim fighting another Muslim “will be unworthy to be continued
upon the roll of the faithful.”261
Remarkably, after the fatwa the BOA registers no official response or follow-up
from diplomats in England, from offices in the Sublime Porte or from the Ottoman
Şeyhüʾl-İslâm. As one can imagine, Quilliam received considerable backlash from the
British press. He defiantly penned another fatwa calling on Muslims to unite over religion
rather than their national identity.262 He ended his fatwa stating: “Muslims all! Arsh
[throne] is under the standard of the Khalifate. Let us unite there, one and all, and at
once!”263 Quilliam’s rhetoric communicated a commitment to pan-Islamism and loyalty
to Abdülhamid. It is difficult to ascertain how the Liverpool consul-general and Ottoman
ambassador failed to report on either fatwas or why they chose to downplay their
significance when they knew Abdülhamid’s predilection for such statements. Had they
found Quilliam to be too controversial or a possible political liability after the fatwas?264
Whatever the case, one would expect some comment, but instead the BOA is silent. For
the next two years, the Liverpool consul-general and Ottoman ambassador Kostaki
Anthopoulus Paşa (1835-1902) produced very little commentary about Quilliam and the
LMI.265
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The Quilliam Family trip to Istanbul (1898)
The 13 April 1898 issue of The Crescent announced that Sheikh Abdullah
Quilliam, his wife Hannah, and his two eldest children (Ahmed and Elizabeth Khadijah)
planned to visit Istanbul later in the month.266 The LMI members congregated for a
special meeting prior to the Quilliams’ departure to send a message of their loyalty to
Abdülhamid, the “Caliph of the Faithful.”267 Neither The Crescent nor Quilliam stated the
purpose or by whose invitation the Quilliams traveled to Istanbul. According to the
consulate report, Tahsin Bey’s main source of information for the Quilliams’ travel plans
came from an article in the Liverpool Daily Post.268 He opined that Quilliam took the
name “Abdullah” only to appeal to Muslims even though he still used “William
Quilliam” in big letters elsewhere.269 Additionally, Tahsin Bey assessed Quilliam’s
travels as an attempt to procure funds for the three homes that the LMI used as their
facilities.270 In his strongest condemnation, he stated that in the building they called a
mosque the Liverpool Muslims never worshiped in accordance with the sacred statutes of
Islam, and on Sundays they even mocked “our religion” with acts and behaviors such as
dancing and playing the piano.271 All of this was because the Liverpool Muslims were
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uninformed about the doctrines of Islam.272 It is unclear whether Tahsin Bey based his
assessment on hearsay or personal experience, as The Crescent does not mention his
attendance at meetings. Unlike his predecessor, Kenan Bey, he made no definitive
statement regarding the religious or political benefit of allying with Quilliam. His
frustration over the LMI’s religious innovations hinted at his distaste for Quilliam and
signaled his concern over Ottoman association with the Liverpool converts. However, he
was powerless to make any policy towards Quilliam and the LMI, as they continued to
experience Abdülhamid’s favor. Similar to his predecessor and Keep, Tahsin Bey added
to the mixed messages that typified reports over several years (1895-1898).
In spite of the various negative reports mentioned above, Quilliam’s second
Istanbul trip was a success as evidenced by reports in The Crescent273 and from the BOA
documents that prove Quilliam’s Fourth Class Osmânî Order medallion.274 Unlike the
honor bestowed upon Muhammad Shitta for patronizing a mosque, the irâde (imperial
decree) honoring Quilliam withheld the reason Abdülhamid gave it to him. The irâde was
silent in regard to Quilliam’s endeavors to propagate Islam, the establishment of the LMI,
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or anything about his publications. Of course The Crescent boasted of the honors and
claimed that at the end of the eid celebration Abdülhamid gave Quilliam and his son a
private audience.275 Later, the article mentioned that along with Quilliam’s Osmânî
medal, Abdülhamid gave decorations to other LMI members, including a Medjidieh to
Brother Walid Feridoun and medailles des beaux arts to Ahmed Quilliam and several
unnamed members.276 In September 1898, Quilliam confirmed with the Liverpool
consulate that he received the berât (similar to an irâde) certifying the Medaille des
Beaux Artes for six LMI members.277 Abdülhamid used medallions and imperial favors
as political tools of “co-opting individuals and of creating a system of allegiance,” which
Quilliam and LMI members participated in for their own legitimizing purposes.278 In this
instance, Abdülhamid co-opted Quilliam and LMI members for pan-Islamic and political
reasons ensuring their absorption into his system of allegiance and patronage.
A Disgruntled Syrian LMI Member (1898)
While the Quilliams were away, a Syrian LMI member named Muṣṭafa Khalīl
wrote to the Ottoman embassy in London, assailing Quilliam. Khalīl’s name appeared in
The Crescent as early as 1896 after he lectured on “Unity of Religion.”279 The Crescent
then mentioned him from 4 March until 23 December 1896 as an LMC staff member,
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teaching Turkish and French among other languages.280 At the Annual Meeting of the
LMI the following summer (1897), there was no mention of the circumstances of his
departure, nor of his service the year before.281 A possible clue to his motivation for
leaving appeared in The Crescent’s opening issue of 1897, which stated:
The experience of the past has more than ever confirmed us in the
belief that a successful propaganda of Islamic principles in the British
Isles can only be conducted by those who are natives of the country.
The Briton, proud of his countrymen’s achievements in every quarter
of the globe and with true insular bigotry will always decline to
receive instruction from anyone but one of his own
countrymen…None but a Briton can properly understand British
sentiment, and adapt himself to it, and Englishmen will never consent
to be led by any other person than one of their own race.282
On the one hand, Quilliam claimed Islam was a universal religion that showed no
preference to race and lacked the racism perpetrated by Western Christians. On the other
hand, it is difficult to ignore the nativist language that permeates this entire editorial. The
Liverpool convert Muslims tried to excuse their approach based on British prejudices and
bigotry. However, one gets the impression that British LMI members hesitated to share
power and responsibility for the propagation of Islam with non-English Muslims,
claiming converts knew better and that any success they had thus far was owing to the
efforts of Englishmen and women.283 If Khalīl sensed from LMI members a reticence to
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grant him a larger role because he was not English it might explain why he left or felt
pushed out. The editorial demonstrated an institutional climate in the LMI that was
inhospitable to non-English Muslims, especially those with aspirations for propaganda
efforts or leadership roles. Scholars limited to The Crescent can offer few explanations
for the departures of Keep (1895) and Khalīl (sometime in 1897 or 1898). As I showed
with Keep, the BOA provides clues to Keep’s departure based on her discontent with
Quilliam and the LMI. Khalīl’s letter to the embassy from the BOA also helps to explain
why he left.
Khalīl explained that he traveled to Liverpool without an invitation from
Quilliam. He was there on his own volition. He had heard of Quilliam and the LMI’s
endeavors to spread Islam, and owing to his zeal in religion and patriotism he arrived
hoping to assist in any way possible.284 At first he witnessed what he believed were
genuine teachings meant to defend Islam and dispel false and shallow ideas and
beliefs.285 Over the year that he stayed in Liverpool, however, he claimed to have
witnessed activities and conditions that contradicted what he understood to be the LMI’s
objectives. Even more damning, Khalīl accused Quilliam of espionage for the British
government.286 In essence, Khalīl alleged that Quilliam conspired to pacify Muslims
through his writings and teachings to accept British rule in exchange for payment. He
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claimed to base his indictment on irrefutable evidence, which he possessed.287 He
provided little corroborating evidence in his message, however, upon which Ottoman
officials could confidently act. A month later, the Ottoman embassy reported that, in
accordance with the Foreign Ministry, it provided Khalīl with a passport and visa to
travel to Mecca and Medina the following month.288 He was another disgruntled LMI
member who departed with little to no action from Ottoman officials against Quilliam
and the LMI. Abdülhamid and his officials either doubted Khalīl’s allegations of
espionage or simply ignored them. They preferred to keep Quilliam and the Liverpool
converts close to maintain a foothold in Great Britain, based on Abdülhamid’s role as the
universal caliph, and later to incorporate Quilliam in their “damage control and image
management” efforts.
Conclusion
Over the course of a decade (1889-1898), the LMI experienced both tremendous
growth and sharp criticism. Quilliam’s reputation as the so-called “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the
British Isles” also grew to reach other parts of the world. In this chapter, I argued that the
relationship between Ottoman officials and Liverpool Muslims shifted from fact-finding
and vague sympathy based on religious and diplomatic motives to mixed feelings on the
Ottoman side that threatened to weaken the relationship. In the early stages, Quilliam’s
public devotion to Abdülhamid drew the attention of Liverpool consul-generals and
Ambassador Rüstem Paşa. This recognition culminated in Quilliam’s visit to parts of
385/148.
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West Africa as Abdülhamid’s representative. Quilliam’s efforts to spread Islam and his
use of pan-Islamic rhetoric meant Abdülhamid and the Yıldız Palace were keen to follow
LMI activities, as detailed BOA records suggest.
Among the Ottoman officials in Great Britain, the initially hesitant İsmail Lütfi
Bey proved to be a steady ally. Quilliam notified Lütfi Bey that his publications were at
Ottoman officials’ disposal, affording an opportunity to cultivate a positive image.
Another enthusiastic official was Abdülhak Hâmid. He viewed the fledgling Muslim
community with great optimism and encouraged Abdülhamid to support the early efforts
as he clung to the hope of Islam’s eternal light shining over all of creation, including
Great Britain. Ambassador Rüstem Paşa, as an Ottoman Christian, hesitated to meddle in
inter-Muslim spats.289 He recognized the significance of the British Muslims in
Liverpool, and intervened in times of trouble, knowing that it would appease the
Liverpool Muslims and possibly place them under the sway of Abdülhamid’s influence.
The BOA records demonstrate that there were detractors among the Ottoman
officials as well. Although his tone eventually switched, Lütfi Bey’s initial response to
Quilliam’s claims to titles and gifts after they returned from Istanbul revealed doubt and
annoyance on his part. Among Ottoman officials, Kenan Bey delivered the harshest
criticisms, suggesting there were no religious or political benefits from the Ottoman
state’s association with the Liverpool Muslim converts. He was particularly perturbed by
the innovations (Ar. bid‘a; Ott. bid‘at) he witnessed at the mosque. Over the next five
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years (1894-1898), the Liverpool consulate office and the London embassy recorded
further denunciations from LMI members (Nafeesah Keep and Muṣṭafa Khalīl) and
others, which they forwarded to the Sublime Porte. If Abdülhamid perused these reports,
as was his custom, then they failed to persuade him to alter his support of Quilliam. Both
The Crescent and the BOA indicate that Abdülhamid honored Quilliam and LMI
members (including Quilliam’s family) with Ottoman decorations in 1898. I will show in
the next chapter that Ahmed Quilliam, the eldest son, strengthened and elevated the level
of commitment between the Ottoman state, the Quilliams and the LMI in the last decade
of Abdülhamid’s reign. From the Ottoman officials’ vantage point, the relationship
served pragmatic ends, but for the Quilliams and other Muslims (Ottoman subjects and
others), religious and pan-Islamic aspirations and commitments remained in the forefront.
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Chapter Two: Pragmatic Partnership – the Quilliams and the Fin-de-Siècle
Ottoman State (1889-1908)
“Ahmed Quilliam Efendi, the son of Abdullah Quilliam Efendi, who is the
President of the Liverpool Islamic Society, is honored with free acceptance, registration
and boarding to the Mekteb-i Sultani by order of the Caliph.”290 With this 1899 irâde-i
seniyye (Imperial decree), Abdülhamid consolidated his relationship with the Quilliams
and assured the Quilliams’ loyalty and affection for years to come. The Mekteb-i Sultani,
modeled after the French lycée, was one of the premier schools for training civil officials
in the last half century of the Ottoman Empire.291 During his year of study at this
institution, Ahmed Quilliam cultivated relationships with many of the young men who
later led the new Turkish Republic.292 At the same time, Ahmed enjoyed an educational
and cultural experience that groomed him for loyal service in the Ottoman civil
bureaucracy.293
At the end of the previous chapter, I recounted how some disgruntled LMI
members as well as Ottoman diplomats lodged complaints against Abdullah Quilliam and
the LMI’s practices. Rather than distancing himself from Quilliam and the Liverpool
Muslims, Abdülhamid decorated them with honorific medals in 1898, demonstrating that
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he ignored the accusations coming from England. A year later Abdülhamid further
ensured the young Quilliam’s devotion when he gifted Ahmed with free tuition and board
to the Mekteb-i Sultani. In this chapter, I will show that during the LMI’s final decade
(1899-1908), the relationship between Ottoman officials and the Liverpool Muslims
resembled a pragmatic partnership, in which each side benefited from the other. 294
Ottoman officials in Liverpool and London depended on the Quilliams to resolve
conflicts that had both local and international consequences. Abdullah Quilliam needed
Ottoman support and access to Ottoman officials to assert his legitimacy within the
British Muslim community, and reciprocally used his reputation among Muslims
(Ottoman subjects and beyond) to intervene for fellow Muslims. Ahmed Quilliam,
meanwhile, displayed dutiful service at the Ottoman Empire’s Liverpool consulate.
Scholars have generally ignored Ahmed’s activities at the consulate and his role as an
intermediary because they have relied on LMI publications and English sources. The
Ottoman archives, however, introduce new perspectives concerning Ahmed Quilliam’s
part in the Ottoman cultivation of a pragmatic partnership with the Liverpool Muslims.
When the legitimacy and authority of both Abdullah Quilliam and Abdülhamid dissipated
in 1908 – the former marred by legal malpractice, the latter sidelined when the Young
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Turks ousted the Quilliam’s patron, Sultan Abdülhamid II– the LMI crumbled along with
any semblance of a relationship between the Liverpool Muslims and the Ottoman state.295
In this chapter, I highlight key events that show how the Quilliams and the
Ottoman state advanced their respective objectives. Unlike in the previous decade, the
Ottoman relationship with the Quilliams and the Liverpool Muslims was no longer based
on the allure and oddity of their identity as Muslim converts. In the final decade before
the Young Turks Revolution, Ottoman officials engaged with the LMI and the Quilliams
with a degree of familiarity that enabled them to weather their differences. To establish
these points, I first follow the correspondence from the Ottoman Liverpool consulgenerals and ambassadors to the Yıldız Palace and Sublime Porte. Second, I explore how
Abdullah and Ahmed fared following Abdülhamid’s deposition. And finally, I evaluate
current historiography on Abdullah Quilliam as the so-called “first and last Sheikh-ulIslam of the British Isles” as an example of the pragmatic partnership.296
The Last Decade (1899-1908)
Consul-General Mehmet Kiamil Bey (1899-1903)
On 8 February 1899, The Crescent introduced the newly appointed Ottoman
consul-general in Liverpool, “His Honour Kiamil Bey.”297 Unlike his predecessors,
Kiamil Bey’s reports on Abdullah Quilliam and the LMI were few in number and showed
295
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no signs of disapproval.298 The Crescent did not list him among the weekly attenders at
LMI meetings. He did participate at major events, showing his willingness to engage with
the LMI community in his capacity as an Ottoman representative.299 The Crescent
published his picture on the occasion of the Ottoman ambassador’s visit to Liverpool in
1901.300 As later BOA reports indicate, Kiamil Bey relied on both Quilliams to resolve
issues he encountered in Liverpool. Kiamil Bey initiated Ahmed into Ottoman
bureaucracy as the young Quilliam ascended the ranks of Ottoman civil service.
Kiamil Bey arrived in Liverpool at a time when Abdullah Quilliam and the LMI
displayed animosity towards the British government through pan-Islamic rhetoric. The
British Muslim converts were dismayed when news spread that British soldiers had
desecrated the tomb of the Mahdi of Sudan (Muhammad Ahmed bin Abdullah, 18441885), following the British victory in the Battle of Omdurman (1898).301 Although The
Crescent omitted the horrible details, later reports revealed that the British troops threw
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Ahmad bin Abdullah’s bones in the Nile and confiscated his skull to take back as a
trophy. Upon hearing of the desecration, Quilliam responded with a fatwa (issued 5
March 1899), harkening back to his first fatwa when he condemned Muslims for fighting
in Sudan against other Muslims (see Chapter One).302 Initially, Quilliam left out any
mention of Ahmad bin Abdullah’s claim to be the Mahdi, which was a point of
controversy among Muslims. He simply called Ahmad bin Abdullah a “True Believer”
and heralded his previous victories over the “Kaffirs” and “Giaours” (infidels).303
Throughout the fatwa, Quilliam condemned the British, calling them giaours who came
as “swine, filthy dogs, cowardly jackals and offal-eating hyaenas to defile the grave of
this great Mussulman.”304 Referencing the Qur’an, he warned Muslims that “there can be
no friendship, no communion, between any True-Believer and those of the same religious
creed as these despoilers of dead men’s graves.”305
Oddly, the BOA lacks any reference to Quilliam’s controversial fatwa, nor is
there evidence that the Şeyhüʾl-İslâm’s office in Istanbul received a petition from
Quilliam asking to confirm his fatwa similar to the petition he had submitted with his
1896 fatwa (see Chapter One). Kiamil Bey’s first and longest report on the LMI was a
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direct translation of a transcript of the LMI’s “Indignation Meeting.”306 As the only
substantial report from Kiamil Bey about the LMI and Quilliam, it indicates Kiamil Bey’s
interest in Quilliam’s pan-Islamic rhetoric and the extent of his adherence to
Abdülhamid’s Sudan policy. As Feroz Yasamee explained, Abdülhamid had viewed
Ahmed bin Abdullah and the Mahdist revolutionaries with extreme suspicion, believing
that the rebellion was a scam, orchestrated by the British government, to bring Arab rule
into the region.307 Ottoman officials had described Ahmad bin Abdullah as a mütemehdi
(a “pseudo” or “false” mahdi).308 Throughout the Mahdist campaign, Abdülhamid
directed the Foreign Ministry to maintain a non-intervention position.309
At the “Indignation meeting,” several members presented resolutions, starting
with Abdullah Quilliam. Although Quilliam called Ahmad bin Abdullah the Mahdi in his
speech, which he omitted in his fatwa, he clarified the LMI’s position that they rejected
him as the true, eschatological Mahdi figure that Muslims expected to come before the
Day of Judgment. Rather, the article maintained that LMI members “recognised him as a
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Mussulman who had occupied a prominent position, had died and been buried, and they
thought that in his death his mortal remains should have been allowed to lie peaceably in
their tomb.”310 Quilliam neither condemned nor condoned the Mahdi’s rebellion. Based
on Abdülhamid’s earlier non-intervention in Sudan, Quilliam refrained from calling upon
Abdülhamid for action, but instead appealed to Muslim solidarity in order to spur fellow
Muslims on to political action. Quilliam emphasized that:
The essential spirit of Islam was fraternity. All the True-Believers
were brethren. The question of colour, race, country, or diverse
opinions on minor points did not matter. Every person who had
sincerely uttered the Kaleema, or Muslim confession of faith, was a
brother, and an injury done to him while alive, or an insult to his
mortal remains or his memory after his death, was an injury or an
insult to every other sincere Muslim throughout the globe.311
Quilliam envisioned a pan-Islamic response to this insult and injury to the global Muslim
community. What is interesting is that the LMI’s speeches never referenced Abdülhamid,
nor did they expect him to intervene on behalf of Muslims in Sudan. They squarely
indicted British troops and called upon British politicians and Queen Victoria for justice
and retribution. The LMI understood that if Abdülhamid felt inclined to express outrage,
he was powerless to intercede, which is further evidence that Abdülhamid’s version of
pan-Islam was more of a mood than an actual geopolitical policy. Kiamil Bey’s report on
the LMI’s meeting lacked any personal commentary, and the offices of the Grand Vizier
and Foreign Ministry did not provide input. Through Kiamil Bey’s translation, officials in
Istanbul recognized Quilliam’s dedication to the pan-Islamic cause and his continued
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loyalty to Abdülhamid. Officials in Istanbul considered Quilliam’s words as an
expression of his, and by implication the LMI’s, submission to Abdülhamid’s religious
and political authority as their caliph. Quilliam showed a tendency towards organizing
and appealing to Muslims on a global scale, which, if steered to Abdülhamid’s and the
Ottoman cause, could pay dividends.
Shortly after Kiamil Bey’s report, the Yıldız Palace issued Abdülhamid’s irâde
concerning Ahmed’s acceptance to the Mekteb-i Sultani. Ever since Ahmed visited
Istanbul with his father in 1891, the young Quilliam demonstrated a loyalty to
Abdülhamid that equaled his father’s. When the Ottomans declared war on Greece in
early 1897 (the Greco-Turkish War of 1897), The Crescent praised the decision and
reported that Ahmed “wrote to Constantinople laying his sword at the feet of the throne,
and offering to at once join his regiment (the Ertoghrul Cavalry).”312 Partly in response to
this development, the LMI youth established what they called the Osmanli Regiment to
organize English Muslim soldiers.313 The Osmanli Regiment affirmed the identity of the
LMI boys as young British Muslims, and gave them experience in military drills, ranks as
non-commissioned officers, and the opportunity to declare their allegiance to
Abdülhamid.314 In reality, the Osmanli Regiment was more performative than anything
else. Oddly, the Ottoman consul-generals failed to report any of their activities, although
they appeared to have direct relevance to Ottoman-Liverpool Muslim relations.
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The Mekteb-i Sultani prepared Ahmed for the Ottoman army or civil service. He
obtained the equivalent of a Baccalaureate in the Arts and Sciences. His scientific
instruction was in French, while the arts were taught in Turkish, Arabic, Persian and
French. 315 Ahmed studied in the “Western way of conduct and Western knowledge,”
which characterized the education of Ottoman elites and future Ottoman diplomats in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.316 Ahmed positioned himself for diplomatic
service and mingled with Ottoman elites.317 Upon news of Ahmed’s graduation, as
confirmed by the Yıldız Palace, Abdülhamid appointed Ahmed as the attaché to Kiamil
Bey along with a third-class ranking that included a monthly salary of 1,000 kuruş
(piastres).318 Based on some calculations for London, which was more expensive than
Liverpool, Ahmed’s salary was well above average for the cost of living.319 According to
Findley’s chart on “Median Foreign Ministry Salaries,” Ahmed received more than a
typical non-Muslim, but still less than the average Muslim civil bureaucrat.320 Ahmed
Tevfik Paşa, the foreign minister, forwarded the message to London and then
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subsequently to Kiamil Bey.321 Ambassador Kostaki Anthopoulos Paşa (1835-1902)322
confirmed Ahmed’s arrival on 2 June 1900 and requested that they immediately arrange
his salary.323 Unlike his father, Ahmed Quilliam became an official bureaucrat for the
Ottoman Empire.
The BOA documents convey little concerning Ahmed’s day-to-day
responsibilities. An announcement posted in The Crescent may indicate how he kept
busy. In May 1900, The Crescent published a message from the Ottoman consulate in
Liverpool requesting all Ottoman subjects living in Liverpool and the surrounding areas
to register their names and the names of their family.324 In previous consul-general
reports, Mavrokordato and Lütfi Bey asserted that no Ottoman subjects resided in
Liverpool, but less than a decade later the situation had changed.325 The flow of Ottoman
subjects emigrating, especially Christians, increased at the turn of the century.326
Liverpool was a major port for Ottoman subjects traveling to the Americas and the
consulate administered their travel documents. As the consulate took on more paperwork,
Ahmed fulfilled administrative duties related to Ottoman emigrants. Serving as Kiamil
321
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Bey’s attaché, one could also surmise that Ahmed used his local connections to ease
business transactions and issues that arose. On one occasion, Ahmed and Rağıb Bey, the
embassy clerk, had their salaries reduced each month to purchase shares in the Hijaz
Railway project.327 By the end of 1901, Ahmed submitted a request for a promotion to
vice-consul.328 Kiamil Bey commended Ahmed based on his “good conduct and efforts to
fulfill the duties assigned to him,” and Ambassador Anthopoulos Paşa added that the
“zeal and dedication with which he always fulfilled his duties” merited the Foreign
Ministry’s approval.329 Ahmed earned a promotion several months after the petition.
Shortly after Ahmed’s petition and positive reviews, Kiamil Bey requested a leave
for health issues and he suggested Ahmed serve as the honorary consul-general in his
place.330 Ahmed wrote to Anthopoulos Paşa that he felt honored by the ambassador’s
trust in his abilities and he assured the ambassador he was ready to fulfill his duties.331 Of
course, The Crescent published the news that upon Kiamil Bey’s departure, “Sheikhzade
R. Ahmed Quilliam will act as consul-general pro tem.”332 After Ahmed’s service as
replacement for Kiamil Bey, the Foreign Ministry by Abdülhamid’s irâde, appointed him
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honorary consul-general (fahri şehbender vekîl), based on the London embassy’s
testimony of his diligence in the tasks assigned to him.333
Ahmed wrestled with his identity and role as an Ottoman consulate official
alongside being Abdullah’s son, which required him to perform certain duties at LMI
meetings.334 The intersection of the two spheres (Ottoman consulate and LMI) manifested
itself when the Liverpool Zionist Central Committee invited Ahmed to sit on the platform
at their conference in Liverpool. The Zionist Committee claimed Abdülhamid was
sympathetic to their cause, since Joseph Cowen, one of their members, “has been
received in audience by the Sultan of Turkey in the interest of the movement.”335 The
Committee requested Ottoman representation in the person of Ahmed Quilliam, while at
the same time noting that one of the speakers was none other than Abdullah Quilliam.
When Ahmed forwarded the invitation to Anthopoulos Paşa, seeking his permission to
attend the conference, he neglected to tell the ambassador of his father’s role in the
proceedings. Of course, had Anthopoulos Paşa read the original letter he would have
deduced Ahmed’s double motive. Ahmed’s attendance would not only validate his
father’s support of the British Zionist movement, but also communicate Ottoman
approval of the Zionist cause. In the end, Anthopoulos Paşa instructed Ahmed to decline
the invitation since the Imperial government had not ordered Ottoman officials to attend
333
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conferences such as the one organized by the Zionist Committee.336 Anthopoulos Paşa
was careful not to authorize Ottoman officials to endorse activities that ran contrary to the
Sublime Porte or Abdülhamid.337
From Abdullah Quilliam’s perspective, the Zionists’ plans for Palestine were
benign. In lectures and articles, Quilliam emphasized that contrary to Western
Christianity, Islamic civilization and Muslims in general had always been tolerant of
Jewish people.338 In particular, Quilliam believed the Jewish people had a friend in
Abdülhamid and the Ottomans. He predicted that in the land of their heritage, Israel
would be “protected by its stronger elder brother, Ismail.”339 Based on The Crescent’s
publication of Abdullah Quilliam’s speech and subsequent collaboration with the British
Zionist movement, it seems plausible that Ahmed wanted to legitimize his father’s
opinions and pragmatically use his consulate role to justify them. Ahmed Quilliam could
not attend events simply as his father’s son or solely as the Ottoman consulate
representative. The two sometimes competing identities merged in the person of Ahmed
Quilliam.
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During his last months as the consul-general, Kiamil Bey was again absent from
his post and left Ahmed Quilliam with the duties of both vice-consul/honorary consul and
acting director of the consulate. In a lengthy communiqué, Ahmed wrote to the Ottoman
embassy detailing both Kiamil Bey’s and the consulate’s financial woes. He informed the
embassy that because Ottoman officials delayed sending the consulate’s rent money
(sixty pounds sterling), which he had requested for several months from both the embassy
and the Foreign Ministry, the lenders (Martin Bros) confiscated and sold the consulate’s
furniture.340 With the delayed funds from London, he reclaimed the furniture through his
acquaintances and paid off what he could of the existing debt. Ahmed’s communiqué
confirms Doğan Gürpınar’s characterization of the Hamidian period as one in which
Ottoman diplomats “were not financially secure” and often complained to the Sublime
Porte about the non-payment of salaries.341 Besides insufficient funds for salaries, it
appears that the Foreign Ministry lacked finances for their consulates’ expenses.
Ahmed’s actions to remediate the consulate’s lack of funds also prove that his local
connections and devotion to the consulate served the Ottomans well.
Additionally, Ahmed’s letter exposed Kiamil Bey’s poor financial decisions, such
as purchasing the furniture on a ‘hire-purchase system’ and his reliance on the Quilliams,
especially Abdullah, to finance his ventures. Abdullah had previously lent money to
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Kiamil Bey for the rent and for Kiamel Bey’s personal business as an agent for the firm
“Sparta,” which sold Turkish rugs and shared a villa with the consulate. Ahmed
explained that no one in Liverpool would lend the young Quilliam the rent money, and
this time he refused to trouble his father who was in poor health and had recently paid a
bank fifty pounds to satisfy Kiamil Bey’s debt. Ahmed urged the Foreign Ministry to
hold Kiamil Bey accountable for his outstanding debts because Ahmed lacked the means
to pay off all of them. Ahmed calculated that to satisfy the lenders he needed at least 600
pounds sterling.342 The pragmatic partnership between Mehmet Kiamil Bey and the
Quilliams had its limits, but this incident showed the Ottoman embassy benefited from
the Quilliams because of their logistical support.
The P. Constantine de Loghades’ Years (1903-1905)
The Foreign Ministry eventually transferred Kiamil Bey and appointed P.
Constantine de Loghades, a Christian, as the new Liverpool consul-general in April 1903.
In an article announcing his arrival, The Crescent noted the oddity of the Ottomans
assigning a Christian to Liverpool because “for the last 13 years that office has always
been held by a Mussulman.”343 The Crescent framed the news as the Ottoman
government’s “extreme fairness” to its servants and stated: “In this way, as in many other
respects, Islam, both in practice and in precept, is a long way ahead of Christianity.”344
After this article, The Crescent rarely mentioned Loghades. As a Christian, Loghades had
little reason to attend LMI weekly meetings or even special events.
342
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The Loghades years reveal both the highest level of tension between the
Quilliams and an Ottoman consul-general as well as the way the Quilliams brought
practical benefits to the Ottoman diplomatic mission. The Quilliams established
themselves as assets to the degree that they no longer needed a gate-keeper between them
and officials in higher positions. Both Quilliams by-passed Loghades completely, which
only put more strain on their relationship. Abdullah Quilliam preferred direct
correspondence with Ambassador Musurus Paşa, also an Ottoman Christian. At this point
Abdullah Quilliam’s “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles” title appeared more frequently
in his personal letters.345
A year after Loghades’ arrival, a Muslim in Ceylon (modern-day Sri Lanka)
called upon Abdullah Quilliam to intervene on behalf of fellow Muslims in Ceylon.
Abdullah Quilliam circumvented Loghades and wrote directly to Ambassador Musurus
Paşa.346 A man named Mahamood, the Secretary of the Hamidia Society of Colombo,
Ceylon (at the time a British colony) petitioned Quilliam concerning the replacement of
the Turkish consul in Colombo. In his letter, Mahamood wrote:
I, on behalf of the Mohammedan Community of Colombo, beg of you
to interfere in this matter, as soon as possible, and to intercede even
with the Turkish Ambassador at London, and to object to such an
appointment, if it is about to take place. It is the fervent desire of the
whole of the Mohammedan Community of Colombo, to have a
345
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Turkish Gentleman of Constantinople appointed as a Turkish Consul
for Colombo, or, if this be deemed impossible, one of the respectable
and rich Mohammedans of the town of Colombo may be selected to
fill the vacancy. I, therefore, earnestly seek the exertion of your
influence in this connection, with perfect confidence that the weight of
the words of our Islamic head of the British Isles, must and will be
greatly appreciated and accepted.347
Mahamood understood Quilliam to have direct contact and influence with the Ottoman
government.348 Additionally, as a Muslim from a British-colonized land, he referred to
Quilliam as “our Islamic head,” suggesting he viewed Quilliam as an intermediary with
religious authority from the metropole, even though Quilliam held no religious authority
outside of the LMI. Quilliam, no doubt, was pleased to pass this message to Ambassador
Musurus Paşa as a sign of his importance and relevance to the Ottomans. Similar to his
trip to West Africa and connections with Muslim there nearly a decade earlier, Quilliam
achieved stature and significance within the spheres of British imperialism. Musurus
Paşa, in turn, forwarded the letters to Foreign Minister Tevfik Paşa. Even if Quilliam’s
authority was more symbolic than real, Quilliam was still a valuable asset from the
Ottoman perspective. He became a possible link to colonized Muslims in search of panIslamic solidarity and connection to the caliphate.
Without any input or assistance from Loghades, both Ahmed and Abdullah
increased their prestige among Ottoman authorities. In response, Abdülhamid bestowed
additional honors upon the Quilliams at the beginning of 1905. The sultan issued an irâde
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granting Ahmed a Second Class Mütemâyiz.349 Simultaneously, in a second irâde, he
officially appointed Ahmed the honorary consul-general of Liverpool and Abdullah as
the honorary consul to Douglas on the Isle of Man, the Quilliams’ ancestral home.350
There was no reason for an honorary consul to Douglas other than to elevate Abdullah
Quilliam’s importance and to show the Ottoman’s appreciation for his past service and
secure future favors for the sultan-caliph. Once again, Abdülhamid honored the
Quilliams’ loyalty by bestowing imperial honors. In February 1905, The Crescent
boasted mainly about Abdullah’s achievements.351 The article also announced that
Abdullah received additional awards, such as a gold and silver İmtiyâz.352 The Crescent
claimed Quilliam was to return to Istanbul every two years by Imperial decree. From this
point on, in addition to “Sheikh-ul-Islam,” The Crescent frequently included “His
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Excellency” or “H.E.” to amplify Abdullah Quilliam’s consul position and to legitimize
his authority and connection to the Ottoman state. Loghades provided no commentary on
the Quilliams’ new titles.
The Quilliams’ new honors coincided with their trip to Istanbul in early 1905, at a
time when the Ottomans faced a series of nationalist uprisings in Ottoman-controlled
Macedonia, sometimes referred to as the “Struggle for Macedonia” or “The Macedonian
Question.”353 Abdullah Quilliam had staunchly defended the Ottoman Empire and
Abdülhamid in a Liverpool town-meeting held to discuss “The Macedonian Question” in
1903.354 The Liverpool consul-general had issued a report on Quilliam’s speech
informing Istanbul that Quilliam admirably championed the Ottoman position and sought
to correct British public opinion.355
The Yıldız Palace summoned Abdullah to Istanbul on 6 February 1905, along
with Ahmed, whose father requested a leave of absence on his behalf from the Ottoman
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ambassador.356 The Ottoman embassy withheld the purpose for his travel and why they
suddenly requested Abdullah arrive “as soon as possible.”357 The urgent message from
Istanbul was strange because Abdullah had just returned from Istanbul less than a month
earlier, supposedly by special invitation. He had also spent time in the Hamidiye Hospital
in Istanbul.358 Even with steamships and trains, the trip was neither easy nor convenient
on such short notice. Why, then, did Abdülhamid request the Quilliams to come?
The sultan-caliph may have preemptively bestowed the medals to the Quilliams
so that they would render further service to the Ottomans. On their way back to
Liverpool, The Journal de Salonique reported that the Quilliams arrived in Salonica
(Thessaloniki, Greece) on 25 February 1905 and departed 2 March for Monastir (Manatır
or present day Bitola, Macedonia), accompanied by “Nouri Bey.”359 The Crescent
disclosed that Abdülhamid had charged the Quilliams with “a special mission of enquiry,
in order to obtain an independent and thoroughly reliable report as to the conditions of
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affairs in Eastern Roumelia [Rumelia],” which they claimed required “utmost secrecy as
to the exact object of the Sheikh’s mission.”360 Several Ottoman documents detail their
travels and the purpose for stopping in Rumelia.
It is clear from these messages that Abdülhamid and the Yıldız Palace
commissioned Quilliam on an “image management” mission.361 Abdülhamid planned to
alter public opinion (efkâr-ı umûmîyye) through the Western media and thereby reverse
British foreign policy.362 This explains why the Yıldız Palace summoned Abdullah on the
heels of his return to Liverpool. On 24 February 1905, the same day the Quilliams
traveled to Salonica, the Yıldız Palace sent a message to the Inspection Office of the
Vilayet (Province) of Rumelia explaining the Quilliams’ upcoming arrival.363 The
secretary noted that in Europe the press published hateful and malicious reports, fed by
Bulgarians, that intended to turn Europe’s public opinion against the Ottoman Empire.
They sent Abdullah Quilliam to collect information and to publish a counter-narrative. To
ensure their success, Nüreddin Paşa (1873-1932), a decorated officer and one-time Aidede-Camp of Abdülhamid, accompanied them throughout Rumelia.364 A second document,
three days later, informed the Vilayet of Monastir that Nüreddin Paşa would escort the
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Quilliams by train to Florina (northwest Macedonia), one of the more volatile areas at the
time, to visit several villages and gather information.365 The Yıldız Palace learned that
they arrived in Florina on 2 March and had begun to collect reports and stories to counter
the “falsehoods” published in English newspapers.366 For example, Quilliam notified
Istanbul that because Reuters reported a “fabricated” story about Ottoman soldiers
massacring Serbian prisoners of war by orders of Abdülhamid, many British newspapers
were now running the false story in their papers.367 He later wrote to the editor of the
Daily Express (London) to express his outrage over the salacious statements against the
honorable Ottoman troops and “My august master the Sultan.”368
From 15 March onward, The Crescent printed Quilliam’s reports about the
Bulgarian atrocities in Macedonia (detailing attacks by Christians on Muslims) which
contradicted the press in Great Britain and painted the Ottoman Empire in a positive
light.369 The Quilliams stayed in the Monastir region for nearly two weeks, returning to
Salonica on their way to Üsküp (Skopje, Macedonia) then to Serres (Ottoman Siroz, in
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present-day Greece) before Abdullah returned to Liverpool on 25 April 1905.370 The trip
was also an occasion to publicize Abdullah’s lectures to Balkan Muslims and with whom
he socialized, such as important Ottoman military officials.371 Due to Abdullah’s articles,
the Bulgarian government blocked The Crescent from entering its territories.372 Despite
multiple reports and articles condemning the British coverage of Macedonia through his
personal accounts, Abdullah failed to sway negative public opinion. News of an
Englishman “In the Service of the Sultan” continued to bolster his reputation in the
English-speaking world and beyond as an advocate for Abdülhamid and the Ottoman
Empire.373
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Troubles at the Ottoman Consulate in Liverpool (1905)
Loghades appears to have had few dealings with the Quilliams and the LMI from
his arrival in 1903 until his departure in 1905. Ottoman documents and The Crescent
provide scant detail about their interactions. This changed during Loghades’ last months
in Liverpool, however, when Abdullah Quilliam complained about Loghades’ treatment
of Ottoman subjects. Shortly after Quilliam’s complaints, Loghades followed his feud
with Quilliam with his own personal scandal. The Crescent refrained from publishing
Abdullah’s accusations against Loghades as well as his later scandal, which explains why
the incidents are absent in current historiography on Quilliam and the LMI. The BOA
sheds light on the benefit Musurus Paşa received from the Quilliams’ presence in
Liverpool, providing practical support when the Liverpool consulate faced adversity.
The first incident occurred in May and June 1905, as detailed in a series of
correspondence between Loghades, Ambassador Musurus Paşa and Abdullah Quilliam.
The dispute started on 11 May, when Abdullah Quilliam informed Ambassador Musurus
Paşa that sixteen Ottoman subjects came to his office to protest the poor treatment they
received from Loghades. 374 With an influx of Ottoman migrants to Liverpool, the
consulate became an important space for Ottoman subjects looking to return, to certify
their travel documents, or seek assistance. Some Ottoman migrants, sometimes traveling
with questionable or forged travel documents, faced many trials from those who took
advantage of their vulnerable situation. Such was the case for Ottoman subjects who
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visited Quilliam. They had arrived in Liverpool with their passports and permits to leave
Istanbul, intending to travel to the United States. While in Liverpool, an Armenian man
took their money pretending to secure their passage. Some of the men from the original
larger group of migrants had ended up on boats to Brazil, Cuba and other countries while
the others were, in Quilliam’s words, “all in utter destitution.”375 Despite many visits to
the consulate, they received no help and Loghades even threatened to involve the police.
In the meantime, the Liverpool Muslims provided some aid. The men, according to
Quilliam, were mainly farmers and gardeners with very little English. Abdullah stated
that after speaking with his son Ahmed, who was still in Istanbul, the Quilliams
considered raising the issue with the Palace or the Sublime Porte to expedite the affair.376
The sixteen men remained in utter destitution and although the Muslim community
supported them, Quilliam relayed: “they complain bitterly about the way they have been
treated by Loghades.”377 The situation worsened, as another seven Ottoman subjects (five
Christians and two Turks, by which he meant Muslims) protested to Quilliam about a
host who defrauded them. Quilliam claimed he successfully took the offenders to court
and recovered their money, but he was astonished by Loghades’ silence and inaction.378
After Abdullah Quilliam’s accusations against the consul-general, Musurus Paşa
requested an explanation. Loghades alleged that the sixteen men were almost all
Armenians who possessed tezkeres (a type of permit) that only authorized them to travel
within the territory of the Ottoman Empire, and not regular passports for extensive travel.
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Therefore, he argued, he could do nothing for them.379 When Musurus Paşa pushed
Loghades further, he protested Quilliam’s “malicious insinuations,” which he condemned
as a pattern of attempts by Abdullah Quilliam attempting to discredit him.380
Furthermore, he said the sixteen Ottomans had not returned to his office. He was ready to
assist them if they possessed valid passports and agreed to obey the conditions required
by consulate rules; conditions of which, he snidely remarked, “the honorable Sheikh
seems to be completely unaware.”381 According to Loghades’ story, these men told him
they were returning from Canada and he believed they likely left Ottoman territory
“furtively.”382 Even worse, he claimed they had insulted and threatened him. He denied
any knowledge of the other seven men Quilliam mentioned in his second letter, so he
concluded they lied to Quilliam. Ultimately, he was outraged by Abdullah Quilliam’s
animosity towards him and the less than worthy means Quilliam employed to harm him.
As a final accusation, Loghades bemoaned the fact that he had to work for four months
without a vice-consul, which meant that the consulate could no longer fulfill all its dayto-day operations let alone its other duties. Without naming him, he expressed his
frustration with Ahmed Quilliam, accusing him of shirking his responsibilities, although
he was serving in the Yıldız Palace at the time.383
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In the final known report on this matter, Abdullah Quilliam argued that the
consul-general was confused about the Turkish subjects because none of the sixteen men
were Armenians. As he stressed:
All that I am afraid of is that these men will get into the hands of
agitators who make mischief. I am perfectly satisfied of these men
being bona fide Mussulmans, they are frequently at the Mosque
making Nimaz [prayer] in the orthodox manner and they know all the
prayers &c. The local Muslim community has helped them from the
Zacat fund. 384
Additionally, he said: “there are a very large number of Turkish subjects in Liverpool, the
greater portion of whom I believe have run away from Turkey. These last ones, however,
are utterly independent and distinct from the Mussulmans that I previously wrote to you
about, they are mainly Christians either Armenians or [P]rotestant Christians from
Syria.”385 Due to the common occurrence of swindlers taking advantage of Ottoman
subjects, Abdullah proposed the Sublime Porte publish an official warning about the
dangers involved in emigrating without proper documentation.386 The ambassador took
no immediate action, but the overall acrimony between the Quilliams and Loghades had
reached a fever pitch. For the first time, a clear division existed between an Ottoman
384
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official and the Quilliams as it related to Ottoman business.387 As I stated in the previous
chapter, on more than one occasion consul-generals criticized Quilliam and the LMI, but
Quilliam never reciprocated with his own grievances. The conflict with Loghades
remained a private matter within the Ottoman correspondence, as neither the LMI
publications nor the British press ever made mention of it.
The second incident occurred shortly after Loghades’ dispute with the Quilliams
about neglecting Ottoman subjects, but this time Loghades had truly committed a
dishonorable offense that almost resulted in his arrest by British officials in Liverpool.
The press did cover the second episode because it involved an illicit affair between
Loghades and a young English girl. In June 1905, Loghades had petitioned Musurus Paşa
for a two-week vacation to care for his sick daughter in Wales. The ambassador approved
Loghades’ request, leaving Ahmed Quilliam, who had returned from Istanbul, in charge
of the consulate.388 Based on what transpired after Loghades left, it is doubtful that he
visited his daughter. Instead, Abdullah Quilliam wrote to Musurus Paşa stating: “I am
sorry to have to inform you that there is another sxandal [sic] now in connection with the
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consulate in Liverpool.”389 Quilliam’s sources told him that Loghades had married a
sixteen-year-old English girl named Madge Roddick in a Liverpool church, falsifying
parental consent. On the wedding night, she had returned to her parents only to sneak out,
leaving a note about her marriage, and had fled with Loghades on a train either to
Manchester or London, presumably headed to Paris.390 The girl’s father requested a
warrant for Loghades’ arrest for abduction, and the police began searching for him.
Quilliam first wired the news to the embassy in Turkish to elude the Postal authorities’
detection. As a lawyer, Quilliam offered advice to protect the reputation of both
Loghades and Ottoman officials and to prevent possible legal ramifications.391 One local
paper had already printed the story, which meant the scandal was spreading in the local
press.
The two Quilliams quickly divided their labor; the father handled the legal and
local aspects and the son oversaw the Ottoman consulate’s day-to-day operations.392
Abdullah visited the police and magistrate in an effort to secretly persuade the father to
drop the warrant. Musurus Paşa was pleased with the Quilliams’ diligence, but he
expressed frustration, stating “the whole affair has been misrepresented to me.”393 The
ambassador insisted that Abdullah Quilliam, not Ahmed, “prevent as much as possible
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the news being circulated about the affair.”394 Of course, the newspapers picked up the
story, but Abdullah reinforced his commitment “to avoid the further circulation of the
scandal.”395 By using his personal friendship with the Stipendiary Magistrate and the
Magistrate Clerk, he hoped to have the warrant withdrawn, but it still required the
father’s consent. Once again, the Quilliams demonstrated their importance to Ottoman
diplomatic interests, one of the reasons for the pragmatic relationship over so many years.
Eventually, Musurus Paşa learned that Loghades had reached Paris.396 Loghades
apologized for the extended travel and explained that his immediate departure was due to
a personal, private, and very serious matter that demanded he leave for Paris, as if
Musurus Paşa was unaware of his sordid affair. In the meantime, Abdullah Quilliam
successfully convinced the girl’s parents not to prosecute Loghades, although he failed to
prevent the local press from circulating the story.397 Apparently, Loghades believed he
would return to Liverpool without any issues and that he would go back to his duties, as
he informed Ahmed that Ahmed was no longer in charge of the consulate in August
1905.398 Ahmed requested that Musurus Paşa re-send a letter, dated 4 August, in which
394
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the ambassador addressed Ahmed as “Gérant du Consulat” (Manager of the Consulate),
thereby refuting Loghades’ claim.399
At first glance, it appears as though Loghades had outstayed his welcome on two
accounts. First, from the Quilliams’ perspectives, he mistreated Ottoman subjects,
particularly Muslims, which they believed was not in the Ottoman government’s interest.
Second, his scandalous affair was a moral blunder that nearly resulted in his arrest.
However, Abdülhamid, through the Yıldız Palace Secretariat, had ordered the Foreign
Ministry to remove Loghades in favor of a Muslim even before his questionable
marriage.400 According to Findley, “the fact that the order came from the palace marks
the decision more or less as an expression not of civil-bureaucratic initiative but rather of
the sultan’s pan-Islamic policy.”401 There might be some truth to Findley’s interpretation,
but he missed the backstory that involved the Quilliams’ activities and Loghades’
eventual affair. It is possible that while Ahmed Quilliam was in Istanbul, he successfully
persuaded Ottoman officials to dismiss Loghades. Perhaps Ahmed hoped to use
Loghades’ transfer in favor of a Muslim as a means to maneuver himself into the
position. There is no indication, however, that Musurus Paşa knew about or acted upon
the initial instructions from Istanbul to transfer Loghades before he learned from
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Abdullah Quilliam about the improper affair. 402 The drama that preceded his dismissal
suggests his religious background was only part of the problem. Musurus Paşa eventually
acted upon the earlier instructions, but it was Loghades’ marriage to an underaged
English girl and all the resulting ramifications that accelerated the Imperial decree. A
pan-Islamic explanation is too simplistic. One can argue that Abdülhamid believed
Loghades’ identity as a non-Muslim caused him to mistreat Muslim emigrants, but that
does not require a pan-Islamic-inspired explanation for his removal. The BOA records
show that factors beyond a pan-Islamic policy were at play.
The Last Years of the LMI and the Ottoman Relationship with the Quilliams
After Loghades’ departure in the summer of 1905, the Yıldız Palace appointed
Mustafa Enver Bey to be the next consul-general.403 LMI members declared their
excitement over the news of Enver Bey’s appointment with events hosted in his honor.
One member presented a resolution expressing British Muslims’ gratitude that “the
Ottoman Government was represented in Liverpool by a Muslim,” suggesting their
displeasure all along with Loghades.404 They clearly preferred an Ottoman Muslim
consul-general and believed Enver Bey would devoutly represent the Ottoman
government. Ahmed Quilliam shared this joy, welcoming “his brother Muslim Enver Bey
as his colleague,” perhaps implying a division between him and Loghades. According to
402
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The Crescent, Enver Bey said that when he arrived in England he felt like “a stranger in a
strange land, but when he came to Liverpool and was conducted to the Mosque, and saw
the brethren join in prayer just as they did in Turkey he felt himself no longer amongst
strangers, but amongst brethren.”405 He assured LMI members that they could rely on
him to advocate for them and their Islamic cause in Liverpool. The Quilliams extended a
further welcome to the new consul-general by hosting him at their family home on the
Isle of Man for a week, thereby securing his good graces. The LMI invited Enver Bey to
participate in special occasions and religious festivals at the Liverpool mosque. 406 There
are no reports in the BOA where Enver Bey expressed his opinions, positive or negative,
about the Quilliams and the LMI. He did not report on their political or religious
activities. According to the archives and The Crescent, Enver Bey had an amicable
relationship with the Liverpool Muslims. In 1906, The Crescent published an article
about Enver Bey’s transfer to “Batoum” (Batumi, Georgia).407 The article stated that the
LMI organized a special meeting in which they voiced their gratitude to Enver Bey and
expressed regret that he was leaving. Although Enver Bey attended the meeting,
confirming his transfer, he in fact remained the consul-general in Liverpool until 1909.408
An abrupt change occurred in 1908 when Enver Bey briefed Mehmet Rıfat Paşa,
the newly appointed ambassador to the Ottoman embassy, on Abdullah and Ahmed
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Quilliam’s departure to Istanbul on 6 June.409 The consul-general seemed unaware of the
purpose of the Quilliams’ visit to Istanbul. In what became one of The Crescent’s last
issues, the editor claimed: “The Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles (W.H. Quilliam Bey
Effendi), has been summoned to Turkey by the Sultan, and, accompanied by his son,
Ahmed Quilliam.”410 The Crescent boasted that Abdullah expected more “Court favours”
and that Ahmed would likely receive a permanent appointment to the Yıldız Palace. The
Ottoman archives do not corroborate these claims. On 31 May 1908, the LMI hosted a
farewell event as the Quilliams left for Istanbul on “important business,” expecting an
absence of a month or more.411 Their summons appeared to be yet another example of
Abdülhamid calling the Quilliams to Istanbul, but the Ottoman archives do not
substantiate that explanation. 412 At the last Friday prayer the Quilliams attended,
Abdullah hinted that their departure was due to their propagation of Islam in Liverpool
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which had increased local tensions and “made them a target of Christian revenge.”413
Little did anyone know this was Abdullah’s final meeting at the LMI as its leader.
Abdullah’s departure also began his last stage in life, or what Ron Geaves called “a
mysterious twilight” in the history of Abdullah Quilliam, as he lived under the
pseudonym of Henri de Léon after 1912.414
Local factors contributed to their sudden exodus, but not in the way Abdullah
Quilliam described the situation. There is no evidence that Abdülhamid summoned him.
Abdullah faced pressure in the British legal system because he forged evidence to help a
female client in a divorce case – actions that resulted in his name being stricken from “the
Rolls,” that is, disbarment, in November 1909.415 By retreating to Istanbul, Abdullah
Quilliam hoped to evade his personal and legal problems. Why Ahmed Quilliam, as an
Ottoman official, needed to accompany his father to Istanbul is unclear. The networks the
Quilliams cultivated over the decades within the Ottoman Empire and among some of the
highest officials made Istanbul an obvious choice to settle until the dust cleared.
Unbeknownst to the Quilliams or anyone else, Abdülhamid, to whom they owed their
main allegiance and whose protection they desired, was on the precipice of his own crisis
and eventual downfall. The 1908 Young Turk Revolution, which occurred
simultaneously with the Quilliams’ presence in Istanbul, forced Abdülhamid to recall the
Parliament. The Ottoman sultan held on to limited power until 27 April 1909 when he
413
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was finally deposed and sent into exile.416 Abdülhamid’s deposition meant the true end of
the Ottoman caliphate, to which Abdullah Quilliam and other British converts in the LMI
had been committed for nearly two decades.417
In September 1908, The New York Times ran an editorial from Abdullah Quilliam,
who wrote as the “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles.” 418 The article was strange on
many fronts. First, The New York Times gave Liverpool as Quilliam’s address, but there
is still uncertainty about Quilliam’s whereabouts from the summer of 1908 until
sometime in 1909 or 1910. Second, he described Abdülhamid’s reign as “an absolute
despotism, with all power concentrated and centered in the Sultan,” but insisted that the
Ottoman Empire was now a constitutional monarchy under liberal-minded individuals.
This appears to depart from his previous praise of Abdülhamid. Quilliam criticized
European powers for their years of meddling in Ottoman affairs and explained the
Ottoman’s authoritarian disposition as a result of the difficulties of governing such a
diverse empire. Quilliam claimed Abdülhamid was always a reformer, but that certain
conditions and corrupt officials caused him to slowly implement change, but now, “All
Ottoman subjects will understand how much they owe to their sovereign, and to-day the
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Sultan of Turkey is undoubtedly the most popular man in the whole of his empire.”419
Quilliam predicted great things for the Ottoman Empire with Abdülhamid as a
constitutional monarch.
The LMI and Quilliams after Abdülhamid and under the Young Turks (1908-1932)
Ottoman Dissatisfaction with the Quilliams
In the summer of 1908, Ahmed Quilliam returned to Liverpool, presumably to
take up his post in the consulate.420 Given the Young Turk Revolution in the Ottoman
Empire, consulate and embassy staff seemed indifferent about the Quilliams’
whereabouts or return. They overlooked Ahmed rejoining the consulate, giving no
account about his reappearance in Liverpool. Bilal Quilliam, Abdullah’s other son, gave
credence to reports of Abdullah Quilliam still residing somewhere in the Ottoman
Empire. He told a newspaper in October 1908 that his father was undertaking business
for “the Turkish Princes of certain mines in Anatolia with a London syndicate of
capitalists.”421 The consensus among historians is that Abdullah returned to England in
late 1909 or early 1910, presumably to attend the funeral of his first wife Hannah (Ahmed
and Bilal’s mother).422 The Journal de Salonique reported Abdullah’s arrival in Salonica
in early December 1908, meaning he was in transit, either back to England or traveling
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somewhere else in Europe.423 There is reason to believe he ventured back to England
sooner than later. With uncertainty in Istanbul and Abdülhamid’s patronage receding,
Abdullah had few options.
Two letters sent by Abdullah Quilliam to Ambassador Rıfat Paşa in early October
1908 suggest that Rıfat Paşa believed Abdullah was in England. In the first letter,
Quilliam wrote: “two English Mussulmans called upon me and offered me their service
to fight for Turkey in case there should be war between that country and Bulgaria.”424
Because two English Muslims “called upon” Quilliam, it appears as though he was
reachable and possibly in England in October 1908. Similarly, a Captain Barnett of the
Liverpool Volunteer Ambulance Corps offered his services and thirty Corps members
(said to be all Jews) in the case of war. In connection to Captain Barnett’s letter,
Abdullah wrote: “Personally, I propose going to Turkey and lay my services in whatever
capacity they may be required at the disposal of the Ottoman government.”425 He made
no mention of serving the caliph. Here, Quilliam spoke of “going to Turkey,” implying
that he was in England or at least not in Ottoman territory in October 1908, which would
contradict Bilal Quilliam’s article in the Liverpool Echo that same month. In the second
letter, Quilliam forwarded a message from a Captain William Chatting of Barking
(Essex), who wanted to secretly dispatch vessels to Turkey or the Danube River and
offered his services for further employment.426 Quilliam may have received these
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correspondences while abroad, but one wonders how they knew where to reach him. I
find it more likely that he returned to England, maybe not Liverpool, for at least part of
1908. His use of “Quilliam & Son, Solicitors” stationery instead of his typical “Sheikhul-Islam” stationery may indicate he was not in Liverpool, or at least not able to reach his
LMI office without drawing attention.427
When Enver Bey informed Rıfat Paşa about Quilliam’s legal issues in the Divorce
Court and his possible arrest upon returning to England, the consul-general maintained
the belief that Quilliam was still in Turkey in December 1908. However, he based his
information on rumors. Enver Bey had no personal engagement with Abdullah Quilliam
and he cautioned the ambassador to believe more official sources rather than rumors that
he heard in Liverpool.428 Regardless, the consul-general had no knowledge of Abdullah’s
location, which means he was either not communicating directly with Ahmed Quilliam or
Ahmed was unwilling to divulge the information in order to protect his father. Enver Bey
also omitted anything about Ahmed’s whereabouts or activities in the consulate, pointing
to his absence. The King’s Proctor continued to investigate Abdullah Quilliam in his
absence, which local papers followed with interest.429 There is no question that Quilliam
disappeared hoping to avoid paying the costs ordered by the judge and to stave off public
humiliation. His eventual disbarment a year later meant his four-decade career, and the
main source of his income, was over.
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Ambassador Rıfat Paşa had grown tired of the rumors and disconcerting
information about Abdullah Quilliam. The new ambassador, who arrived a few months
before the Quilliams departed for Istanbul, knew very little about the LMI and the
Quilliams. Whether or not he received a briefing about the long-standing relationship
between the Ottoman government and the British Muslim converts in Liverpool is
uncertain. Unlike previous ambassadors, there is no record that the Quilliams
communicated with the new ambassador upon his arrival.430 The clearest example of
Rıfat Paşa’s ignorance of the Quilliams and their partnership with the Ottomans appeared
in a letter to Ahmet Tevfik Paşa, the foreign minister, on 19 December 1908. In the
ambassador’s letter, he spoke of Abdullah as only the honorary consul to the Isle of Man
and Ahmed as the honorary consul-general to the Liverpool consulate. He explained to
Tevfik Paşa that the British Court had found Quilliam guilty of presenting false testimony
“by rather unscrupulous means to deceive the court.”431 Now, Rıfat Paşa believed
Abdullah Quilliam was in self-imposed exile. With these accusations, the ambassador
argued that Abdullah Quilliam was unworthy to bear the title of honorary consul.
Furthermore, he saw no reason for a post on the Isle of Man. Rıfat Paşa proposed
stripping Abdullah Quilliam of his title and duties and eliminating the Honorary
consulate to the Isle of Man.
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Abdülhamid had established the consulate specifically for Quilliam in recognition
of his dedication to Abdülhamid and his services rendered to the Ottoman “image
management” mission. The British government attempted to strip Quilliam of the
honorary consulate to the Isle of Man on account of the Islamic marriages he performed
in the LMI, his apparent forging of passports for Ottoman officials, and because they
associated Quilliam with the East Liverpool Magazine, “a very low class periodical,” all
of which proved Abdullah Quilliam was unworthy of the King’s exequatur.432 The
Ottoman ambassador at the time, Musurus Paşa, however, had ignored the British
government’s attempt to reverse Abdülhamid’s firman in favor of Abdullah Quilliam.433
Musurus Paşa had more reason to recommend stripping Quilliam of the title than Rıfat
Paşa. Previous ambassadors knew of Abdullah’s questionable practices, but they never
severed their relationship with him. Here, for the first time, an Ottoman ambassador
recommended that the Ottoman state completely disassociate from Abdullah Quilliam.
The Ottoman’s pragmatic partnership with Abdullah Quilliam, from Rıfat Paşa’s
perspective, had run its course and now he was dispensable.434
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The ambassador, in the same letter, expressed an unfavorable opinion of Ahmed
Quilliam. Although Rıfat Paşa claimed to base his assessment on other reports, the
context of his disapproval shows he judged Ahmed based on his father’s actions. Rıfat
Paşa recommended withdrawing Ahmed’s title as honorary general-consul. According to
the ambassador, one career consul in Liverpool was sufficient, thus he deemed an
honorary consul unwarranted. He justified removing Ahmed, “because the young man
reportedly is not really able to be of service.”435 Additionally, Rıfat Paşa called for the
elimination of his 1,000 piastres per month salary, which caused Ahmed to demand back
pay two years later (1910).436
The Quilliams After Abdülhamid’s Deposition
Abdullah Quilliam’s first written response to accusations against him came in
May 1909 when he attempted to exonerate himself through the press.437 Historians know
very little about his activities from 1909 until 1913. He reappeared in Nottingham,
England in 1913, giving a lecture on “The Ethics of Islam,” but now under the
professional and public name “Prof. H.M. Léon,” the identity he assumed for the next
435
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two decades.438 The once thriving LMI, now under the power of attorney of Bilal
Quilliam, quickly dissolved without Abdullah’s charismatic leadership. Abdullah
Quilliam, now Léon, lived a second life as a polymath. He remained a Turcophile, a
promoter of pan-Islamic causes, and later joined supporters of the Khilafat Movement.439
Léon and other former LMI members participated in the London and Woking Muslim
communities. These groups never recognized Quilliam’s authority while he was in
Liverpool, but now Léon submitted to their leadership.440 At the turn of the century, the
London and Woking Muslims initiated institutional revitalizations led by South Asian
Muslims, many of whom were part of the Ahmadiyya movement.441 They stood poised to
claim the central voice of Islamic groups in Great Britain in the vacuum left by Quilliam
and the LMI. Numerous BOA records starting in 1903 show that leaders such as
Abdullah al-Mamun Suhrawardy (1870-1935), Mushir Hosain Kidwai (1878-1937), and
Khwaja Kamal-ud-Din (1870-1932) sought recognition for their institutions (such as the
Pan-Islamic Society) and requested financial help from the Ottoman government and
438
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Abdülhamid to establish a mosque in London.442 Abdullah Quilliam’s presence rarely
appeared in the BOA documents about Woking or London functions before 1908 and
references to his dual-identity as Léon/Quilliam are absent from documents after 1908.
After Quilliam’s departure from Liverpool in 1908, South Asian Muslims
maintained the leadership of Muslim groups in Great Britain, although there were
prominent British converts involved in the London and Woking Muslim communities.443
Two decades after Quilliam’s escape to Istanbul, Kidwai used Quilliam and the LMI’s
downfall as a cautionary tale for future Islamic propaganda. He advised denying British
converts significant roles in their institutions. As Kidwai stated: “While giving all the
possible help to the new converts, they [South Asian Muslims] should keep the
organisation in their own hands and concentrate all their money, capable men and
administrative ability only to one mission, because, for the present, any way [sic], there is
no room in England for another one.”444 Kidwai’s resistance to converts in leadership,
with a few exceptions, was the opposite of Quilliam’s 1895 call for British converts to
control Islamic propaganda in Great Britain (see Chapter One), which the LMI stressed
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again in 1906.445 One can imagine that Léon, although familiar with Kidwai and others,
found his interactions with the Woking and London Muslims to be fraught with tension.
In addition to disagreements with South Asian Muslims, his opinions on political matters
differed from some converts such as Marmaduke Pickthall (1875-1936) regarding the
scope of pan-Islam, the future of the Ottoman Empire and later Turkey, and whether to
support Abdülhamid or the Committee of Union and Progress (CUP), the ruling party
after Abdülhamid’s deposition.446
Beyond Ahmed Quilliam’s financial quibbles in 1910, the BOA records almost no
communication between the Quilliams and Ottoman officials from 1908 until the
Empire’s collapse at the end of World War I. One rare and odd exception appeared in
1914, right before the outbreak of World War I. On 19 June 1914, writing in Ottoman
Turkish on “Quilliam & Son, Solicitors” stationery, Ahmed Quilliam reached out to
Ambassador Tevfik Paşa in London.447 Ahmed reminded the ambassador of his role at
the Liverpool consulate for almost ten years, which Tevfik Paşa presumably remembered.
Now, some five years later, he expressed his desire to serve the caliph and the Ottoman
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Empire.448 He explained that at the time, there were many Turks in Liverpool who
wanted to return home, and he indicated his eagerness to help “our co-religionists”
(dındaşlarımız). His lack of an official position with the Ottoman government prevented
him from helping them. Ahmed hinted at a possible return to the consulate, touting his
Turkish language abilities, which he believed would convince the ambassador of his
value.449 Apparently, Ahmed’s offer did not appeal to Ambassador Tevfik Paşa as there is
no record of a response, nor of Ahmed’s return to the consulate.
A few months after Ahmed seemingly re-declared his allegiance to the Ottomans
and the caliphate, Great Britain declared war on Germany (4 August 1914), which was in
an alliance with the Ottoman Empire. Although Great Britain’s formal declaration of war
with the Ottomans was still several months away (5 November 1914), Ahmed displayed
his opportunistic nature a few weeks after his letter to Ambassador Tevfik Paşa. This
time, in a message to the British Secretary of State for War, he informed the Secretary of
his friendship with Turkish subjects in Liverpool. These Turks looked unfavorably upon
their government and were willing to take up arms on Britain’s behalf in the event of a
war between the two nations.450 Ahmed volunteered to lead a foreign legion of Turkish
subjects, using his Turkish language skills, adding: “It is not only amongst Turkish
subjects that I could recruit but [I] am known to a large number of other local
foreigners.”451 The War Office informed him that they could not accept foreign subjects
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into the British Army, but they recommended he contact the French Military Attaché
regarding the French Foreign Legion.452
The Quilliams expressed their allegiance to the British government when Ahmed,
Bilal, their father Léon and members of the British Muslim Association signed a
resolution declaring their “indignation at the German press threatening to incite the
Islamic population of the British Empire to rise in revolt.”453 They petitioned their
government to accept them and their Muslim brothers in military service. Léon resigned
from his position of Vice-President of the Anglo-Ottoman Society after Great Britain
declared war on the Ottomans.454 After the war, Léon spoke on behalf of the Ottoman
Empire, hoping to guarantee its preservation, which placed him once again in the British
Foreign Office’s crosshairs.455 Léon maintained a commitment to Islam and its defense in
England for the remainder of his life. When Quilliam/Léon died in 1932, British
newspapers discussed his “unorthodox life” and his second identity as Léon, paying little
attention to his service to Abdülhamid and his work to spread Islam.456
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Was there a “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles”?
Some of the current excitement over Quilliam derives from the notion that
Abdülhamid appointed Quilliam the “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles.”457 Both
scholars and many British Muslims today uncritically accept as a fact that Quilliam was
the “first and last Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles.”458 During my research stage,
British Muslims and scholars asked if I found any archival evidence supporting
Quilliam’s claim to the title. After reading Ottoman documents, I argue that there is little
evidence that Abdülhamid declared Quilliam the Shaykh al-Islām, honorific or otherwise.
Abdülhamid was, however, surely aware that Quilliam used the title, with at least passive
approval. As a final example of how the BOA provides a new perspective on the life and
legacy of Abdullah Quilliam, I want to address the issue of the “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the
British Isles.” Quilliam’s use of the title and the passive acceptance by some Ottoman
officials, and seemingly the Yıldız Palace, is another example of the pragmatic
partnership that I discussed in this chapter. The title gave Quilliam legitimacy, authority
and importance in Liverpool, Great Britain and beyond among Muslims and nonMuslims. In return, Quilliam and the LMI benefited Abdülhamid’s and the Ottoman
state’s agendas.
Scholars believe the first reference to the title and office of Shaykh al-Islām
(Şeyhüʾl-İslâm in Ottoman Turkish) appeared in the Khurasan region (Central Asia)
457
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sometime in the tenth century CE, as an honorific title but also with functional
responsibilities.459 According to Richard Bulliet, the significance and meaning of Shaykh
al-Islām evolved within Islamic societies and over the centuries.460 Under the Ottomans,
the Şeyhü’l-İslâm became “the Grand Mufti of the Ottoman Empire” and “the head of the
Ottoman religious bureaucracy.”461 Under Abdülhamid, the Şeyhüʾl-İslâm issued fatwas,
was the head of the ‘ulamā’ (Muslim scholars), administered the Empire’s religious
courts, and officiated as “a kind of religious minister.”462 When Quilliam issued his first
fatwa concerning Muslims fighting Sudanese Muslims fighters (1896), he requested
advice from the Ottoman Şeyhüʾl-İslâm because Quilliam knew approval from the
Ottoman Şeyhüʾl-İslâm carried more weight and would give credence to his fatwa.
Quilliam also petitioned for a fatwa approving his second marriage to Mariam/Mary
Lyon (1900-1901) to authenticate his Islamic marriage.463
How did Quilliam define the “Sheikh-ul-Islam” and when did he claim
Abdülhamid designated him the Muslim leader in Great Britain? A rare interview with
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Quilliam in The Moslem Chronicle and Muhammadan Observer (Calcutta) from 1904
provides some insight. Quilliam claimed that when Abdülhamid commissioned him to
represent the sultan-caliph in Lagos for the opening of the mosque in 1894 (see previous
chapter), there was a sealed note that declared him the “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British
Isles.”464 Asked to explain what it meant, Quilliam said: “It is difficult to define, there
being nothing equivalent to it in England – I am rather like the Lord Chancellor used to
be – Keeper of the King’s Conscience. Also as law and religion are the same thing in
Islam, I am in a measure the protector of the law.”465 Without the 1894 issues of The
Crescent, it is difficult to ascertain how often Quilliam used the title before 1895.466
One of the best explanations for the origin of this title appeared in 1894 articles in
the Liverpool Mercury and Mona’s Herald (Isle of Man) after Quilliam returned from his
trip to Lagos.467 According to these articles, the LMI held a reception for Quilliam during
which Maulana Muḥammad Barkatullah proposed a resolution stating that Quilliam was
the “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles,” and he went further to say that “No man had
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ever more truly merited the title of Sheikh-ul-Islam than their president.”468 The LMI
members enthusiastically approved the resolution, which points to Quilliam’s “Sheikh-ulIslam of the British Isles” title as an internal LMI matter. From 1893 until early 1895,
The Crescent typically addressed Quilliam as: “President,” “our President,” “Brother
Quilliam,” or “Bro. Quilliam.”469 In early 1895, perhaps due to a squabble with
Mohammed Webb in the United States, he signed a letter as “Sheikh of the United
Societies of English-Speaking Muslims of England and America.”470 The Editorial Notes
for 14 August 1895 announced: “Sheikh Abdullah Quilliam received on Friday last from
Constantinople his official seal as Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles,” which was more
than a year after his visit to Lagos.471 On several documents one finds a stamp that uses
Arabic script and simply states “Shaykh Abdullah Quilliam.” From 1895 onward,
Quilliam liberally used the title, and often signed “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles”
after his name for more important articles that required greater legitimacy and authority,
such as his 1896 fatwa.472 He began using “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles”
stationery around 1902.473 On his stationery, he tended to sign his name “Abdullah
Quilliam, Sheikh of the True Believers in the British Isles,” along with his stamp.
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The BOA provides several reasons to dismiss Quilliam’s claim to be the “Sheikhul-Islam of the British Isles.” First, I have not found a single trace in the Ottoman
archives where Abdülhamid issued an irâde declaring him the “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the
British Isles.” Of course, there is the possibility that the irâde was lost, just as Quilliam’s
initial instructions for his trip to Lagos are missing. One would expect, however, that
such an important title would reappear in other places.474 In fact, when the Ottoman
Şeyhüʾl-İslâm addressed Quilliam’s 1896 fatwa, he merely referred to him as “Re’is
Cemiyet-i İslamiyet Abdullah Quilliam [Abdullah Quilliam, President of the Islamic
Society],” with no mention of a religious title.475 This indicates that the Ottoman Şeyhüʾlİslâm office did not recognize any distinct title for Abdullah Quilliam, let alone
acknowledge him as the “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles.” Moreover, there are
absolutely no instances in which any Ottoman officials named, described or addressed
Abdullah Quilliam as “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles,” whether in English, French
or Ottoman Turkish.476 When Esad Kenan Bey issued his lengthy indictment against
Quilliam and the LMI (see previous chapter) in 1895, one of his criticisms was that
Quilliam signed his name as “Sheikh Abdullah Quilliam” along with “Sheikh-ul-Islam of
the British Isles.” This was one year after Abdülhamid supposedly conferred on Quilliam
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the title of “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles.”477 Kenan Bey suggested that when the
Emir of Afghanistan sent Quilliam a letter, the Emir either addressed Quilliam or referred
to him as “Sheikh of the Mohammedans of the British Isles.”478 Kenan Bey believed even
Quilliam’s simple use of “Sheikh” was dubious. Giving further credence to Kenan Bey’s
assessment is the fact that he attended the 1894 reception in which Barkatullah and the
LMI members jointly resolved and approved to call Quilliam the “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the
British Isles” without any mention of Abdülhamid’s intervention or acknowledgment.479
If Abdülhamid had truly made him the “Sheikh-ul-Islam,” however, protocol would have
compelled Kenan Bey to acknowledge him with appropriate deference. Based on Kenan
Bey’s description of the events, my hypothesis is that Quilliam parlayed the Emir’s letter
to gain authority, legitimacy and honor and then later fabricated the Emir’s statement as
though it came from Abdülhamid.
Third, a relatively small number of Ottomans, on rare occasions, even addressed
Quilliam as Shaykh (Sheikh, Cheikh or Şeyh),480 which was a common title Quilliam and
the LMI members used after he returned from a trip to Morocco in 1893. Lütfi Bey and
Ambassador Rüstem Paşa reported on Quilliam’s travel to Morocco before and after his
departure, describing how a Moroccan merchant in Manchester gave Quilliam a saber as
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a gift to the Moroccan sultan.481 During his trip to Fez, Quilliam supposedly received an
honorary ‘Doctor of Mussulman Law’ and the Islamic University of al-Qarawiyyin
recognized him as an ʿālim (a scholar of legal and religious matters).482 As an ʿālim, and
later “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles,” Quilliam presumed an authority to issue
fatwas. As scholars have noted, throughout most of Islamic history it was a mufti
(jurisconsult), not the qāḍī (judge) or an ʿālim, who issued fatwas based on their
qualifications from traditional training.483
Apart from his own legal practice as a British solicitor, there is little evidence that
Quilliam possessed the qualifications to be a mufti let alone an ‘ālim on several grounds.
First, when he returned from Morocco, Lütfi Bey reported that Quilliam met with neither
the Moroccan sovereign nor his deputy, and furthermore he did not even enter Fez in the
first place.484 His story about accolades in Fez and a visit with the Sultan of Morocco,
according to Lütfi Bey, was a fabrication, so the claim that the Islamic University of alQarawiyyin recognized him as an ‘ālim is suspect. Second, Quilliam lacked credentials in
uṣūl al-fiqh (principles of Islamic legal jurisprudence). He did spend time with Maulana
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Barkatullah, who served as the LMI imam and an LMC instructor (1893-1896).485
However, there is no evidence that he studied with any ʿulamāʾ, which was critical for
training in uṣūl al-fiqh to obtain an ijāza (a certificate granting authority in Islamic
law).486 He simply did not possess the qualifications to be a mufti or an ‘ālim, let alone to
hold the title of “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles,” which might explain why Muslims
in England outside of the Liverpool community appeared to regard his titles as fake or at
least unmerited. They refused to grant him authority over their communities.487
Later, when Quilliam used stationery with “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles,”
Ottoman officials frequently translated the entire letter into French, including the
stationery heading. The Sublime Porte and Yıldız Palace obviously knew he used the
title. But, other than translating the title, they did not address him with such an honor.
Any subsequent commentary by a consul-general or an ambassador omitted any notion of
a religious title. If Abdülhamid bestowed such an important office upon Quilliam, then
one would expect Ottoman officials to follow protocol and recognize Quilliam’s title,
honorific or otherwise. They used fahri (honorary) and bey/beg (lord) for Ahmed
Quilliam, which means they addressed the Quilliams based on received titles from
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imperial irâdes.488 If the “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles” title derived from an irâde,
then Ottoman officials would have been obliged based on etiquette to use it when
addressing Quilliam.489 The most common epithet in Ottoman documents for Abdullah
Quilliam was “President/Leader of the Islamic Society in Liverpool” or some
derivative.490 Even in the official irâdes for the Fourth Class Osmânî Order (1898) and
honorary consul to the Isle of Man (1905), the “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles”
moniker was absent.491 When Ambassador Rıfat Paşa recommended that they strip
Quilliam of the title of honorary consul to Douglas on the Isle of Man, there was no
mention of “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles.” If he deemed Quilliam unworthy of the
former, he surely considered him undeserving of the latter, but he was entirely silent on
the matter. Perhaps his silence was because he knew the title was spurious or he was
completely unaware of it.
Although Abdülhamid and multiple Ottoman officials, including the Ottoman
Şeyhüʾl-İslâm, knew Quilliam used the title, there is no record that they exerted pressure
on Quilliam to stop using it. Quilliam’s writings and LMI publications indicated his
devotion to Abdülhamid as the universal caliph. This was a major element of
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Abdülhamid’s pan-Islamic ideology. Quilliam, by claiming his title came from the
“Caliph of the Faithful,” derived his authority from Abdülhamid, which kept him loyal to
the Ottoman sultan. He remained close to Abdülhamid and the Yıldız Palace even if the
title was fabricated, because he needed Abdülhamid for legitimacy. Both sides benefited
from the notion of a “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles.” Quilliam’s loyalty and
allegiance, through his pan-Islamic outlook and mythologized “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the
British Isles” title, meant that when Ottoman officials and Abdülhamid called upon
Quilliam to help the sultan-caliph, he was ready and willing. Thus, Quilliam served their
geopolitical and diplomatic ends. They overlooked Quilliam’s fake title for the very
reasons I set out to explore in these two chapters. Ottoman officials and Abdülhamid
sustained a two-decade-long relationship with the Quilliams and the LMI for geopolitical,
diplomatic, and pan-Islamic ends. Abdülhamid and other Ottomans ignored the invented
“Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles” claim because Quilliam and the LMI furthered their
larger objectives. Eventually, the rapport resembled a pragmatic partnership – the
Quilliams gained further legitimacy in some circles in Great Britain and among Muslims
globally and the Ottomans retained dutiful advocates locally and internationally. When
Abdülhamid lost power with his definitive ouster by the Young Turks in 1909, Quilliam’s
invented title was irrelevant. Their partnership, built on Abdülhamid’s pan-Islamic mood
and the Ottoman state’s diplomatic and geopolitical interests, was over.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I asserted that a shift occurred in the relationship between the
Ottomans and the Quilliams around the turn of the century. Once based on shared pan137

Islamic sentiments, it now became a pragmatic partnership, each side benefiting from the
other. In the last decade as the LMI’s leader, Quilliam found practical and new ways to
serve on behalf of Abdülhamid and the Ottoman state. Ahmed Quilliam, his eldest son,
solidified the Quilliams’ relationship through his education in Istanbul, sponsored by
Abdülhamid. His training earned him an appointment to the Ottoman Liverpool
consulate, where he learned the customs and practices of an Ottoman bureaucrat. The
young Quilliam was a dutiful servant to the consulate. On numerous occasions, Abdullah
and Ahmed Quilliam represented the Ottoman state in official and unofficial roles,
garnering the attention of Abdülhamid and earning them various new titles, awards, and
medals. This recognition increased the Quilliams’ affinity for Abdülhamid and the
Ottoman state. Abdullah Quilliam publicized the recognition he received from
Abdülhamid and the Ottoman state to bolster his reputation among Muslims in British
colonies, but with limited results.
In the years between 1889 and 1900, Liverpool consul-generals had reported on
the LMI’s development and informed officials in Istanbul about questionable practices
they witnessed or read about in newspapers. However, in the last decade, their reports
waned as their concerns diminished. They showed little interest in the LMI’s subsequent
progress in promoting Islamic propaganda or the Muslim cause in Great Britain. From
1900 onward, Ottoman officials dealt with the Quilliams as partners, pragmatically
benefiting from their service and information. They recognized that the Quilliams,
especially Abdullah, needed the Ottomans for legitimacy, which meant he willingly
represented them. With Abdülhamid’s patronage dissipating after the Young Turk
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Revolution and because of Abdullah Quilliam’s questionable practices as a lawyer, the
Ottoman state deemed the previous pragmatic partnership unprofitable. Abdullah and
Ahmed Quilliam were dispensable and the new leadership in Istanbul, the CUP, moved in
a different direction.
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Chapter Three: Dispelling Prejudice against Islam in the United States – The
Partnership of an Ottoman Ambassador and an American Convert to Islam
On a summer night in 1891, Thomas B. Derrett escorted May Dabney on a
carriage ride through the Soldiers’ Home Grounds, a popular strolling spot in
Washington, D.C. This fairly mundane outing culminated in a frightening armed
robbery.492 The report of this crime in The Washington Post caught the attention of
Alexandre Mavroyéni Bey (1848-1929), the Ottoman ambassador in Washington, D.C.,
who summarized it for Kürd Said Paşa, the Ottoman foreign minister.493 According to
Mavroyéni Bey, “no newspaper in Paris, London or Vienna mentioned this incident. This
would have been different had it taken place in Constantinople. I should add that the
assailant has not yet been apprehended.”494 For the ambassador, this incident illustrated
the double standard in the Western press when reporting on the Ottoman Empire. Like
other Ottoman officials, Mavroyéni Bey frequently informed the Sublime Porte about
violence in Washington D.C., “gleefully contrasting it with the safety of Istanbul
streets.”495 Few things irritated him more than the way Western newspapers disparaged
the Ottoman state and Abdülhamid. Although the ambassador was a Greek Orthodox
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Christian, he denounced individuals who brought injury or insult to Islam in the United
States.496
When the ambassador read about Mohammed Alexander Russell Webb (18461916), an American convert to Islam who had established an organization called
American Islamic Propaganda (1892-1896; hereafter AIP), he was eager to cultivate a
relationship with Webb.497 Mavroyéni Bey believed Webb and the AIP supported the
ambassador’s major objective in the United States, which was “to foster and maintain a
positive image of the empire in the eyes of American political elites and the general
public.”498 In this chapter, I show how Ambassador Mavroyéni Bey courted Webb
between 1893 and 1896, through an examination of the Ottoman archives. I argue that
Mavroyéni Bey’s ambition to win the American public’s hearts and minds in favor of
Abdülhamid, Islam, and the Ottoman state was the main reason for the ambassador’s
attempts to persuade Ottoman officials in Istanbul that Webb deserved their support. The
ambassador’s goal was to dispel prejudice against Islam and he believed Webb’s Islamic
mission would improve the reputation of Abdülhamid as well as Ottoman subjects in the
United States. Whether or not Webb could convert other Americans to Islam was a
secondary concern.
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Unlike Abdullah Quilliam’s LMI, Webb’s Islamic ministry was short-lived.
Whereas many consul-generals and ambassadors developed a rapport with the Quilliams
and the LMI for more than two decades, Mavroyéni Bey was the sole Ottoman
representative in the United States who engaged with Webb. He single-handedly
orchestrated and cultivated the Ottoman state’s association with Webb, acting as the gatekeeper of information for Abdülhamid and the Sublime Porte. He painted Webb in a
positive light, resulting in the Ottoman state’s covert commitment to the AIP. The
assistance that Abdülhamid and the Ottoman State provided Webb and the AIP was
unparalleled. Quilliam and the Liverpool Muslims never enjoyed the level of financial
support that the AIP received.
Historiographical Survey
Ambassador Alexandre Mavroyéni Bey and Ottoman-American Relations
Alexandre Mavroyéni Bey was from a prominent Greek Phanariot (Greek
Orthodox) family known for its dedicated service to the Foreign Ministry and the
Ottoman Empire.499 His father, Spiridon Mavroyéni (1817-1902), became Abdülhamid’s
personal physician, which granted the family access to Abdülhamid’s patronage.500 Some
have speculated that Spiridon participated in the sultan’s espionage network, which may
explain some of his son’s tactics in the United States.501 The young Mavroyéni Bey tried
499
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his hand at law and commerce in Europe, but he eventually returned to Istanbul to begin a
career in diplomatic service once Abdülhamid came to the throne in 1876.502 Mavroyéni
Bey owed his upward mobility in the Ottoman civil bureaucracy to Abdülhamid’s
assistance, which inspired his loyalty to serve the sultan and the Ottoman cause abroad.503
Mavroyéni Bey’s assignment to the United States came at one of the more
turbulent times in Ottoman-American relations. Çağrı Erhan has summarized OttomanAmerican bilateral relations in this period by describing three positive and three negative
trends.504 On the positive side, he noted the “priority of economic relations, the nonadversary status of political relations, and the increasing strategic importance of the
Levant.”505 Erhan identified negative trends such as American missionaries proselytizing
among non-Muslim Ottoman subjects, negative American perceptions of the Turks
(considered archetypal Muslims) and the Ottomans and “the indirect US involvement in
the Eastern Question.” 506 These negative trends jeopardized the positive trends, and the
negative trends intensified in the 1890s during Mavroyéni Bey’s appointment. This was
the same time that Webb appeared as a public figure.
Ottoman diplomats did not covet an appointment to Washington D.C. or any of
the other consulates in the United States.507 A diplomatic post to the United States
provided little prestige compared to those in Old World capitals such as London, Paris,
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Vienna and Brussels. According to Sinan Kuneralp, Ottoman diplomats held
condescending attitudes towards American society and their American counterparts in the
Ottoman Empire.508 Ottoman-American relations were dynamic, but not considered as
important in this period as Ottoman-British relations. The simple fact that the United
States had no formal alliances with or against the Ottomans and that they were a
bystander in the Eastern Question meant that an Ottoman ambassador’s role in
Washington, D.C. carried less weight than that of his counterpart in London. Britain’s
imperial ambitions, such as its intrusions into Ottoman lands (as exemplified by its
invasion and occupation of Egypt in 1882) and its economic control over Ottoman
finances, coupled with the increasing “Turcophobia” in the last quarter of the nineteenth
century, caused the Ottoman mission in London to function with diplomatic caution
compared with the mission in Washington, D.C. Abdülhamid, like his predecessors,
coveted recognition among the Great Powers, such as Great Britain. The United States
was an insignificant player in the imperial world order of Great Power politics at the
times.
In the case of Protestant American missionary efforts, Ottomans of various
confessional backgrounds responded to the American missionaries with aggression,
anxiety and annoyance, yet this did not stop the Americans from coming.509 Among
Ottoman Christians, the Armenians were the most responsive to missionary efforts,
508
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which had significant political ramifications. Missionaries and Armenian migrants
informed the American public about the Ottoman Armenian community, its nationalist
aspirations, and its troubles in the second half of the nineteenth century up to World War
I – troubles that became known as the “Armenian Question.”510 The first major
upheavals, the Armenian Massacres or “Hamidian Massacres of 1894 to 1896,” occurred
simultaneously with Webb’s rise to fame.511 These episodes of violence intensified the
negative perception of Abdülhamid and the Ottomans, and drew condemnation from the
West. Webb supported Abdülhamid in opposition to Western condemnation through his
journals and two booklets, published anonymously but attributed to Webb; these were A
Few Facts about Turkey under the Rule of Abdul Hamid II (1895) and The Armenian
Troubles and Where the Responsibility Lies (1896).512 Webb’s rejection of Armenian
claims as well as his positive portrayal of Abdülhamid and the Ottoman Empire attracted
Mavroyéni Bey to the convert’s mission.
In addition to Mavroyéni Bey performing his duty to construct positive images of
the Ottomans and to counter negative press, he engaged in covert activities to oppose and
undermine the Armenian community in the United States. Just as Ottoman officials in
Liverpool and London collected surveillance on Ottoman subjects, Ottoman ambassadors
510
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in the United States tracked subversive groups.513 The Sublime Porte feared that the
United States would become “a major staging ground of anti-Ottoman revolutionary
intrigue” among Armenian groups such as the Hunchakian (Hınçak) Revolutionary Party,
which the Ottoman state viewed as a threat.514 Historians have detailed Mavroyéni Bey’s
initiative to hire spies to infiltrate and report on the Armenian community’s political
activities.515 His efforts to spy on Armenians coincided with his embrace of Webb.
Tracking the Armenians in the United States became a singular obsession of the Ottoman
embassy after 1890, which included an increase in dispatches related to Armenian
activates. According to Gürpınar:
These dispatches included the regular supervision of the Armenian
press in the United States with specific focus on the New York-based
Haik, a close surveillance of the American press and their
commentaries on Armenian events, the writing of disclaimers to the
relevant newspapers, and the lobbying of congressmen with
pamphlets, etc. In 1896, the tekzips (disclaimers) were gathered and
published as a separate pamphlet to be distributed to
congressmen…As counter-propaganda, texts written by the Matbuat-ı
Ecnebiye Kalemi (Office of Foreign Press) were published in the
American media.516
Mavroyéni Bey spearheaded most of these endeavors and it showed his aspiration to
serve Abdülhamid and the Ottoman state. The unique relationship between the Ottomans
and the United States afforded Mavroyéni Bey diplomatic space to engage with Webb in
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ways that his peers in London, such as Rüstem Paşa, never tried with Quilliam and the
Liverpool Muslims.
The Ottoman State and Mohammed Webb
Webb Introduces the AIP to the Ottomans and South Asian Muslims
Webb corresponded with South Asian Muslims years before he introduced
himself to Ottoman state officials.517 His spiritual journey led him to uproot his family
from St. Louis, Missouri to Manila, Philippines, taking a post at the American consulate
in 1888. He hoped his proximity to Asia would grant him access to followers of Eastern
religions who he believed could answer his questions and resolve his spiritual angst.518
Although details of his conversion are vague and sometimes contradictory, most scholars
agree that Webb converted to Islam while stationed in Manila.519 From his post in
Manila, he cultivated relationships with Muslims from South Asia and beyond.
Newspapers and journals across South Asia had reported on Quilliam and the LMI’s
success. They also republished some of Webb’s letters, which fascinated Budruddin
Abdullah Kur, Hajee Abdulla Arab, Moulvi Serajuddin Ahmad, and Moulvi Hassan
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Ali.520 Many of these men were merchants with businesses that spanned the Indian
Ocean.521 At the same time, they expressed considerable interest in the propagation of
Islam through emerging Indian da‘wa groups (Islamic missionary institutions).522 These
men assumed Webb could replicate the LMI’s Islamic endeavors in the United States. In
March 1892, Abdulla Arab and Serajuddin Ahmad visited Webb in Manila to discuss the
possibility of supporting Webb in his efforts to spread Islam in the United States. The
three men signed a contract establishing the AIP. Based on the assurance of financial
support from India, Webb resigned from his consulate post in June 1892.523 In
September, Webb began his months-long journey back to America, which included an
extended stop in India, where he gave lectures and promoted the AIP alongside Arab, Kur
and Ali.
A week after his resignation and before he traveled to India, Webb wrote to
Abdülhamid on “Consulate of the United States of America at Manila” stationery.524
Despite serving as a diplomat himself for five years, Webb bypassed his Ottoman
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counterparts and wrote directly to Abdülhamid.525 Similar to Quilliam, Webb affirmed
Abdülhamid’s claim to be the caliph for all Muslims, in line with Abdülhamid’s panIslamic sensibilities and vision. Webb feared that he wrote with imprudence because of
his “unfamiliarity with Oriental manners and customs.”526 The letter had several
objectives: to acquaint Abdülhamid with Webb and his project to establish Islam in the
United States, to show Webb’s earnestness and devotion to Islam, to seek Abdülhamid’s
blessing and affirmation, and to subtly invite the sultan to support the AIP. Detailing his
early efforts to serve Islam, Webb explained that he previously wrote articles in “liberal
newspapers” and was writing a book “intended to dispel the clouds of ignorance and
prejudice existing in my country regarding Islam.”527 Dispelling ignorance and prejudice
against Islam among Americans was one of the major themes that Webb, and later
Mavroyéni Bey, emphasized as the immediate benefit of Webb’s work. He displayed his
zeal in his letter to Abdülhamid: “I have determined to devote the rest of my life and all
the energy and talents that the All-wise God (Praise be unto Him forever) has given
me.”528 He laid out his early goals for Islam in the United States with the support of
Abdulla Arab and “other devout and earnest Mussulmans of India.”529 First, he wanted to
establish a “high-class weekly journal” that would explain the doctrines of Islam; second,
he planned to print and circulate books and pamphlets on Islam; and third, he proposed
525
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arranging lectures for English-speaking moulvies (religious scholars), who would
facilitate Islamic societies in numerous cities throughout the United States.530
Although he cautioned a slow and judicious start, Webb’s vision for Islam in the
United States differed from Quilliam’s more localized efforts in Liverpool. Quilliam’s
journals had global readerships, but he rarely discussed establishing Islamic institutions
throughout Great Britain or beyond. Webb’s invitation to moulvies and other Indian
Muslims was also a point of early contention between him and Quilliam. Months earlier,
Quilliam had criticized Webb in the Allahabad Review, saying: “I think he [Webb] is
somewhat mistaken in this respect – Missionaries from India, in my opinion, will do no
good amongst English speaking people. The English mind has a most firmly rooted
antipathy against Foreigners and their ways…the result of sending missionaries over to
either England or America would be inevitably barren of result, and a hindrance to the
work that is being carried on.”531 Quilliam based his approach on the prejudice and
arrogance of the English and less on the qualifications of Indian Muslims. However, as I
demonstrated in Chapter 1, Quilliam’s “Briton-first” mentality may have caused
resentment and isolation among non-English LMI members.532 Regardless of Quilliam
and Webb’s tactical differences, they shared strategic agreement about the necessity to
spread Islam.
Webb maintained high hopes for Islam in the United States. He touted his
530
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credentials and Americans’ readiness for Islam, saying:
My thorough acquaintance with the habits, customs and methods of
thought of the American people, the result of an experience of fifteen
years in American journalism and extensive reading and travel over
the country, convinces me that there are large numbers of my fellowcountrymen who will readily and eagerly embrace Islam when they
fully understand its doctrines, that the faith will spread rapidly when it
is fairly placed before the masses and that, within a comparatively
short period, the propaganda will become self-supporting and an active
agency in bringing Europe into the light of religious truth.533
In some ways, Webb’s language mirrored that of Protestant Americans who believed that
Christianity would progressively win the day in Muslim lands through their missionary
efforts. Webb and Quilliam shared similar missionary impulses and tactics that cannot be
understood apart from the Anglo-American Protestant missionary movement in the
nineteenth century. Likewise, Abdülhamid’s excitement about Islam’s prospects in
Europe and the United States was partially a response to missionary intrusions in his
domains. Webb ended his letter by requesting Abdülhamid’s “approval and
encouragement of the project,” but with no immediate appeal for tangible support.534
Shortly after his letter to Abdülhamid, Webb fulfilled his obligations to the
American consulate and began his lecture tour in Asia starting in late August 1892.
According to Webb’s travel diary, Muslims in Rangoon (Burma), Calcutta, Bombay
(Mumbai), Hyderabad, Madras (Chennai) and Agra received him with open arms. The
large crowds that gathered to hear his lectures also encouraged his optimism.535 He spoke
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of visiting the Turkish consulates in Bombay and Madras (31 October and 12 December
1892). In Bombay, Webb said that the Turkish consul offered him tea and Webb prayed
in his office.536 Later, in Madras, the Turkish consul supposedly accompanied him “to the
services of the opening of the new asylum for Mohammedan Converts” and he later
invited Webb to his house for breakfast.537 Without the consulate members’ names and
until I find corroborating Ottoman documents, it is difficult to assess Webb’s claims or
how these Ottoman officials viewed him. Communication between consulates and
embassies, let alone the Sublime Porte, was not perfect, but one would expect that these
visits were worth reporting back to Istanbul. Mavroyéni Bey was unaware of previous
Ottoman encounters with Webb, including his apparent visits to the Ottoman consulates
in Bombay and Madras, and based his initial opinions on reports in U.S. newspapers.
Webb’s travel diary also depicted “oriental” cultures and peoples in ways that
displayed his racist attitude, and even he made disparaging comments about some of the
Indian Muslims who supported the AIP. He accused Kur of constantly lying, a trait Webb
blamed on Kur’s race. Webb wrote of Kur, “Of all the gifted, prolific liars I have met in
my life he is the high priest.”538 Hassan Ali fared no better in Webb’s opinion, as Webb
described him as stupid, lazy and a “slick nigger.”539 At times he praised the “oriental
appearance” of places, and other times he attributed people’s lack of health and
Framji Cowasji Institute, Bombay, India (Bombay: Bombay Gazette Steam Printing Works, 1892)
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cleanliness to their race. By the end of his travels, his opinion worsened, and he
commented that: “Procrastination and utter unreliability are the curses of the people of
this country – after laziness, hypocrisy and a few other curses.”540 As Singleton
mentioned, the travel diary detailed Webb’s inner frustrations with his Indian Muslim
partners, and his underlying racial and class-based prejudices foreshadowed some of his
failures in the United States.541 The last leg of his trip, which supposedly included stops
in Egypt, Turkey and Liverpool, are missing from his diary.542 This is unfortunate
because we do not know why he seemingly avoided meeting Quilliam in Liverpool.
Perhaps he took Quilliam’s rebuttal in the Allahabad Review as a slight and not just a
tactical difference.
Mavroyéni Bey’s Initial Impressions (December 1892 to August 1893)
Newspapers from India to the United States reported on Webb’s travels and
announced his expected arrival in New York to establish the AIP.543 Mavroyéni Bey first
learned of Webb’s exploits and plans through The Washington Post and The Sun (New
York). From December 1892 until Webb’s arrival in New York (16 February 1893), the
Ottoman ambassador briefed Foreign Minister Said Paşa on the latest news about Webb’s
whereabouts and the reaction of the American press. The ambassador’s initial impression
was cautious optimism. From The Washington Post’s article, “To Propagate Moslemism”
(11 December 1892), which he translated for Said Paşa, Mavroyéni Bey learned about
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Webb’s path to Islam, recent travels and lectures throughout India, and the way he and
Hajee Abdulla Arab intended to spread Islam in the United States.544 The ambassador
summarized his assessment as follows:
Whatever the case may be, if Mr. Webb puts his plans into action,
meaning if he left India and came really to New York with Hadji
Abdullah Arab, and if these two men decided to teach the religion of
Mohammed – which would be very laudable – Your Excellency will
immediately be informed. At this moment, we can only wait. Perhaps,
in the meantime, our consul in Bombay could give us more details,
that are not very precise about the two people mentioned above and
about their plans; since the articles of the American press can only be
considered seriously if they can immediately be corroborated by the
facts.545
One notes that Mavroyéni Bey called for discretion and appealed for further information
from the Ottoman consulate in Bombay. His communiqué reveals both his cynicism
toward the American press and his assumption that his colleagues in Bombay shared his
interest in Webb, and thus tracked Webb’s activities in India. It is noteworthy that
Mavroyéni Bey, as a Greek Orthodox Christian, described the teaching of Islam in the
United States as “very laudable,” in contrast to some of his colleagues in London who
displayed far less enthusiasm in their reports on the LMI. Mavroyéni Bey’s December
1892 report demonstrates the lack of collaboration between the Yıldız Palace, the Foreign
Ministry and various diplomatic posts. There is no indication that anyone informed either
the Foreign Ministry or the Ottoman Embassy in Washington D.C. that Webb had written
to Abdülhamid six months earlier.
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In March 1893, Mavroyéni Bey sent Said Paşa a newspaper clipping from The
Sun, and included a lengthy analysis of Webb.546 It took another two months before the
Grand Vizier’s office received the translation of Mavroyéni Bey’s analysis and The Sun’s
article.547 The ambassador confirmed that Webb still had not arrived in New York, but he
committed to following Webb’s progress “with a lot of interest and attention.” 548 He
warned the Foreign Ministry not to directly intervene, stating: “because of the social
circumstances in the United States, this Imperial Legation will be careful not to
compromise or precipitate things…an excess of zeal needs to be avoided. In the United
States, discussions are free and in the open. It will be necessary to let Mr. Webb act and
follow his movements without compromising him.”549 He believed, based on newspaper
excerpts, that Webb was “a serious man, and that his ideas are excellent,” and a man of
“sincerity and high-mindedness.”550 The ambassador predicted that if he cultivated a
relationship with Webb, the Ottomans might reap some unstated “Imperial interests”
from the connection. In the meantime, he waited for Webb’s arrival and forwarded
additional news that he deemed noteworthy.551 Mavroyéni Bey planned to correspond
with Webb once he returned to the United States, but it required sensitivity so as to not
546
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compromise either Webb or Ottoman interests. Any initiative by Mavroyéni Bey towards
Webb was self-motivated, as he followed no specific Ottoman policy or directive from
the Sublime Porte or the Yıldız Palace.
Mavroyéni Bey’s concern about Armenians and his interest in Webb merged
when Webb made his first public appearance in New York. Webb gave a speech in early
March 1893 to a group of men at the home of Colonel David B. Sickels, the former
consul to Siam. During his lecture, Webb lauded Islam’s superiority to Christianity in
regard to ethics, temperance, cleanliness, and the condition of women.552 What interested
Mavroyéni Bey most was the fact that an Armenian man, a Dr. M.S. Gabriel, stood up
and rebuked Webb in front of the assembly. From Mavroyéni Bey’s perspective, when
Gabriel attacked Islam and Webb, the Armenian doctor’s criticism placed Webb in the
Ottoman camp. A second article, this time from the Armenian journal Haik, solidified
Mavroyéni Bey’s belief that Armenians in the United States resisted both the Ottoman
state and Webb. Mavroyéni Bey recounted that the journal not only spoke of Armenian
revolutionary activities in Asia Minor, but it also criticized Webb as “a man without
talent or sincere convictions,” whom the Armenian editor planned to oppose.553 Based on
this issue of Haik, Mavroyéni Bey conflated two subjects that now concerned his mission
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as the Ottoman ambassador – Armenian activities in the United States and Webb’s
Islamic mission.
Throughout the summer of 1893, Mavroyéni Bey continued to issue reports about
Webb’s early publications and news from American newspapers. It is unclear when
Webb and Mavroyéni Bey first corresponded, or who initiated their exchanges. As soon
as Webb published his first book, Islam in America (1893), Mavroyéni Bey received a
copy, presumably sent by Webb, and the ambassador forwarded the book to Said Paşa
along with his synopsis.554 The eight-chapter, seventy-page book explored topics such as
the reasons for Webb’s embrace of Islam, his understanding of Islamic faith and practice,
a discussion of controversial topics (polygamy and purdah as well as jihad), his
refutation of falsehoods about Islam, and a description of his plans for the AIP.555
Mavroyéni Bey’s lengthy summary provides few details about his personal assessment of
Webb’s ideas other than that Webb “eloquently established the beauty of Islam.”556 The
ambassador predicted Americans would find five daily prayers too demanding. A
translated copy of his report eventually made its way through the offices of the Sublime
Porte.557 Presumably Abdülhamid was aware of Webb’s endeavors and knew of
Mavroyéni Bey’s evaluation, because the Grand Vizier authorized an undisclosed amount
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of support for Webb, by order of the caliph (hilâfet-penâhi), which was to remain
unofficial (sûret gayr-i resmiye’de).558
The Ottoman archives do not explain the sultan-caliph’s willingness to fund
Webb from his privy purse (atiyye-i seniyye), which he apparently did not do for
Quilliam and the LMI, other than financing Ahmed Quilliam’s studies in Istanbul (18991900). Quilliam, despite the many allegations and questions about his financial practices,
seemingly maintained a financially stable institution. Webb’s finances, on the other hand,
were in disarray from the beginning. As Webb revealed to Mavroyéni Bey, and as the
American press became aware, the promised funds from India never materialized. The
AIP was in jeopardy within a year. It is difficult to explain Abdülhamid’s motivation and
purpose for funding Webb instead of Quilliam at this juncture. Perhaps Abdülhamid
believed, as Webb suggested, that Americans were more open-minded and ready to
consider Islam as an alternative to Christianity compared to their British counterparts.
The diplomatic relations with the United States also provided more leeway for
Abdülhamid to invest in Webb, who could positively shape public opinion toward the
Ottomans. Abdullah Quilliam’s visit to Istanbul by Imperial invitation indicated that
Abdülhamid wanted to support Quilliam and the LMI. However, other than gifts of
religious books and decorative verses from the Qur’an and ḥadīth for the LMI’s
doorways, fountains and clocks, the sultan-caliph refrained from direct or covert financial
support of Quilliam and the LMI.559
558
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A few days after his 20 May 1893 report, Mavroyéni Bey sent the Foreign
Ministry the inaugural issue of The Moslem World, Webb’s first Islamic journal and the
first in the United States.560 The ambassador promised to regularly provide a copy to the
foreign minister and to Abdülhamid’s First Secretary.561 It is clear that Said Paşa read
The Moslem World because he ordered Mavroyéni Bey to correct Webb’s use of “His
Highness” when speaking of Abdülhamid, instructing Webb to use “His Imperial
Majesty.”562 The ambassador assured the foreign minister that he would discreetly inform
Webb of the correction, which Webb took to heart.563 Mavroyéni Bey praised Webb and
The Moslem World because he assumed everything he needed to know about Webb and
the AIP was accessible, either through American newspapers or in The Moslem World,
with very little effort.564 This transparency, as Mavroyéni Bey saw it, meant that
whatever Webb told Ottoman officials would likely end up in print. For this reason, he
stipulated that “this Imperial Legation – especially in the United States – should at least
in appearance, remain indifferent to any religious movement that may not succeed, and if
it does, will probably end up being opposed by those who represent Protestantism or
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Catholicism.”565 He instructed the Ottoman consul in New York, Fuad Bey, to avoid
Webb in order to prevent gossip of Ottoman manipulation.566 Besides, Mavroyéni Bey
concluded, it would have been difficult for both Webb and Fuad Bey to communicate, as
Fuad Bey spoke Turkish, Arabic and some French, whereas Webb only knew English.
Cultivating a connection between Webb and Ottoman officials required that they
maneuver in discreet ways to benefit the Ottoman image in the United States. This did
not stop the Ottoman government from making favorable statements about Webb, such as
a June 1893 letter in The Washington Post. In this letter, the Ottoman Embassy claimed
there was no persecution of Armenians and they chided an Anglican clergyman for his
criticism of Islam and Webb’s conversion, which the Embassy depicted as a sign of the
clergyman’s intolerance.567 Here again, Mavroyéni Bey indirectly connected Armenian
troubles with their defense of Webb.
In addition to Webb’s early publications, Mavroyéni Bey informed the Ottoman
state about Webb’s schemes and collaboration with foreign Muslims. The American press
also noted these activities with a sense of oddity. From May until August 1893,
newspapers across the United States publicized Webb’s plot, concocted with wealthy
foreign Muslims, to purchase land in southern states to establish “Muslim colonies.”568
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Mavroyéni Bey submitted two reports to Said Paşa based on the World’s article,
“Moslem Colonies Here – A Bombay Syndicate is Behind Alexander Russell Webb,” and
then from The Washington Post, but the ambassador provided no additional
commentary.569 Eventually, both the Foreign Ministry and the Yıldız Palace received
newspaper clippings, communiqués, and translations from Mavroyéni Bey detailing
Webb’s plans and the reaction in the American press.570 The press in both the North and
South responded with relative neutrality, but predictively showed occasional bigotry and
intolerance toward Muslims coming to the United States.571 Mavroyéni Bey deemed
Webb’s scheme “a far-reaching undertaking that will demand enormous expenses.”572
Since the scheme did not involve Ottoman subjects, Mavroyéni Bey had limited interest
in its success or failure, and he was not afraid that “poor immigrants would damage
Ottoman prestige abroad” by participating in the scheme.573 The ambassador’s
assessment was correct, as there is no evidence that Webb ever secured any funds from
wealthy Muslims to establish Muslim colonies in the United States.
Mavroyéni Bey also reported news of a man named ‘Abd al-Raḥīm Efendi (also
known as Abdürrahim Efendi in Turkish or al-Mīrzā ʿAbd al-Raḥīm al-Ilāhī al-Tabrīzī al-
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Aharī; hereafter al-Aharī), who traveled from Cairo to New York to evaluate Webb’s
missionary efforts.574 Al-Aharī later wrote a travelogue based on his visit, entitled alIslām fī Amrīkā (Islam in America; 1893), in which he appealed to fellow Muslims to
support Webb.575 He was the first and seemingly only foreign Muslim missionary to visit
Webb, although he came as an uninvited guest. Webb and others claimed more Muslim
missionaries and scholars were coming from Egypt and India to help in the AIP’s
efforts.576 Mavroyéni Bey expressed no immediate alarm with al-Aharī or the other
Muslim missionaries. However, The New York Herald article on al-Aharī alerted
Mavroyéni Bey to the fact that al-Aharī was supposedly a member of the Egyptian
“national party” associated with the ‘Urabi Revolt.577 Leading up to and during the 1882
‘Urabi Revolt, Abdülhamid viewed the ‘Urabists as potential threats to his sovereignty.578
Although Mavroyéni Bey showed little hesitation, Abdülhamid and the Sublime Porte
might have been reticent about Webb fraternizing with an ‘Urabist.
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Webb at the World’s Parliament of Religions in Chicago (1893)
Chicago hosted the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893, a World Fair that
commemorated the 400th anniversary of Christopher Columbus’ voyage to the
Americas.579 World Fairs were international events hosted in cities across Europe and the
United States in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. These fairs showcased
Western civilization, progress, industry, technological advancement and the belief of
white racial superiority. The Chicago Fair’s organizers made these themes clear through
the construction of the fairgrounds, or what James Gilbert called “A Contest of
Cultures.”580 GhaneaBassiri described this conflation of race, religion and progress,
stating:
The fair was divided into two contrasting parts. At one end was the
White City, which displayed the marvels of American industry,
wealth, and ingenuity; at the other was the Midway, a vast display of
people of varying races and ethnicities, imported from all over the
world, placed in simulated village settings, and ordered on an
evolutionary scale to demonstrate the progress of humanity toward the
(fittingly named) White City.581
White Americans presumed their superiority in race (white), religion (Protestantism), and
progress (industry and technology) through displays at the Chicago World Fair.
The Ottomans were no strangers to World Fair expositions, but they also feared
the exoticizing of the Orient and Islam.582 In the Columbian Exposition, Ottomans found
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an opportunity to showcase the state’s congruence with modernity and progress. The
Ottoman state had not officially participated in a World’s Fair since the 1876
Philadelphia Exhibition.583 Abdülhamid played an active role in presenting Ottoman
modernity by commissioning Ottoman photographers to exhibit albums that illustrated
their “civilized profile.”584 Besides the photographers, Ottoman officials issued contracts
to Saadullah & Co. to build an “Ottoman Bazaar,” and gave Sulayman al-Bustani (18561925) and Mehmet Ubeydullah (1858-1937) the right to publish an illustrated journal, the
Chicago Fair Illustrated (in Arabic, Turkish and English).585 To ensure success,
Abdülhamid appointed İbrahim Hakkı Bey, who was the Quilliams’ official guide in
Istanbul in 1891, as the commissioner of the Ottoman delegation to the World Fair.586
The BOA explains that Abdülhamid feared the exploitation and dishonoring of Islam by
unqualified and prejudiced individuals or those only motivated by possible financial
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gains.587 Abdülhamid, the Ottoman state, and Mavroyéni Bey went to great lengths to
orchestrate a positive self-portrait of the Ottomans and Islam.588
Webb was the lead representative at the World’s Parliament of Religions (1893),
held congruently with the Columbian Exposition, where he gave several lectures on
Islam.589 Although several other delegates, mostly American Protestant missionaries,
lectured on Islam as well, Webb was the only Muslim who participated. Early works on
the World’s Parliament of Religions focused on the liberal Protestant agenda that
dominated the event and gave limited attention to Webb. 590 However, recent studies have
examined Webb’s lectures and how he both participated in and opposed the organizers’
ecumenical purposes.591 Mavroyéni Bey and the Ottoman state followed the responses to
Webb’s lectures with interest. According to Mavroyéni Bey, Webb received mixed
coverage in the news leading up to the World’s Parliament of Religions, as evidenced by
two separate articles that he forwarded to Said Paşa.592 On the one hand, The New York
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Herald ran an interview with Webb that allowed him to articulate his beliefs and plans
for the AIP.593 There was little editorial criticism in the interview. On the other hand,
Mavroyéni Bey attached an article from the prominent Arabic newspaper in New York,
Kawkab Amrīkā, in which the author claimed Webb was insincere and motivated by
money.594 The author in Kawkab Amrīkā considered Webb incapable of correctly
understanding and teaching Islam to Americans because he did not know Arabic.595 He
concluded that Webb’s ignorance was a liability to the spread of Islamic doctrines and
practices in the United States.
Mavroyéni Bey’s communiqué about Webb’s lectures at the World’s Parliament
of Religions describes the negative response Webb received in Chicago.596 According to
the ambassador, “The audience listened with attention and respect until the moment he
started talking about polygamy. The enclosed excerpts give the minister an idea of the
impression Mr. Webb’s words made on the audience.”597 Webb’s defense of polygamy
and his polemical approach to Christianity, as Sarah Miglio discussed, created a stir not
only among the audience members, who reportedly hissed and jeered at Webb, but also
593
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among the organizers of the Parliament of Religions.598 Webb transgressed several
boundaries, most notably because “Webb’s Islamic apologetic subverted the predominant
Victorian rhetoric of Western civilization as the apex of cultural evolution,” which was
the core message of the Columbian Exposition and World Parliament of Religions.599
Quilliam had also discussed polygamy’s potential value for British society.
However, as Diane Robinson-Dunn suggested:
[Quilliam’s] decision to argue for its [polygamy’s] merits presented, in
many ways, as much of a counter-narrative among Muslim reformers
as it did among British ones. For during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, the monogamous Western bourgeois home was
replacing the polygamous Ottoman harem as a model for domestic
social organisation in the Middle East, and leaders throughout the
Islamic world were reconsidering the Qur’anic verses on polygamy
and interpreting them, not as sanctioning, but rather as forbidding the
practice.600
Both Quilliam and Webb defended polygamy’s advantages at a time when Ottoman
Muslims themselves debated the legality and benefits of the practice for their own
society.601 There is little evidence that Quilliam and Webb were familiar with the
Ottoman discourse.602 I noted in Chapter 1 that Liverpool consul-general Kenan Bey
looked unfavorably upon Quilliam’s semi-hidden, polygamous marriage to Mary Lyon,
which showed that at least one Ottoman diplomat viewed polygamy as contemptible. The
598
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Chicago Women’s World Catalogue at the Columbian Exposition exhibited several
works by Fatma ‘Aliye (1862-1936), who was a Turkish writer, an intellectual, a critic of
Western perceptions of Muslim women, and an opponent of polygamy.603 ‘Aliye
published her critique of polygamy – Ta‘addüd-i Zevcât Zeyl (A Supplement to
Polygamy) – five years after Webb’s speech, so there was no Ottoman counter-argument
to Webb’s statement.604 Webb’s public position on polygamy in Chicago potentially
hindered his Islamic missionary efforts going forward and threatened to derail his
relationship with the Ottomans.
Webb and the AIP’s Climax and Fall (1893-1894)
Foreign Minister Said Paşa overlooked the problematic aspects of Webb’s speech
after reading the September edition of The Moslem World. Mavroyéni Bey called the
foreign minister’s attention to Webb’s article, “A Base Slander,” which heaped praise on
Abdülhamid and denounced the sultan’s detractor.605 In this article, Webb criticized a
report by the Rev. S.J. Barrows in The Christian Register, which described Abdülhamid’s
visit to a mosque in a disrespectful tone, “instead of the visit of a pure-minded,
intelligent, honest and honorable ruler to a place of prayer, where he stands on an
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equality with those around him and lifts his soul to God in true spiritual aspiration.”606
Webb’s fawning language surely endeared him to Abdülhamid and his supporters in the
Palace. Said Paşa stated: “The Imperial Government is highly pleased with the laudable
efforts employed by the Editor of The Moslem World to defend our interests.”607 The
foreign minister’s comment reveals that defense of “our interests” meant, at least in part,
the defense of Abdülhamid’s image. He instructed Mavroyéni Bey to express the
government’s gratitude to Webb. Said Paşa also warned Webb against fraternizing with
an Ottoman subject named Ferhad Ezzet, who was a frequent visitor to the AIP office.608
The Ottoman consul in New York, Fuad Bey, had previously accused Ferhad Ezzet of
extorting dervishes. Now the Foreign Ministry feared Ezzet would do the same with
Webb.609 Both Said Paşa and Mavroyéni Bey viewed Webb as a potential asset to
Imperial interests. Any questionable characters in Webb’s sphere of influence risked
endangering the benefits the Ottomans hoped to gain. Webb either ignored or never
received their counsel, because years later Ezzat was among the members of the
“Advisory Board” of American Moslem Brotherhood (a name Webb later used for the
AIP).610
The glowing response to Webb’s defense of the sultan-caliph, notwithstanding,
problems were already brewing in the AIP’s office less than one year after the start of the
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organization. The first hint of possible trouble came by way of Webb’s November 1893
letter to the ambassador, in which Webb informed Mavroyéni Bey that the support he
anticipated from Hajee Abdulla Arab and his Indian backers never materialized.611
Webb’s detailed letter was the first in a series of letters in which Webb personally
updated the ambassador and Istanbul on the AIP’s progress and financial situation.
Without the promised funds, Webb faced hardships publishing The Moslem World,
operating the AIP, and giving lectures, all while trying to support his family. He told the
ambassador that if funds did not come soon he would stop publishing The Moslem World,
which he did after the November 1893 issue. In his analysis to the Foreign Ministry,
Mavroyéni Bey concluded that Webb was a true Muslim believer and that his publication
was praiseworthy and beneficial to the Ottomans. However, he warned that publicizing
that the Ottomans protected or favored Webb was ill-advised and detrimental to their
interests. Webb chose to lay bare his struggles and problems. His financial troubles
created an opportunity for Abdülhamid and the Ottomans to part ways with Webb if they
felt he was too much of a burden and not worth their investment. They could have
determined that Webb was more of a liability than a potential asset. Instead, they
supported Webb and the AIP. Mavroyéni Bey proposed secretly aiding Webb in some
way, but he left the specifics to his superiors in Istanbul. No such scheme is found in the
correspondence from Liverpool consul-generals and the ambassadors in London. As far
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as I can tell, Quilliam rarely updated Ottoman officials about the LMI’s internal affairs,
nor did he inform officials about personal or institutional problems.
A second problem arose before the end of 1893, although it initially looked like a
positive development for Webb’s mission. Leading up to the Parliament of Religions, two
fellow converts, John A. Lant and Emin L. Nabakoff, joined Webb at the AIP office.612
Lant was an American who encountered Webb’s work through Free Thought groups.
Nabakoff was a Russian-born convert who became an active member of the LMI
community. Within a few short months, however, the partnership between Webb and his
fellow converts crumbled. Lant and Nabakoff established a separate, competing Muslim
organization, the First Society for the Study of Islam in America, and started their own
short-lived publication, The American Moslem.613 Unlike LMI members in Liverpool
whose disputes were never publicized, Webb and Lant openly criticized each other in
their publications. Both Webb and Lant claimed that the other converted for financial
gain. Evidence of the rift also appeared in New York newspapers. The slanderous
accusations went back and forth for over a year. At first, Quilliam, who had personally
vouched for Nabakoff, attempted to bring the two sides together, but eventually he
supported Lant and Nabakoff, which infuriated Webb.614 Quilliam even suggested that
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Lant, Nabakoff and others form an alternative society that would formally affiliate with
the LMI.615 It is clear from correspondence to Lant from Abdulla Arab, Webb’s former
associate, that Arab also wanted to defuse the tension between the competing American
Islamic groups because he feared “the Christian missionaries will make capital of this
split.”616
Lant and Nabakoff attempted to overshadow Webb by performing a public
Islamic prayer. The New York Times reported, “For the first time in New-York’s history,
cosmopolitan as the city is, the melodious call of the Muezzin, celebrated by every
traveler in Mohammedan countries, was heard yesterday morning.”617 Mavroyéni Bey
notified Said Paşa of Webb’s new competition and he translated The Sun’s article, “Islam
in Union Square,” which included the subtitle “There Seems to Be a Split in the
Mohammedan Church, but Muhammad Webb Says He Is the Only True Sheik[h] with
the Money, and the Others Don’t Count.”618 Although Mavroyéni Bey made no mention
of it, the article claimed: “The Turkish Consul in this city was interested in the meeting at
Union Square, and sent a representative, who reported later at the office of the Moslem
World.”619 When Mavroyéni Bey learned of Lant and Nabakoff’s journal, The American
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Moslem, he forwarded a copy to Said Paşa. He admitted this was causing a controversy
with Webb, but for the time being it did not affect the Ottoman Embassy. From his
perspective, “The important thing for us is the appearance in the United States of an
excellent little newspaper [The American Moslem] defending with skill and moderation
the religion of Islam.”620 Eventually, in contradiction to Quilliam’s position, Mavroyéni
Bey continued to court Webb.
After reading news that Webb discontinued The Moslem World in November
1893 and learning of the emergence of Lant and Nabakoff’s First Society for the Study of
Islam in America, Abdülhamid decided to allocate funds to Webb from his privy purse.621
Scholars have suggested that Abdülhamid originally agreed to allocate 25,000 kuruş per
month (approximately U.S. $1,100), and Umar F. Abd-Allah further claimed,
“unspecified misgivings made the sultan vacillate” to the point that he reduced the
amount in half.622 I have yet to see evidence that Abdülhamid reneged or failed to honor
his promise. On the contrary, the BOA records indicate that they sent the amount to
Webb. The amount of 25,000 kuruş was meant as a one-time gift, not a monthly
620
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payment.623 Scholars mistook this one-time Imperial gift for the monthly payments the
Ottomans agreed to pay Webb months later.
Webb received the 25,000 kuruş in March 1894 when the Ottoman consul-general
in New York hand-delivered the gift along with a request from Mavroyéni Bey that Webb
answer several questions in detail.624 In answer to Mavroyéni Bey’s inquiry, Webb sent
the Embassy an extensive report covering four topics.625 The first topic Webb discussed
was Islamic propaganda and the spread of Islam in the United States. He remained
hopeful, despite the setbacks and negative press over the previous year. The results he
saw convinced him that “the light of Islam will find in this country a firm and durable
ground and that it will lead to a state of affairs of which the pious Muslims of the East
only dreamed.”626 He expressed his commitment to reaching “the most intelligent
classes” and “the best classes of Americans”627 through a first-class journal, the
publication of books and pamphlets, and especially through his lectures at societies and
churches where he saw the greatest potential.628 Financial constraints caused him to reject
several invitations to speak at gatherings across the United States. Webb provided an
623
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itemized account of the AIP’s financial condition, which included the expenses and the
foreign donations he received, resulting in a debt of US $638.69.629 Webb faced on-going
accusations of unscrupulous use of AIP funds, so his transparency showed his concern to
eliminate any doubt about his financial practices. The issue of the outstanding debt led to
his second topic, the suspension of The Moslem World. Webb proposed restarting with a
new, scaled-down publication, alluding to the short-lived Voice of Islam.630
Webb then turned to the third question asked by Mavroyéni Bey: was there an
Islamic society or Muslim community in Chicago? Webb answered that there was no
organized Muslim community or society in Chicago. Mavroyéni Bey’s motivation for
this question was at least three-fold. First, as more Ottoman subjects arrived in the United
States, the ambassador and his staff needed to keep track of where they resided, and
whether any subversive elements existed in the cities. Second, this could be a follow-up
to the Chicago World’s Fair and an attempt to measure the success of Webb and the
Ottomans’ efforts to promote Islam. Webb led Mavroyéni Bey to believe that a number
of “American Muslims” wanted to organize in Chicago, but the assistance that Budruddin
Abdullah Kur promised to give proved to be misleading. By Webb’s estimation, at one
time there were forty-three members who made up eight branches, or what he called
Muslim fraternities, in the Chicago area. But now, without the promised help from Kur,
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these so-called Muslim fraternities had distanced themselves from Webb.631 Webb knew
very little about Ottoman Muslims in Chicago, because he mainly focused his attention
on people he considered “Americans,” and unless they knew English he was unable to
communicate with them. A third reason for the inquiry about Muslims in Chicago may
have been the news about the Shriner organization in Chicago that some viewed as an
expression of an Islamic society.632
In the fourth and final topic, Webb unleashed a diatribe against Lant and
Nabakoff. According to Webb, Lant was “so serious, so honest, suave and truthful that I
let myself be blindsided and took him on in my office.”633 What he did not know until
later was that Lant was an “ex-convict,” a point he used in publications to discredit
Lant.634 On the other hand, Webb said that Nabakoff “did not make a favorable
impression…But I could not refuse to receive him as a Muslim.”635 Webb contradicted
accounts from Quilliam and The Crescent in which they vouched for Nabakoff’s
earnestness and devotion to Islam. Instead, Webb alluded to warnings from the Liverpool
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Muslims “to have nothing to do with him [Nabakoff].”636 Webb summarized his opinion
of their character, stating:
[M]y honest opinion is that they are carrying out a plan with the
following goals: 1) hurt me and the spread of Islam in America 2)
provide Mr. Lant an occasion to establish a profitable business with
Indian Muslims. Nabakoff is of course driven by his desire of
vengeance and to satisfy his enormous vanity, while Lant is most
likely driven by greed as well as his desire to take revenge on me for
discovering his abominable and perfidious plans.637
Although he claimed his statements were “as much as possible without partiality,” his
vitriolic tone demonstrated the contempt he felt for the two men.638 As further proof of
Lant’s criminal background, he included a letter addressed to “Maria Theresa Keep,” also
known as Nafeesah M.T. Keep, from the “New York Society to Stop Vice,” which
detailed Lant’s disreputable past.639
Webb’s meticulous report was met with mixed responses on the Ottoman side.640
Mavroyéni Bey remained steadfastly behind Webb. He insisted that Webb’s journal was
“the best newspaper, defending the Muslim religion, to have appeared in any European
language.”641 Webb’s competency and moderation impressed Mavroyéni Bey. Said Paşa,
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on the other hand, was less enthusiastic and expressed misgivings about Webb’s
accumulating debt.642 It is clear that Said Paşa read Webb’s letter as an appeal for more
funds, especially his description of the cost for a conference room. The Foreign Ministry
wanted further information from Mavroyéni Bey about the potential advantages the
Ottoman government could hope to reap from subsidizing Webb’s extra initiatives.643
Mavroyéni Bey tried to alleviate Said Paşa’s fears about Webb’s financial problems. In
the ambassador’s opinion, the spread of Islam undertaken by Webb was a positive
development, and he based this on Webb’s past writings as well as present lectures,
which showed Webb’s moderation and broadmindedness.644 The ambassador believed
that if Webb restarted a journal it would be an excellent medium to spread Islam and that
Webb’s idea for a conference room “would greatly benefit the work he has begun.”645
Furthermore, to Mavroyéni Bey’s knowledge, Webb had not asked for a subsidy, but had
only provided a detailed account upon the ambassador’s specific request. The amount of
support Mavroyéni Bey, as a non-Muslim, offered to Webb was unprecedented and
shows the ambassador’s level of dedication to having someone in the United States who
portrayed Islam and the Ottoman state in a positive light.
A series of correspondence between Webb, Mavroyéni Bey and Said Paşa
transpired over the summer of 1894. Webb further explained his financial situation,
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which he described as “very embarrassing.”646 Without the proper funding from Indian
Muslims or from Abdulla Arab, he moved his family to Ulster Park, in upstate New
York, where his wife owned land. He continued to work on his new journal, The Voice of
Islam, with the help of a woman named Nafeesah Keep, whom he described as a former
Catholic who was now the editor of the journal.647 However, within a month of
introducing Keep, Mavroyéni Bey informed Said Paşa that she had grown disgruntled
with Webb, accusing him of keeping enormous sums of money from India and Turkey
while not paying her salary.648 News of the dispute between Webb and Keep, which
escalated to the point that Keep locked herself in the AIP’s office, appeared in The New
York Times.649 One article even mentioned that Keep visited the Ottoman consul in New
York demanding assistance. This event foreshadowed her complaint against Quilliam a
year later to Ottoman diplomats in Liverpool and London.650 Contradicting Keep’s
accusations that the Ottoman state funded the AIP, Webb stated: “I never told anyone at
any time that his Imperial Majesty and the Turkish government had any interest in any
part of the Islamic mission in the US.”651 Out of money and out of friends, Webb’s
Islamic mission was on the brink of collapse.
Ambassador Mavroyéni Bey responded to the string of bad news with measured
perspective. In regard to The Voice of Islam, he viewed the first issue as “an excellent
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little journal.”652 He showed frustration with Keep for bringing the Ottoman government
and him personally into her dispute with Webb when she called on Mavroyéni Bey to
judge between her and Webb.653 Instead of ignoring Keep’s petition, the ambassador
responded through the Ottoman consul in New York, telling her that “the Sublime Porte
had nothing to do with the accounts of Webb and his religious movement, or any
religious movement in the US,” and “even while the Imperial government is an impartial
spectator, it is also thankful towards all who attempt to dissipate all prejudice and false
ideas about the Muslim religion.”654 Mavroyéni Bey lied to Keep, because two months
earlier Webb had received an imperial subvention for his Islamic mission. The Ottoman
state was more than “an impartial spectator.” Despite the troubling news, Mavroyéni Bey
reiterated to Said Paşa his opinion of Webb and his mission as follows:
[W]hile this Muslim convert probably will not succeed in making a
considerable number of serious and honest conversions, his method
and his writings have been until now so moderate and clever that we
should probably expect that he will take away some prejudice and
dispel some false ideas the Christian world has about the Muslim
religion. This and this alone warrant, in my opinion, sympathetic
attention from the Imperial Government.655
The prospect of Americans converting to Islam was less significant to Mavroyéni Bey
than the potential transformation of the image of Islam, Abdülhamid and the Ottomans in
American public opinion. From Mavroyéni Bey’s perspective, the Ottoman state could
overlook Webb’s current shortcoming because he was able to dispel prejudice against
652
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Islam. The ambassador had previously asked Said Paşa in June 1894, “Is not that
[Webb’s ability to dispel prejudice], I humbly ask your Excellence, a serious benefit and
useful service?”656 Although he adhered to the idea of Ottomanism (a shared Ottoman
identity that transcended confessional and ethnic identities), he knew Ottoman and
Muslim were synonymous identities in the eyes of many in the United States and
Europe.657 Therefore, a positive view of Islam and Muslims served the interest of the
entire Ottoman state. The ambassador again left the practical application of how the
Ottoman state would support Webb’s mission to his superiors.
During Webb’s bleakest hour, Abdülhamid and the Sublime Porte elected to
cultivate their relationship with Webb through financial support. Mavroyéni Bey had
successfully convinced his superiors that Webb and the AIP were beneficial to the
interest of Islam, and thus, for the Ottoman cause. In August 1894, Said Paşa confirmed
to Mavroyéni Bey that, by Imperial decree, the Ottoman state committed to “2,500
piastres” (same as kuruş) per month, or approximately US $110 per month.658 Webb’s
stipend came with some conditions. Said Paşa instructed the ambassador to inform Webb
that “this subsidy will only be given to him as long as he perseveres in his laudable
efforts undertaken until present in order to promote our cause. However, if he, despite our
expectations and the path he laid out himself, starts giving place in his journal to harmful
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publications, this subsidy will be taken away.”659 For the time being, the Ottomans
planned to salvage Webb’s Islamic mission, particularly through his publication efforts,
in hopes of improving the Ottoman state’s reputation in the United States.
Controversy, however, was never too far from Webb. Mavroyéni Bey sent Said
Paşa an early issue of The American Moslem, which included an extensive attack on
Webb.660 Lant’s scathing remarks in The American Moslem were not enough to persuade
Mavroyéni Bey that Webb was of questionable character. Another controversy arose
when Neue Preußsiche Zeitung (1848-1939), a national daily newspaper for the Kingdom
of Prussia and then the German Empire, reported in November 1894 that Webb received
three million francs from abroad to construct a mosque, which alarmed Said Paşa.661 The
foreign minister demanded an answer from Mavroyéni Bey because it seemed to
contradict Webb’s earlier statement that he had not received foreign funds after
November 1893. The ambassador defended Webb, giving his rationale for why the Neue
Preußsiche Zeitung’s report was false. First, Webb would have published news if he had
the money. Second, the Mavroyéni Bey assumed that if that amount of money had been
sent, authorities in Egypt and Ottoman consuls in India would have told the Foreign
Ministry. Third, when Webb previously reported that funds were coming from India, he
immediately found new “friends” who called themselves his allies in hopes of benefiting
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financially. Now, since the money never came, they accused him of keeping imaginary
sums for himself.662 Had Webb truly received three million francs, Mavroyéni Bey
surmised, Webb would have more “friends.” Mavroyéni Bey refrained from judging
Webb’s “heart of hearts,” and remained undeterred in his opinion that “Webb is precisely
the person who could diminish the prejudice Christians generally have against the
Muslim religion.”663 Regardless, Mavroyéni Bey wanted to know if officials in Istanbul
planned to withdraw Webb’s monthly subsidy so he could inform Webb.664
The Ottomans gave Webb a chance to defend himself, which he used to firmly
state that the story of three million francs was, like so many others, false and damaging to
his efforts.665 In the meantime, Webb reported that he combined his two previous journals
(The Moslem World and The Voice of Islam) into one larger journal, The Moslem World
and the Voice of Islam at the beginning of 1895.666 He reiterated his embarrassing
financial situation and the increased opposition he faced, including what he believed was
an attempt to poison him on a train.667 Webb saw hostility everywhere and he now
accused Keep of stealing from him. He also believed Keep received support from
“fanatical Christians,” who would do anything to prevent his work and ruin him.668 Webb
explained why he provided so much detail, saying “I write to you with more honesty and
662
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confidence than I would have done to any person in this country, because I want to
acquaint you with the precise conditions under which I work.”669 He wanted to assure his
Ottoman allies that he was trustworthy, no matter what they read in newspapers or from
his detractors. When Mavroyéni Bey received new issues of The Moslem World and the
Voice of Islam, he forwarded them to Said Paşa so he could see the positive portrayal of
the Ottoman state and the benefits they now had from investing in Webb.670
Webb gladly publicized and distributed a pamphlet entitled A Few Facts about
Turkey Under the Sultan Abdul Hamid II. Until now, scholars have attributed the
anonymous publication to Webb, but a message from Webb indicates that he only
distributed it.671 Webb clearly stated that Mavroyéni Bey provided forty-five copies for
him to sell.672 Of the pamphlet, Webb noted:
Americans have been so deceived for a long time by reports full of lies
about his Imperial Majesty and the situation of affairs in Turkey that
the truth seems to them like a sudden revelation and I am convinced
that when the truth is impressed in the minds of liberal and thinking
masses, a reaction will be evoked that fully and entirely does justice
with impartiality to Turkey and its beloved Sovereign…The Armenian
agitation has been and is helpful to my work because it provides me
with the occasion to highlight the proofs that I have had to search for
myself. The books that you sent me will be very useful assistants.673
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Here, one sees evidence that Mavroyéni Bey passed along Ottoman propaganda material
as well as the pamphlet to enhance Webb’s writing in support of Abdülhamid and the
Ottoman state. Webb surmised that the American public sentiment toward Islam was
improving – proof, from Webb’s perspective, that “I have accomplished more than it
seems on the surface.”674
Webb’s anxiety over finances continued, in part because he found the Ottoman
state’s stipend unpredictable. Although Said Paşa confirmed the monthly stipend of 2,500
kuruş in the summer of 1894, the Ottoman Bank had only received the order for the
allowance in January 1895 and planned to retroactively pay Webb from 25 July 1894
onward.675 As the months progressed and the funds became sporadic, Webb
circumvented Mavroyéni Bey and wrote directly to Said Paşa. Webb displayed restraint
in his frustration, deflecting the cause of the delay from Said Paşa and instead blaming
“one of the government employee[s] through whom the money is transmitted.”676 Based
on the lack of recurring messages about payments and since Webb continued to print his
journal for the remainder of the year, it appears that the funds finally came. In fact,
Webb’s monthly, The Moslem World and the Voice of Islam, was his longest running
journal (from January 1895 until the last known issue in February 1896). I attribute this
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success to the Ottoman government’s financial backing.677 Abdulla Arab and Indian
Muslims helped to promote and initiate Webb’s Islamic mission in America, but
Abdülhamid and the Ottoman government covertly sustained his efforts when he became
desperate. In the waning years of the AIP, when further controversy over previous funds
from India appeared in the American press, Webb wrote to the New York Times giving an
account of payments from Abdulla Arab and other foreign backers.678 Webb never
disclosed the Ottoman’s financial support, leaving his contemporaries to speculate about
his funding and whether Abdülhamid and his government were behind Webb’s Islamic
mission in the United States.
Ultimately, Webb’s Islamic mission fell short of expectations, ostensibly halting
all publications and speaking engagements after 1896. A year earlier, Abdülhamid
appointed a new foreign minister, Ahmed Tevfik Paşa (1845-1936) and a short time later
(spring 1896), Abdülhamid recalled Mavroyéni Bey to Istanbul after his father lost favor
with the sultan-caliph.679 The next Ottoman ambassadors in Washington D.C., Mustafa
Tahsin Bey (May 1896-September 1897) and Ali Ferruh Bey (September 1897-August
1900) showed little interest in continuing Mavroyéni Bey’s ambitious plans to use Webb
for the Ottoman and Islamic cause in the United States. Ali Ferruh Bey called upon Webb
on only a few occasions. In 1898, the ambassador asked Webb to assist in Abdülhamid’s
anti-Zionist campaign, instructing him to meet Richard Gottheil, the Chairman of the
Federation of American Zionists, in hopes that Webb could persuade Gottheil to cease the
677
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Zionists’ activities.680 Whether Webb knew Gottheil on a personal level is unclear from
the report. However, in The Moslem World’s first issue, Webb mentioned that Gottheil,
whom Webb described as a professor at Columbia College, was giving a lecture on “The
Religion of Mohammed,” at the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences.681 Unlike the
Quilliams, who befriended Zionists in England, Webb followed Abdülhamid and the
Sublime Porte’s policy of rejecting Zionist plans for Palestine. Two years later, Ferruh
Bey invited Webb to attend Abdülhamid’s Silver Jubilee Celebration at the ambassador’s
summer home. The LMI’s journal, The Crescent, which had repudiated Webb years
earlier, reported on Webb’s toast to Abdülhamid at the Silver Jubilee Celebration– an
event that The Crescent said was “not so much in honour of Abdul the Sultan, as Abdul
the Caliph, who is head of all the True-Believers in the World.”682
Sometime in 1898, Webb relocated his family from Ulster Park, New York to
Rutherford, New Jersey. Abdülhamid publicly recognized Webb’s years of service to
Islam and the Ottoman Empire in 1901. In that year, Webb made his first and only trip to
Istanbul to receive a Third Class Mecîdî Order, a silver medallion, and an appointment to
the New York consulate as an honorary consul.683 However, for many years Webb had
ceased to play any role as a Muslim missionary or public figure. He spent his later years
680
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as an active member of the Rutherford community, including several positions on the
Board of Education.684 Although he was, as some described him, “a devout Muslim to the
end,” he made no effort to spread Islam in the United States after the AIP’s collapse in
1896.685
Only in recent decades, especially after 9/11, has Webb garnered attention from
scholars and American Muslim activists. One of the more notable examples of
contemporary American Muslims appropriating Webb is the Mohammed Alexander
Russell Webb Foundation in the western suburbs of Chicago.686 In a recent ethnographic
study of the group, Justine Howe described it as a “third-space community” that “is
defined less by a coherent set of beliefs or theology than by a shared commitment to
enacting American Islam through sets of overlapping relationships.”687 Although Howe
wrote sympathetically about the Webb Foundation’s efforts, she also critiqued the
members’ choice of Webb and other Anglo-male converts, such as Quilliam and
Pickthall, as models for their American Muslim community instead of figures such as
Malcolm X.688
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Conclusion
Like studies on Quilliam and the LMI, works about Webb have, until now, tended
to overlook the perspective of Ottoman officials. In this chapter, I argued that Mavroyéni
Bey, through his own initiative, promoted Webb’s Islamic mission. Mavroyéni Bey’s
ambition and dedication to Abdülhamid motivated his role as an intermediary between
Webb and the Ottoman state. Webb’s staunch support of Abdülhamid and the Ottoman
Empire along with his positive portrayal of Islam garnered Mavroyéni Bey’s high praise.
Mavroyéni Bey believed that Webb, because of his moderate position on Islam and highmindedness, would remove the prejudice that existed in the United States against Islam.
And, as he queried, “Isn’t that, I humbly ask your Excellence, a serious benefit and useful
service?”689 The Imperial gift of 250,000 kuruş and then the monthly subsidy of 2,500
kuruş, which Webb received from 1895 to 1896, were remarkable signs of Abdülhamid
and the Ottoman state’s commitment to Webb and the AIP. Comparing Webb’s support
with his counterparts in Liverpool, who were far more successful over a longer period of
time, I contend that Mavroyéni Bey’s ambition, vision, and diplomatic position explains
the Ottoman state’s different approach to the two men and their Islamic organizations.690
The short-lived and unconventional relationship between an Ottoman Greek Orthodox
diplomat and an American convert to Islam reveals a partnership that aimed to dispel
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American prejudice against Islam, Abdülhamid, and the Ottoman Empire in the late
nineteenth century.
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Chapter Four: Expanding and Reimagining the Muslim World: Middle Eastern
Print Culture’s Coverage of Converts to Islam
In 1910, the Reverend Henry H. Jessup, a veteran American Protestant missionary
in Beirut, published Fifty-Three Years in Syria, a two-volume memoir recounting his life
and the history of the American mission in Syria.691 Along the way, Jessup criticized
Abdullah Quilliam while using “a literal translation” of a letter from a man named Sheikh
Abdul Kerim of Medina, which Jessup attributed to the “Moslem Arabic journal
Thomrat, No. 1,058, of Beirut.”692 As recounted by Jessup, Abdul Kerim had visited
Quilliam and the LMI in 1903 and came away scandalized by what he saw: unveiled
women in the congregation, Muslims sitting in pews during worship instead of kneeling,
and a girl playing an organ while those gathered sang from Muslim hymn books. Jessup
quoted Abdul Kerim’s final, condemning assessment, which was that Quilliam “knows
nothing about Islam.”693 Jessup had authored a biography of a Beiruti Muslim convert to
Christianity, so he understood the appeal of conversion narratives and the importance of
circulating their stories to galvanize support.694 In a global contest over converts between
Christianity and Islam, he feared that reports about Western Christians converting to
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Islam had the potential to inspire Muslims to think that Islam was on the rise in Great
Britain and the United States.
The fact that Jessup seized upon an account by a Muslim journalist in attempt to
discredit converts like Quilliam in passing, points to an important development that I
explore in this chapter: the proliferation during this period of Ottoman Turkish- and
Arabic-language accounts of conversions to Islam in Europe, Great Britain, and the
United States. These accounts appeared in newspapers and journals which attest to the
growth of what I call Middle Eastern print culture during this period.695 Even if Jessup’s
retelling of Abdul Kerim’s visit to Liverpool presented a negative opinion of Quilliam,
there were plenty of positive stories that testified to the globalizing reach and appeal of
converts within the Middle Eastern print culture. These accounts also attest to the growth
of interest among Middle Eastern Muslim intellectuals in the global expansion of Islam.
Writing in the Arabic and Turkish press, these Muslim intellectuals hailed news of
converts, particularly in Great Britain and the United States, as a testimony to Islam’s
superiority and a source of hope for Islam’s diffusion in an age otherwise characterized
by Western imperial encroachment.
An Arab Muslim who visited the LMI and published his observations in a
periodical was a quintessential example of the type of person James Gelvin and Nile
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Green designated as “global Muslims in the age of steam and print.”696 Gelvin and Green
asserted that “[s]team and print also enabled Muslims to redefine the geographies they
inhabited, on both the concrete and conceptual levels.”697 The press coverage of converts
in Arabic, Ottoman Turkish and other languages commonly used by Muslims was
instrumental in the redefinition of what constituted the so-called Muslim or Islamic
world. Journals and periodicals established by Quilliam (The Crescent and The Islamic
World) and Webb (The Moslem World; The Voice of Islam; and The Moslem World and
the Voice of Islam), which Ottoman and Arabic periodicals often translated and cited,
equally contributed to the reimagining of what it meant to be a Muslim. They also linked
American and British converts and their Islamic movements to regions and language
groups that were previously foreign to them.698
Just as Abdülhamid II and Ottoman officials cultivated relationships with converts
for their own geopolitical, religious and diplomatic means, Muslim journalists and
intellectuals recounted the progress of American and British converts in spreading Islam
to advance their religious and intellectual agendas. I argue that Arabic and Turkish
newspapers and journals reported on converts and their Islamic institutions to incorporate
them into the discourse of the emerging idea of the Muslim world, to inform readers
about Islam’s progress, and to extol converts’ accomplishments in convincing others to
embrace Islam. They intended their coverage of converts to be both inspirational and
696
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aspirational for fellow Muslims. Stories of new converts and their successful defense and
propagation of Islam in Europe and the United States acted as bulwarks against
accusations from Europe and elsewhere that Muslims and the Islamic faith were
backward, uncivilized, and unfit for modern times. To contradict these allegations,
journalists used stories about converts to show how the Muslim world was expanding
into spaces and among people not traditionally associated with Islam and to prove that
Islam was ready to challenge Christianity’s hegemony in Europe and the United States.
The Ottoman Turkish and Arabic press circulated and exchanged stories, which
explains my use of a singular Middle Eastern print culture. However, I divide this chapter
into two linguistically-centered sections. In the first section, I discuss the reports from the
Ottoman Turkish press and in the second section I evaluate the Arabic press’s narration
of converts to Islam. I chose specific periodicals and journals with reputations for having
both regional and global circulations, longevity in the print culture, and because scholars
associate them and their editors with Islamic modernist and pan-Islamic movements.
Most of the editors of these periodicals and journals were supporters of Abdülhamid II
and the Ottoman state.
Ottoman Turkish Periodicals and Journals
Tercümân-ı Hakîkat (The Interpreter of Truth), a daily newspaper published in
Istanbul, and one of the leading Ottoman periodicals of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, was one of the first Ottoman Turkish periodicals to cover Abdullah
Quilliam, the Liverpool Muslims and Mohammed Webb. Ahmed Midhat Efendi (18441912) was the paper’s editor. Carter Findley described Midhat Efendi as “a literary jack194

of-all-trades” and someone who “personified an emerging Ottoman print capitalism.”699
Midhat Efendi’s positive portrayal and affinity for Abdülhamid allowed him to evade
governmental censorship.700 According to Cemil Aydin, Midhat Efendi was
“unquestionably the most influential Ottoman intellectual during the high age of
imperialism,” and he was known for engaging in debates over Western and Islamic
civilization with the goal of detaching “the universality of modernity from the Western
experience.”701 One debate transpired in his extended correspondence with Henry Otis
Dwight, the Istanbul station director for the American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions (ABCFM), which he published in Tercümân-ı Hakîkat. Through this
debate and other writings, Midhat Efendi asserted “the historical superiority of Islam and
its intellectual genius in science and theology.”702 He repeatedly demonstrated his
commitment to defend Islam and promote the faith’s compatibility with modern notions
of science and progress in contrast with Christianity. Thus, Midhat Efendi countered
Ernest Renan’s thesis that Islam hindered Muslim societies in terms of progress and
science, which Renan made famous in his “Islam and Science” lecture at the Sorbonne in
699
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1883.703 In fact, Namık Kemal, another famous Ottoman Turkish intellectual, used some
of Midhat Efendi’s ideas when he refuted Renan’s thesis.704
Due to his intellectual interests and his concern to show Islam’s ascendency, it is
not surprising that Midhat Efendi published news of Islam’s spread in Europe and the
United States for his Ottoman readers.705 Converts from Western nations, and their
assumed eventual success, proved Islam’s compatibility with the modern age, which
supported Midhat Efendi’s religious and intellectual ideas. By publishing news of the
converts’ endeavors, Midhat Efendi also sought to temper fellow Muslims’ fears about
Western missionary intrusions, showing that Islam was making more progress in Europe
than Christianity was making in Ottoman lands and beyond (especially Africa). The
period between 1890 and 1896 was the high-water mark for Tercümân-ı Hakîkat’s and
other publications’ reporting on Western converts. I will limit my discussion of Midhat
Efendi’s witness to Islam’s spread in Tercümân-ı Hakîkat to a select number of articles at
the early stages of Quilliam’s career leading the LMI and Webb’s Islamic ministries
because they represent the core of Midhat Efendi’s interest as recorded in Tercümân-ı
Hakîkat. From April to May 1893, just as Webb established the AIP, Midhat Efendi
published a series of twelve articles called “İstibşâr – Amerika’da Neşir-i İslâm
703
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Teşebbüsü” (Glad Tidings – Efforts to Spread Islam in America), which he later
published in pamphlet form under the same title.706 I will analyze the pamphlet separately
in the next chapter where I address Ottoman Turkish and Arabic pamphlets and books.
In December 1890, Midhat Efendi petitioned Dimitri Mavrokordato, the Ottoman
consul-general in Liverpool, for further information about Quilliam and the LMI.707 The
petition came after Quilliam, along with the LMI’s vice-president Rafiüddin Ahmad and
numerous Muslims throughout the British Empire, successfully campaigned to stop the
production of the play Mahomet (see Chapter One). Seemingly, the protest sparked
Midhat Efendi’s interest. Mavrokordato, in deference to ambassador Rüstem Paşa, sought
his superior’s instruction on how to respond to Midhat Efendi. Rüstem Paşa revealed his
disinterest in meddling in the affairs of Quilliam and the LMI, instructing the consulgeneral, “Since this is a service asked of you in particular by Midhat Efendi, there would
be no reason whatsoever for the Embassy to intervene in this matter in any official
capacity. Therefore, I can only leave you completely free to act in any manner you may
deem appropriate.”708 It is unclear what Mavrokordato chose to do. He had gathered
information from Quilliam in February and September 1890, so he had material to share.
However, Midhat Efendi’s early articles on Quilliam referenced only newspapers,
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suggesting he received little or nothing from Ottoman officials in Liverpool. As was the
practice for journalists in the nineteenth century, Midhat Efendi relied on other
newspapers and journalists to provide stories for his readers. At times, Tercümân-ı
Hakîkat also provided other periodicals with news concerning developments in
Liverpool, London and the United States. Quilliam and Webb established their own
publications in 1893, which supplied Middle Eastern print culture with stories that
represented the converts’ perspective. From that point on, Middle Eastern journalists
circulated their translated articles based on Quilliam’s and Webb’s journals as well as
other news agencies.
On 17 January 1891, Midhat Efendi republished an article from the Turkish paper
Tarîk, which derived its information from The Newcastle Daily Chronicle and the
Muhammadan Observer (Calcutta).709 Readers learned that a Muslim community, made
up of mostly converts, was successfully adding to its numbers in Liverpool;
approximately twenty-five male and female converts embraced the Islamic faith under
Quilliam’s guidance.710 As was the custom when introducing Quilliam, the article
mentioned that it was Quilliam’s trip to Morocco that initiated his eventual conversion.
The article profiled Quilliam’s pamphlet called The Faith of Islam, claiming it sold
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thousands of copies, was in its second edition, and he had plans to publish Urdu and Farsi
translations. To the amazement of Ottoman readers, after Quilliam presented The Faith of
Islam to Queen Victoria, she was so pleased that she requested three more copies.711
Despite their success, or perhaps because of it, the Liverpool Muslims endured disrespect
(hürmetsizlik) from Liverpudlians, who threw stones at the LMI building at various times
between 1890 and 1892. LMI members congregated in the terrace house on Brougham
Road, West Darby, Liverpool and the article provided the LMI’s address so readers could
correspond and support their coreligionists in England. Muslims traveling through
Liverpool or those who wanted to correspond and express their solidarity with the
convert community now had an avenue to connect with their coreligionists in Liverpool.
In February 1891, Midhat Efendi published a submission by Atâ Efendi, a
language instructor at the Naval High School in Istanbul (Mekteb-i Rüşdiyye-i Asâkir
Bahrisi).712 In the introductory remarks, Atâ Efendi explained that he read in The Star
(London) about a topic relevant to the Islamic world (alem-i İslamiyet), which he
believed would be of interest to Tercümân-ı Hakîkat readers. The Star article in question,
“Islam in England,” was also translated by Abdülhak Hâmid, an Ottoman official in
London, for the Sublime Porte, which I discussed in Chapter 2.713 Atâ Efendi’s
translation later appeared in an Arabic newspaper, which shows the influence Tercümân-ı
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Hakîkat had in some quarters of the Arabic press. His Turkish translation of The Star
interview was relatively similar to Abdülhak Hâmid’s version, but the former provided
less commentary than the latter. In Abdülhak Hâmid’s case, the diplomat stressed his
belief that “One day certainly the eternal light of Islam will be upon the whole of
creation” and Hâmid emphasized Quilliam’s active role in the conversion of the English
to Islam.714 Atâ Efendi’s emphasis was slightly different. For example, in The Star the
interviewer asked, “Are you still making converts?”, which Atâ Efendi translated as “Are
there still people converting? (Hâlâ ihtidâ edenler varmıdır), thus omitting Quilliam’s
agency in making converts. When asked specifically about England converting to Islam,
one notices a difference between Atâ Efendi’s and Hâmid’s translations. Atâ Efendi
translated the original question “Do you really believe, Mr. Quilliam, that you will
convert England to Islam?” to “Mr. Quilliam, do you think more people will convert?”
(Mister Quilliam! Pek çok kimselerin ihtidâ eyleyeceklerini zann eder misin). In Atâ
Efendi’s account, there was no mention of Quilliam converting England to Islam. Atâ
Efendi made no mention of England and presented a general outlook about more people
embracing Islam. Hâmid translated the question as, “Will all of the people of England
become Muslim?” (Bütün İngiltere halkını Müslüman edebilecek mi). Hâmid’s translation
and commentary, in contrast, expressed greater optimism and concern for the well-being
of Quilliam and the LMI members. Both, however, testified to the inspirational story of
Islam’s growth in England through Quilliam’s life and work.
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The next two major articles appeared on 13 and 15 May 1891 when Abdullah and
Ahmed Quilliam visited Istanbul for the first time. On 13 May, Midhat Efendi received
word from Hafzi Bey, who was a commander in the gendarmerie, that Abdullah Quilliam
had arrived at the port of Istanbul.715 Midhat Efendi reiterated that Quilliam came to
Istanbul by the sultan-caliph’s special invitation and noted that because of the language
barrier (Quilliam’s French was weak) a man by the name of Halid Ziya, who was
traveling on the same boat as Quilliam, translated the questions posed to him about the
English convert community.716 The crowd that gathered around Quilliam asked about the
conditions of Liverpool Muslims. They learned that the British government not only
permitted but, in some ways, made it easy for the English to convert to Islam because
there were no legal restrictions inhibiting conversion. According to Quilliam, the British
government only forbade the practice of polygamy. As their time ended, Hafzi Bey gifted
Quilliam with a Qurʾan and a copy of Mustafa Şevket Paşa’s Bürhân-ı Hakîkat (Evidence
of Truth).717 Finally, Midhat Efendi informed his readers that during Quilliam’s visit to
Istanbul, Woods Paşa would accompany him to the mâbeyn (the sultan’s private
reception area at the Yıldız Palace), Friday prayers at the Ertuğrul Mosque (near Yıldız),
an iftar back at the mâbeyn, and then his official visit with Sultan Abdülhamid to end the
day.
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A few days after the Quilliams arrived in Istanbul, Mustafa Hazim Efendi, a
student at the Hagia Sofia School, published an article that recounted his face-to-face
interview with Abdullah Quilliam.718 Early on in the article, Hazim Efendi focused on the
increasing number of individuals “honored by the glory of Islam” in Liverpool because
he understood these stories to be evidence that Islam was compatible with modern
science and knowledge.719 The meeting between Hazim Efendi and Quilliam,
accompanied by İbrahim Hakkı Bey as their translator, took place at the Continental
Hotel.720 During the gathering, a man by the name of Mehmet Kemâlüʾd-Din Bey joined
Hazim Efendi. As the time together was closing, Kemâlüʾd-Din Bey rose to give a speech
thanking Quilliam for honoring them with his presence.721 Quilliam also stood and spoke
in English, expressing his gratitude for their hospitality and extolling the attributes of the
Prophet Muḥammad and Sultan Abdülhamid. After all the questions and the final passing
of pleasantries, they ended their meeting with a shout of “Padişah Çok Yaşa” (Long live
the Sultan) and both Hazim Efendi and Kemâlüʾd-Din Bey bestowed gifts on the
Quilliams.722
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Hazim Efendi’s article presented Quilliam as an English Muslim ambassador to
Istanbul and the sultan’s court. He also created the image of a deep connection between
Abdülhamid, the Sublime Porte and the English converts in Liverpool. His article was yet
another example of Tercümân-ı Hakîkat readers expanding their conception of who were
Muslims.
Over the next several years, the number of articles on Quilliam and the LMI were
infrequent and much shorter, no longer covering multiple columns. Midhat Efendi
included paragraphs about the LMI’s eid celebrations or other gatherings in which they
praised and prayed for Abdülhamid, demonstrating the LMI’s dedication to the Ottoman
state.723 These events also showcased Islam’s vitality in Great Britain. Unlike reports by
other Turkish and Arab journalists, Midhat Efendi rarely mentioned the LMI’s and AIP’s
own publications.724 When Abdülhamid commissioned Quilliam to represent the sultan at
the opening of the mosque in Lagos and present an imperial medal to Muhammad Shitta
in 1894, Midhat Efendi relied on the Liverpool Courier as his source of information and
not on reports from The Crescent.725
Selim Deringil noted that from the Tanzimat period onward, the Sublime Porte
wanted to “avoid the Imperial headache” of conversion and apostasy within its
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domains.726 For the Ottoman state, conversions to Islam within its domains became
“politically inconvenient” because conversions created diplomatic conflict with European
powers who used the issue to pressure the Ottomans to fulfill promises. It played on nonMuslim narratives and experiences of forced conversions, and the Ottoman state feared
“some elements in the Muslim population that might take the law into their own hands at
any moment.”727 Midhat Efendi, however, proudly publicized Ottoman Christian
conversions to Islam. Typically news of conversions appeared under a headline such as
“Honored by Islam” (Teşerrüf biʾİslâm).728 When Midhat Efendi read similar stories of
conversions in Liverpool, such as the time when someone was so moved by Quilliam’s
lecture on the proofs of Islam that he converted, he proudly shared the news of Islam’s
victory in England.729 He clearly used conversion stories from Liverpool to communicate
Islam’s continued and ongoing success.
Other Ottoman journals and periodicals shared Midhat Efendi’s enthusiasm about
converts to Islam. For example, the illustrated Ottoman journal called Malûmât
(Knowledge; 1895-1903) covered the progress in Liverpool, London, and the United
States from 1895 onward in sections called “Alem-i İslamiyet” (Islamic World) and
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“Şuʾûnât-ı İslamiyye” (Islamic Affairs).730 In one instance, Mehmet Tahir Bey, the editor
of Malûmât, translated an article from The Crescent that detailed the conversion of
Zachariah Efstratiadis, a former Greek Orthodox who was originally from the Aegean
Islands but had left for Liverpool in 1878.731 Tahir Bey’s selection of this conversion
story, amidst countless stories of conversions in The Crescent, is significant because of
its religious and political implications – a Greek Orthodox, formerly of a Greek and
historically Ottoman island, converted to Islam in Liverpool. Although the Ottoman
Empire had lost a large portion of its Greek population (millet-i Rûm) after the Greek
War of Independence (1821-1832), a significant number of ethnic Greeks remained in
Ottoman domains. Efstratiadis had long since left the Greek island of his birth and
ostensibly removed himself from the nationalistic discourse that permeated OttomanGreek politics in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. However, even if
Efstratiadis left Greece decades earlier, members of the Greek community in Ottoman
lands may have read his conversion as a loss to their imagined community. Some
Ottoman Muslims, on the other hand, would have celebrated his conversion as a sign of
the expanding Muslim world. It may even have signaled the potential for other Greeks to
730
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join Efstratiadis into the fold of Islam. It is possible that Tahir Bey selected this
conversion narrative because it spoke to what Deringil described as the “denationalisation” effect that conversion and apostasy had in the late Ottoman Empire, by
which he meant “the loss of a soul and a body from an increasingly ‘nationally imagined’
community.”732 Even if Efstratiadis’ conversion (or apostasy from the perspective of the
Greek Orthodox church) took place away from a “nationally imagined” community, it
still had potential pertinence to the nationalistic discourse. It was not a neutral act for
Malûmât to publicize the conversion of a former Greek Orthodox from the Aegean
Islands when one considers the religious and political overtones.
Arabic Periodicals and Journals
Beirut and Cairo were the epicenters of the Arabic press in the nineteenth century.
Arab Christians in Greater Syria (modern day Palestine, Syria, and Lebanon), helped by
Western missionaries, outpaced their Muslim neighbors by establishing periodicals and
journals that covered local and international news, science and technology, as well as
literature and the arts.733 Prompted by the Muslim community’s perceived lack of
presence in the Arabic press, members of Jamʿiyyat al-Funūn (Society of the Arts), a
Beirut-based society, commissioned Shaykh ʿAbd al-Qādir al-Qabbānī (1848-1935) to
edit and run Thamarāt al-Funūn (Fruits of Knowledge; 1878-1908). Thamarāt al-Funūn
became one of the longest running periodicals in the Arab Middle East in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It also has the reputation of being “Syria’s first
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Islamic newspaper.”734 Al-Qabbānī’s editorial philosophy “stressed the responsibility of
the editor to give readers what he judged they needed, not what he felt they wanted.”735
The newspaper’s philosophy shifted slightly when al-Qabbānī stepped down and
appointed Aḥmad Ḥassan Ṭabbārah as the editor-in-chief in 1898. According to Stephen
Sheehi, under Qabbānī, Thamarāt al-Funūn was a “reformist newspaper,” but under
Ṭabbārah it became “a conservative Islamist organ.” 736
Under Ṭabbārah, Thamarāt al-Funūn included a dedicated section that discussed
the conditions of Muslims outside Ottoman lands. At first, he simply called it al-Islām,
but he later changed it to Ṣadā al-Islam (The Voice of Islam).737 Prior to this specific
section, when al-Qabbānī discussed global Muslim affairs, he published short articles
with separate titles such as “Muslimūn fī” (Muslims in…), “al-Islām fī” (Islam in…), or
something in this vein. Hisham Nashabi, in his study of the subjects commonly covered
in Thamarāt al-Funūn, ranked “Religion – mainly news about the Muslim world” at
number ten out of twenty-four themes.738 However, as Donald J. Cioeta noted:
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By the end of the nineteenth century, Thamarāt al-Funūn’s reputation
as an Islamic newspaper had spread to the Maghrib, to Russia and to
the Far East. Subscribers in those areas sent letters telling al-Qabbānī
that his newspaper was their only source of information about the
Muslims living in the various parts of the world. [A]l-Qabbānī had
never intended for Thamarāt al-Funūn to be more than a newspaper
for Syrian Muslims, but he was happy that it circulated as far as
China.739
Thus, Thamarāt al-Funūn enjoyed a global Muslim readership akin to Quilliam’s The
Crescent and to a smaller extent Webb’s The Moslem World and its later iterations. For
Muslims unable to read English or for those who preferred Arabic, Thamarāt al-Funūn
became a significant source of news about their coreligionists, especially those in nonMuslim lands. Similar to Tercüman-ı Hakîkat, al-Qabbānī’s Thamarāt al-Funūn
disseminated good news about Islam’s advances in Europe and the United States. Such
growth bolstered al-Qabbānī’s and his readers’ confidence that Islam’s progress was
inevitable, despite European colonial intrusions that coincided with missionary endeavors
to convert Muslims in Greater Syria and beyond.
Between 1890 and 1892, al-Qabbānī mostly reproduced articles from Tercümân-ı
Hakîkat.740 In 1890 he informed his Arabic readers that Muslims gathered for the Eid alAdha celebration in London, which featured Ottoman officials such as Abdülhak Hâmid
and Halil Halid.741 Among the attendees were merchants, students, diplomats and
professionals living and working in England, all gathering at a jāmiʿ (mosque). Weeks
739
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later, more encouraging news came from Tercümân-ı Hakîkat, stating that more than
twenty English men and women were now Muslims because of Quilliam’s publications
(such as The Faith of Islam) and his public preaching of Islam that convinced the English
of Islam’s superiority.742 In early January 1891, Qabbānī referenced a lengthy article,
published in the journal Muhazzib (Lucknow, India), on the successful campaign to halt
the Mahomet play.743 The author of the piece, Muḥammad ʿAbdul Ḥalīm Sharar (18601926), urged Muslims in India to travel to Liverpool in order to assist Quilliam by
teaching Islamic law and doctrines.
On rare occasions, the person who translated the Turkish articles into Arabic
added his own appendix (dhayl), such as the translator’s comments about Quilliam’s
interview in The Star (December 1890).744 In this case, Thamarāt al-Funūn’s translator
praised the estimated seventy Liverpool Muslims who, compelled by their religious zeal,
exerted, day and night, great effort so that the English would embrace Islam.745 AlQabbānī also printed the Tercümân-ı Hakîkat’s stories about Quilliam’s visit to Istanbul
in 1891, including his visit with Mustafa Hazim Efendi.746 In a section recounting joyous
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events during the 1891 Eid season, al-Qabbānī provided details about Shotaro Noda (later
called ʿAbd al-Ḥalīm; 1868-1904), a Japanese man who had recently converted to Islam.
According to al-Qabbānī, who based his narrative on material from Tercümân-ı Hakîkat,
Noda intellectually struggled with Islam until his chance encounter with Abdullah
Quilliam in Istanbul. The two men discussed the truth of Islam along with its logic and
conformity to reason. Their conversations led Noda to resolve the struggle in his heart
and to declare that Islam was the right path.747 At some point, it appears as though
Quilliam and al-Qabbānī corresponded with each other. Al-Qabbānī announced that
Quilliam sent him a reply along with a newspaper clip from the Liverpool Courier (14
September 1892) that detailed the visit of Dr. Edward W. Blyden, a pan-Africanist
Liberian government minister, educator, and writer, who developed a relationship with
Quilliam and the LMI in the years to come.748
Thanks to the American Arabic-English newspaper, Kawkab Amrīkā (New York),
al-Qabbānī learned about Webb’s early ministry in 1893. Based on the article “Sheikh
Webb’s First Mohammedan Lecture” in Kawkab Amrīkā, al-Qabbānī told readers that
Webb arrived in New York in early 1893 with plans to establish a high-class Islamic
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journal and to translate the Qurʾan.749 Rumors spread that Webb received significant
support from India, which derailed Webb’s efforts because many believed he was fully
funded. Some of the information was at worst incorrect and at best misleading. For
example, the article claimed that Webb, while in India, seized the opportunity to learn
about Islam and that it was from there that he converted to Islam and decided to spread
his new religion in America.750 In fact, he had converted years before, and his financial
agreement with Hajee Abdulla Arab, who was Webb’s main financial backer in the early
stages of his Islamic mission in the United States, predated his trip to India.
In September 1893, Thamarāt al-Funūn announced that Webb had started a
journal, The Moslem World, which the newspaper translated as al-ʿālam al-Islāmī, which
is more like The Islamic World, which happened to be the name of Quilliam’s monthly
journal.751 In the same issue of Thamarāt al-Funūn, al-Qabbānī reproduced an article
critical of Webb’s project published in Kawkab Amrīkā and written by Dāwūd Naqāsh. 752
In the article, Naqāsh argued that Webb lacked the proper knowledge to adequately teach
and preach Islam in the United States because he was unfamiliar with Arabic and other
important languages for the study of Islam (Persian, Urdu and Turkish). Furthermore,
Naqāsh accused Webb of converting and promoting Islam for financial gain, a common
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“Shaykh Muḥammad Webb,” Thamarāt al-Funūn 947 (13-20 September 1893): 3.
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criticism of American and British converts.753 Al-Qabbānī not only reproduced Naqāsh’s
article, but he also included his own rebuttal to Naqāsh’s criticism of Webb. First, alQabbānī denied that Webb’s ignorance of Arabic was necessarily a problem by
referencing Abdullah Quilliam, who despite not knowing Arabic was successful in
Liverpool and had acquired the necessary skills and ability to communicate the truths of
“the self-evident religion of Islam.”754 Second, al-Qabbānī claimed he read some of
Webb’s publications and had yet to find anything questionable about his ideas. Finally,
he encouraged Naqāsh and others to show patience because ultimately, he said, the future
would unveil the truth and Allah knows what is concealed in the heart. This was one
example, among many, in which Middle Eastern Muslim journalists came to the defense
of converts like Quilliam and Webb. It shows their desire to incorporate converts within
the fold of Islam and shelter them from criticism. Whatever their weaknesses, converts
were, for Muslim intellectuals like al-Qabbānī, symbols of and testaments to the Muslim
world’s growth and prosperity.
Webb’s plan to create societies or reading circles to study Islamic literature,
doctrines and laws, which he called the “American Moslem Brotherhood” (AMB),
excited al-Qabbānī.755 One of the goals of the AMB was to recreate the unity and oneness
among Muslims witnessed during the Prophet Muḥammad’s leadership in Medina and in
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the earliest stages of Islamic history. According to Webb, which al-Qabbānī reproduced
in Thamarāt al-Funūn:
When an intelligent man has divested himself of his religious
prejudices and has arrived at a perfect understanding of the Islamic
system, he will, we feel confident, willingly join the Moslem
fraternity, uniting himself in a bond of brotherhood with the vast
Mohammedan population of the globe, and use the talents and energy,
that God gave him, to propagate the true faith wherever he can.756
Webb’s aspiration mirrored the mood and desire of some Muslim reformers and
intellectuals who envisioned greater unity and brotherhood among the global Muslim
community. Admittedly, Webb’s vision for the AMB societies was largely apolitical in
nature, so reading a pan-Islamic intention is a stretch. However, the general language of
brotherhood, fraternity, and unity among Muslims does reflect some of the pan-Islamic
ethos of the period.
Due to the many problems that Webb encountered, the AIP and AMB societies
never gained traction. Thamarāt al-Funūn’s interest in Islam in the United States also
waned. Webb abandoned his public Islamic mission in 1896. In 1901, years after Webb
closed down his Islamic mission and on the occasion of his first visit to Istanbul, an
article appeared in Thamarāt al-Funūn that spoke of Webb as “Shaykh Muḥammad
Webb, head of the association of Muslims in America.” The article described Webb as
still active, which was not true, and it claimed Americans were the closest of the nations
to dīn al-fiṭra (religion of the natural constitution or original disposition), which had led
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to approximately 300 new Muslims in seven to eight years.757 Notwithstanding the
inaccuracies in this report and the exaggerated numbers, it points to Webb’s continued
relevance as a witness to Islam in the United States and the ongoing growth of Islam.
The clearest example of controversy concerning Quilliam appeared in the pages
of Thamarāt al-Funūn in 1896. Al-Qabbānī received a letter from Liverpool signed
ʿAzimzāde Muṣṭafa Khalīl, the same LMI member and instructor who two years later
wrote to the Ottoman Embassy in London to complain about Quilliam (see Chapter
Two).758 Based on The Crescent, Khalīl was very active in the LMI throughout 1896, as
he taught languages at the Liverpool Moslem College (LMC), gave several lectures at the
LMI, voted in meetings, led prayers, and instructed would-be-converts in the tenets of
Islam and shahada (profession of faith). Despite the evidence that Quilliam and the LMI
trusted Khalīl with responsibility and esteemed his efforts, Khalīl penned a letter to
express his apprehension about Quilliam based on insider information. He warned fellow
Muslims that Quilliam was a spy and requested that Thamarāt al-Funūn publish his letter
to enlighten readers about Quilliam’s reputation of deceit (khidāʿ) and fraud (ihtiyāl).759
Although al-Qabbānī published Khalīl’s letter, he also revealed that he had investigated
the claims by asking the opinion of a merchant who had met with Quilliam several times
during trips to Liverpool. The merchant acknowledged that he knew a man named Khalīl
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who served alongside Quilliam, but he hesitated to say anything negative about Quilliam
and gave no reason to oppose the LMI’s leader.
In the following issue, a man named ʿAbd al-Wahhāb wrote his own lengthy
critique of Khalīl because he objected to Khalīl’s detrimental and disgraceful insinuations
(at-talmīḥ al-wakhīm and at-talmīḥ al-qabīḥ) about Quilliam’s character.760 ʿAbd alWahhāb described some of the LMI’s reputable activities and listed Quilliam’s
publications and defense of Islam and Muslims in England. According to ʿAbd alWahhāb, these examples proved Quilliam’s sincerity and faithfulness to Islam. He
challenged Khalīl to explain why Maulana Barkatullah served alongside Quilliam and
why other Muslims, from India and beyond, found no fault in him. He also cited
Quilliam’s positive reception by Abdülhamid and Shahzada Nasrullah, the emir of
Afghanistan, as proof of Quilliam’s connections to leading Muslim figures. ʿAbd alWahhāb acknowledged that there were European spies all over the world, but based on
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his knowledge of Quilliam, ʿAbd al-Wahhāb believed Quilliam lacked the characteristics
one normally attributed to European spies. Most importantly, he cautioned Khalīl not to
rebuke other Muslims, specifically referencing a ḥadīth that warns Muslims against
making ill-advised allegations of unbelief (calling someone kāfir, “disbeliever”).761 In
this instance, ʿAbd al-Wahhāb followed the pattern of Muslim intellectuals and writers
who shielded converts, particularly those in Europe and the United States, from the
judgment of other Muslims concerning their fidelity to Islamic doctrines and practices,
such as al-Qabbānī’s words of caution about Webb in 1893.
For over a decade, The Crescent and other English publications provided a steady
stream of stories for Thamarāt al-Funūn’s readers about developments and issues among
Muslims in Great Britain (Liverpool, London and Woking) and to a lesser extent in the
United States. Several themes seemed to interest al-Qabbānī, and later Ṭabbārah, when
choosing which stories Thamarāt al-Funūn reproduced. First, they printed stories about
Muslims attempting to organize or establish mosques and institutes in major Englishspeaking cities.762 Most notably, they believed the capital of the British Empire, which
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ruled the largest population of Muslims in the world, needed a mosque. Second,
whenever they learned of new converts to Islam among the “English,” usually citing The
Crescent, they informed their readers of Islam’s victory and continued spread through the
efforts of Quilliam and others.763 Thamarāt al-Funūn reported, for instance, that
Quilliam’s lecture about Islam’s congruence with science led to five new converts.764
Finally, they published the political and social commentary made by Quilliam, the LMI
and The Crescent, such as Quilliam’s first “fatwa” regarding Muslims fighting in Sudan,
a lecture on the “Armenian Question,” as well as a semi-censored article on Quilliam’s
lecture to the “Jewish Society” in Liverpool.765 This was the gathering hosted by the
Zionist Central Committee at Hope Hall, Liverpool.766 In the speech, Quilliam lauded the
history of Muslim-Jewish relations, namely Islamic societies’ toleration, and he ended
with tacit approval of Jews returning to Palestine. Under Ṭabbārah’s editorial
supervision, Thamarāt al-Funūn shortened the content of Quilliam’s lecture, omitted any
125-128. Apparently there were attempts to establish mosques in Washington D.C., New York and Boston,
but they had no association with Webb or a community of Muslim converts; Washington D.C. plans,
“Jāmiʿ fī Amrīkā,” 1041 (7-19 August 1895): 2; on New York, “al-Muslimūn fī Amrīkā,” 1119 (25
February – 9 March 1897): 2-3; and the plans of al-Hajj ‘Ali al-Maghrabi, a graduate of Harvard, to
establish a mosque in Boston, “Jāmiʿ fī Amrīkā,” 1563 (8-21 May 1906): 4. Regarding al-Maghrabi see
Bowen, HCTIUS-I, 181 and “Bits from Boston,” Washington Post (5 February 1906): 6.
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mention of Zionism, and highlighted Quilliam’s words about Muslims’ protection and
cooperation with the Jewish people over the centuries.
Thamarāt al-Funūn was certainly not the only Arabic periodical that disseminated
news about converts to Islam. A September 1893 issue of The Crescent featured a letter
from Mahomed Massoud, an Egyptian, who claimed to reproduce articles from The
Crescent and The Islamic World in the Egyptian periodical al-Muʾayyad (The Advocate;
1889-1913).767 Al-Muʾayyad, established and edited by Shaykh ʿAlī Yūsuf, became “the
leader of the native Muslim press read from Cairo to Istanbul, and from Baghdad to
Aden.”768 Al-Qabbānī also reproduced stories from al-Muʾayyad that commented on the
work of converts, which demonstrates the common interest between the two
periodicals.769 Other less popular and shorter-lived journals, such as Aḥmad ʿAlī
Shādhilī’s al-Islām (1894-1913) presented news about Islam’s expansion throughout
Europe and Africa, often taking stories from The Crescent.770
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Occasionally, the coverage was controversial and replicated similar accusations
made by Muṣṭafa Khalīl’s 1896 letter in Thamarāt al-Funūn. For example, ʿAbd Allāh
Nadīm’s (1845-1896) anti-British satirical journal called al-Ustādh (The Teacher; 1893),
ran several articles that questioned the sincerity of the Liverpool Muslims. In the first
article, an anonymous writer claimed that the “political mosque” in Liverpool was there
to mislead the Egyptians and make it easier for the British to continue their occupation of
Egypt.771 In subsequent articles, fellow Egyptians responded to these allegations with
open-minded optimism based on news they heard about Quilliam’s success as well as an
Egyptian merchant’s eye-witness account of his visit to Liverpool where he attended the
mosque and met with LMI members.772 Each time someone expressed fear that Quilliam
was not a true Muslim, claiming instead that he was motivated by either financial gain or
was part of a British government plot to pacify colonized Muslims, other Muslim
intellectuals and journalists rallied to Quilliam’s defense. Middle Eastern print culture
served as a vehicle for some Muslims to vocalize who they thought was in or out of the
umma, but more often than not, converts like Quilliam and Webb found supporters who
championed their conversions and Islamic missionary efforts.
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One of the most notable Islamic journals from Cairo in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries was Muḥammad Rashīd Riḍā’s (1865-1935) al-Manār (The
Lighthouse; 1898-1935), which had a significant global Muslim readership.773 By the
time Riḍā began al-Manār, Webb had terminated his Islamic mission in the United States
and Quilliam and the LMI’s publications had lost some of their early prestige. Apart from
Riḍā’s review of a translated version of Quilliam’s The Faith of Islam in the first year of
al-Manār (1898), which I will discuss in the next chapter, al-Manār only mentioned the
Quilliams (Abdullah, Ahmed, and a “Madam” Quilliam) and Webb in a 1910 article
entitled “Islam in Christian Countries.”774 The information mentioned in the article was,
however, outdated and, in some cases, incorrect. Another British convert, Hajee Abdullah
Browne (Alfred H. Browne; d. 1907) impressed both Riḍa and his teacher Muḥammad
ʿAbduh (1849-1905), although not enough to publish articles of any length about Browne
in al-Manār. Browne supposedly knew both Riḍā and ʿAbduh when Browne lived in
Cairo. While in Cairo, Browne was an associate of both Quilliam and Webb, often
providing information about Egypt or promoting their publications.775 Riḍa praised
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Browne’s conversion narrative, which included a story about his fearful time stuck on a
storm-tossed ship. Riḍā was so moved by the story that he used it as an illustration for a
verse in the Qurʾanic chapter of Yūnus (Q. 10:22) in his Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-Ḥakīm
(Explanation of the Qurʾan).776 This powerful conversion narrative of a British convert
was a meaningful example for a modernist Muslim intellectual like Riḍa to advance
Islam’s beauty and demonstrate the Qurʾan’s relevance to interpret issues that people
confronted in the modern age.
Most articles about British and European converts in al-Manār, by Riḍā and other
contributors, appeared after the LMI’s collapse in 1908. Its coverage of these later
converts, however, included some controversy. The main problem was that several of the
British converts, such as Baron Lord Headley (1855-1935), were known to associate with
the Ahmadiyya movement in Great Britain and the Woking Mosque outside of
London.777 The Ahmadiyya movement’s success and commitment to daʿwa (inviting to
Islam or Islamic missionary activity) in Europe created a problem for Muslims whom
Umar Ryad described as Salafīs.778 The Salafīs rejected the Ahmadiyya movement’s
doctrines, claiming they were un-Islamic, however, they reveled in the movement’s
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successful conversion tactics in Europe and the United States.779 Converts in the interwar
period, Ryad suggested, “were intermediaries, playing an ‘in-between’ role between the
Europeans and Muslim cultures on the one hand, and between the Salafī reformist and the
Ahmadiyya groups on the other.”780 Overall, Ryad depicted Riḍā’s response to the
Ahmadiyya movement in Europe as “inconsistent.” 781 Riḍā and other writers to al-Manār
knew that the Woking Mosque provided institutional legitimacy to the Ahmadiyya
movement. However, they appeared to ignore the fact that after 1908, Quilliam, then
masquerading as Henri de Léon, occasionally attended events in Woking and also
associated with the Woking community.782 By the interwar period, Quilliam’s relevance
and importance to Riḍā and al-Manār contributors was minimal at best. The Woking
community became the center of Islam in Great Britain. Riḍā extolled the virtues of
converts to Islam, which he compared to Christianity’s failure to convert Muslims. He
concluded that “Europeans of his age would find Islam suitable, as it is the religion of
‘reason,’ ‘science,’ ‘civilization,’ and ‘peace,’” which resembled the tropes used in the
publications of Quilliam and Webb as well as Muslim intellectuals in the Ottoman and
Arab Middle East.783
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A far more coherent opposition to the Ahmadiyyas appeared in the pages of
Muḥibb ad-Dīn al-Khaṭīb’s (1886-1969) journal called al-Fatḥ (The Victory or Opening;
1927-1941), which “carried on Riḍā’s legacy of the Salafiyya and flourished as a
mouthpiece for many leading Salafī organizations and writers.”784 The difference
between Riḍā’s al-Manār and al-Khaṭīb’s al-Fatḥ, according to Ryad, is that the former
represented an “‘intellectual’ Salafism,” whereas the latter “carried the religious trend
toward a more ‘populist’ discourse.”785 One of the organizations that al-Khaṭīb promoted
was the Young Men’s Muslim Association (YMMA; Jamʿiyyat ash-Shubbān alMuslimīn).786 It was the YMMA that hosted a 1928 lecture by “Shaykh Abdullah
Quilliam Bey” in Cairo.787
There is still some mystery surrounding Quilliam’s apparent first and only visit to
Cairo, one of his rare public appearance as a Muslim leader after 1908.788 We do not
know who contacted Quilliam or why the YMMA chose to invite him to Cairo at that
stage in his life. One notices several intriguing aspects to his visit and al-Fatḥ’s account
of his lecture. First, al-Fatḥ mentioned that Quilliam traveled to Egypt with his wife
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“Maryam,” but it is unclear if this was Mary Lyon or, more likely, Edith Miriam Spray
(Léon), whom Quilliam married by Islamic rite sometime after his first wife’s death in
1909.789 We do not know whether or how often Quilliam’s wives (Hannah, Mary Lyon,
or Edith Miriam) observed certain forms of Islamic piety in the way they dressed in
public in England (hijāb, ʿabāya, etc.). However, according to the article, Maryam
appeared in Egypt fully covered in heavy fabric as a sign of modesty.790 Second, by this
time, Quilliam’s new persona was Henri de Léon or Haroun Mustafa Leon, but during his
visit in Cairo he embraced the name Abdullah Quilliam. He explained the name change,
in a statement to al-Fatḥ, as a condition to inherit the wealth and property of his wife’s
uncle, who had no other heir.791 Third, one notices that al-Fatḥ called him “shaykh,”
perhaps as a gesture of honor, whereas, most Arabic and Turkish periodicals consistently
omitted “shaykh” or “şeyh.”792
Quilliam’s lecture for the evening, entitled “A Half Century of Islam in England,”
was mostly an autobiographical sketch of his accomplishments for the sake of Islam in
England. Quilliam apologized to the crowd for making the speech about himself. The
789
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YMMA’s lecture hall was full to capacity, made up of members of the YMMA, most of
whom knew English and enthusiastically listened to Quilliam recount Islam’s success in
England. After his nearly two-hour lecture in English, a YMMA committee member
summarized the talk in Arabic. Most of Quilliam’s lecture retold familiar stories and
accolades of his early ministry and the LMI’s foundation, which frequently appeared in
the English press or in translated articles in Arabic and Turkish in the 1890s.793 In
Quilliam’s old age, new or more expansive details emerged as he recounted his life’s
work. Some of the information contradicted what we know of his conversion narrative,
such as his claim that he first traveled to Morocco sixty years earlier (approximately
1868).794 He also embellished details about his trip to Morocco, including the story about
a conversation he had with a Muslim and a Jewish man concerning issues of faith. During
the course of the debate, the Muslim man convinced Quilliam that Islam was the true
path, which proved to be the starting point of Quilliam’s conversion to Islam.795 This
account of an interfaith dialogue served as a lesson in Quilliam’s lecture about Islam as
the final message from Allah, making it superior to Judaism and Christianity. It also
793
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illustrated Quilliam’s larger point in the lecture, namely that his fellow Muslims in Egypt
and beyond could replicate his daʿwa efforts. Quilliam was, in many ways, a “religious
entrepreneur” par excellence.796 His lecture elevated his ability, as a self-made and
mostly self-taught convert, to propagate Islam in England in a way that was persuasive to
the English people who held modern sensibilities. He also stressed the LMI’s conformity
to the sunna (the practices of the Prophet and the early Muslim community), which he
contrasted with the Woking Muslim community. Ever the self-promoter, Quilliam used
his podium in Cairo to critique the Ahmadiyya-led mosque and institution in order to
defend his bona fides as a committed leader among Ḥanafī Muslims in Liverpool
specifically and England more broadly.797
Quilliam ended with an appeal to the Muslim youth to resist the use of alcohol in
Egypt, which was a problem he noticed in the proliferation of advertisements in the
streets and buildings of Cairo. This harkened back to his earliest years in Islamic
ministry, when he paired his background in the Christian temperance movement with his
new faith of Islam. At the end of the article, al-Khaṭīb stated that Quilliam left a great
impression upon the listeners’ hearts, which was Quilliam’s greatest earthly reward for
his striving in the cause of Islam.798 Quilliam, who was now in his seventies, had mostly
resigned himself to “a quieter, more settled but stimulating life” over the past two
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decades.799 Al-Khaṭīb’s publication of his visit and lecture in al-Fatḥ marked one of
Quilliam’s final public appearances on behalf of Islam. The 1928 Cairo lecture also
became the bookend to the Arabic and Turkish journalistic witness to Quilliam’s Islamic
daʿwa. Only in the last decade have Arabic and Turkish newspapers, journals and media
renewed their interest in figures such as Quilliam and Webb.
Conclusion
In 1891, an anonymous Indian reporter published an article in an Urdu newspaper
explaining Quilliam’s conversion and the emergence of the LMI. The article, according
to Nile Green, “played on the irony of the reversal of religious space and confessional
identity: the familiar order of things – the who and where of Islam – was displaced.”800
Green also stated that the article was significant because it was “a product of the
mechanization of global communications.”801 Jessup, the American Protestant missionary
I discussed at the beginning of this chapter, recognized that Muslim journalists used the
mechanization of global communications to promote the work of Quilliam, Webb, and
other converts to Islam in their periodicals and journals. Despite the minimal number of
converts to Islam in Europe and the United States, the global circulations of some
Ottoman Turkish and Arabic periodicals and journals meant that stories about Quilliam,
Webb, and other converts created global influence and appeal beyond their numbers.
Jessup found a dissenting voice in Abdul Kerim, however, as I showed in this chapter,
most Muslim journalists looked past the oddities of the religious practices of converts
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like Quilliam and Webb. Instead, they celebrated converts’ success and defended them
from accusations of insincerity, espionage, and unbelief.
As I explained in this chapter, Middle Eastern print culture also used the
conversion of Americans and Europeans to challenge the who and where of Islam. The
reports of converts who spread Islam in places and spaces they described as Europe or the
West contributed to the notion of an expanding Muslim world.802 Journalists and editors
depicted converts as exemplary Muslims because they dismantled notions of Islam’s
incongruence with modernity, science and rationalism. News of converts and their
Islamic communities alleviated concerns about Islam’s stagnation and countered
arguments about the backwardness of Muslims. Converts were the archetypal promoters
and defenders of Islam in non-Muslim contexts because they were insiders who
formulated and contextualized the Islamic faith for European and American audiences.
The brevity of the articles restricted journalists and Muslim intellectuals from
communicating the entirety of their ideas. In the next chapter, I address the use of
converts in Muslim intellectuals’ longer, more developed works. Muslim intellectuals
published translations of Quilliam’s works and wrote their own pamphlets and books that
connected Western converts to the pan-Islamic ethos and Muslim modernists’ discourses
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popular within transnational Muslim thought of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.
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Chapter Five: Transnational Muslim Thought and Islam in the West: Translating
and Writing Converts into Pan-Islamic Themes
In his preface to the third edition of The Faith of Islam (1892), his most celebrated
work on the Islamic faith, Abdullah Quilliam boasted that he had sold 5,000 copies of the
second edition, which had appeared in 1890. He took great pride in the fact that “the
Caliph of the Faithful, His Imperial Majesty the Sultan of Turkey,” had read his work and
encouraged others to read it.803 Moreover, Quilliam listed numerous places around the
world where individuals had requested copies and claimed “the brochure is now being
translated into and published, in addition to other languages, in Turkish, German,
Bengalee, and Tamil (the language of Southern India).”804 Quilliam considered The Faith
of Islam as his main vehicle for spreading his ideas about Islam and its compatibility with
modern notions of science, progress, and civilization.805 In this work, he also defended
Islam and refuted misunderstandings about the faith that were common in Europe and
Great Britain.
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In Chapter 5, I explained the role that Middle Eastern print culture played in
disseminating information about American and British converts to Islam. These stories
captivated readers and listeners who frequented popular cafes and salons to hear the latest
news about Muslims around the world.806 However, as Ami Ayalon has noted, religious
and pious discourses appeared infrequently in periodicals and journals.807 Muslim
intellectuals, who wrote in Arabic and Turkish, needed a different medium if they wanted
to expand their discussions about converts. This was critical because Muslims needed to
confront the European discourse that asserted or assumed a singular Muslim race and
civilization, an idea popularized in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The
racialization of Muslims created a narrative of Muslim inferiority and backwardness,
which Europeans used to excuse and explain their domination of Muslims in the context
of colonialism and imperial expansion. “To contest European claims of Muslim
inferiority,” Cemil Aydin elaborated, “Muslim intellectuals tried to redefine the history,
civilization, and achievements of Muslim peoples, producing a rich body of ideas and
global discourses in which Europeans engaged.”808 The ideas that Ottoman and Arab
Muslim intellectuals used to combat European discourses that disparaged Muslims and
Islam surfaced in the writings of Quilliam, Webb, and other converts, too.
In The Idea of the Muslim World, Aydin outlined six major themes that
characterized the ideas of “pan-Islamic writers” and Muslim thinkers in the late
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nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, which he said “still shape much of transnational
Muslim thought.”809 While I do not classify all of the Muslim intellectuals I discuss in
this chapter as “pan-Islamic writers,” per se, they all clearly adopted and used ideas of
Muslim commonality or solidarity when they discussed converts. For this chapter,
Aydin’s six themes of transnational Muslim thought are germane; hence I briefly outline
them here.
Aydin’s first theme related to the popular notion of an Islamic civilization (Ar. almadaniyya al-Islāmiyya; Tr. medeniyet-i İslâmiye), which was an all-encompassing
concept that explained Islam’s historical contributions to society and civilizational
progress. Muslim intellectuals countered claims of their inferiority by “reinterpreting the
history of Muslim societies in a way that made them more palatable to modern
Europeans” and thereby linked the contributions of Islamic civilization “to the emergence
of the modern West.”810 The debate between Ernest Renan and Muslim modernists,
beginning with Renan’s lecture entitled “Islam and Science” in 1883, was one of the most
prominent examples of European hostility to Islam that generated a Muslim counternarrative.811
Second, Muslim intellectuals conceptualized Islam as “a universal religion that
could dispute the claims of both Christian missionaries and secular Orientalists…in such
a way that the religion would champion rationality, modern civilization, and progress –
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just what European racists believed most lacking in Islam.”812 These two themes are
particularly salient for this chapter.
In the third theme, according to Aydin, Muslim intellectuals responded to the
narrative of Islam’s decline and its need for redemption, which they merged with
nostalgia for Islam’s past glories. They explained their failure “either due to the
disintegration of Muslim empires or the loss of civilizational unity at the hands of
European interlopers.”813
The fourth theme confronted European thought in a reactive way. In this case,
Muslim intellectuals posited a historical narrative that pitted the Muslim world against
the Christian West or Christian world in an eternal conflict.814 Despite its faulty premise,
both European elites and educated Muslims espoused this “new historical
consciousness.”815
The fifth theme related to the discussion I raised in Chapter 5 of this dissertation.
Namely, it reflected the Muslim intellectuals’ growing familiarity with “the sheer extent
of Muslim-majority territory and the large populations within it,” which in turn produced
a hope for a Muslim bloc that could confront and counter European and Christian
hegemony.816
In the sixth theme, pan-Islamic Muslim intellectuals articulated an “anticolonial
internationalism, embracing non-Muslim societies in Asia and Africa as well as other
812
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cosmopolitan and inclusive ideologies.”817 While American and British converts were
inconsistent in confronting European colonialism, they often, according to Aydin,
“offered moral support to anticolonial, pan-Islamic and pan-Asian projects,” mainly
because they “proved that Islam was really a universal religion that could be embraced by
anybody; it was not limited to colored people in the colonies.”818
Building upon these ideas in this chapter, I examine the Arabic and Turkish
translations of Quilliam’s works together with four separate books and pamphlets written
by Arab and Turkish Muslim intellectuals. I argue that through these works, Muslim
intellectuals integrated converts into the major discursive themes that Aydin identified as
characteristic of transnational Muslim thought in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. Arab and Turkish Muslim intellectuals used converts, translations of their
works, and their own writings about converts to advance their religious and geopolitical
ends. Put simply, they wove British and American converts into transnational and panIslamic thinking to bolster their arguments about the superiority of Islamic civilization
and to prove that Islam was a universal religion that conformed to science, progress, and
rationalism. Additionally, translating and writing about converts also provided a platform
for some Muslim intellectuals to showcase their erudition in matters pertaining to modern
ideas, their expertise in world affairs, and their familiarity with British and American
society.
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Two specific themes outlined by Aydin – the congruence of Islam with science,
progress, and rationalism and Islam’s status as a universal religion that is superior to
Christianity in terms of civilizational progress – filled Quilliam and Webb’s writings and
were the basis of Muslim intellectuals’ engagements with converts to Islam in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.819 The four other themes discussed by Aydin –
the narrative of Islam’s decline and nostalgia for its glorious past; an eternal conflict
between the Muslim world and the Christian West; a greater awareness of Muslimmajority territory and population; and anticolonial internationalism – sporadically
emerged in these works as well.820 Muslim intellectuals used the stories and activities of
European and American converts to confront negative European discourses about Islam
and Muslim societies. They also promoted the contentions of Quilliam and Webb that
Islamic civilization was superior to European and Christian civilization.
I divide this chapter into two sections. In the first section, I analyze Arabic and
Turkish translations of Quilliam’s pamphlets, and explain why contemporary scholars
translated his works to make them accessible for Turkish and Arabic readers. Ron Geaves
observed that “Quilliam was something of an amateur theologian and biblical scholar,”
which is why I doubt these scholars translated his works based on his depth of knowledge
and erudition concerning Islamic doctrines and history.821 Instead, they recognized
Quilliam’s ideas and writings as consistent with already existing discourses articulated by
pan-Islamist and modernist Muslims, who sought to harmonize the Islamic faith with
819
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values and notions of modernity.822 In the second section, I evaluate four separate works
by Muslim intellectuals. The first two works describe Webb’s first year of Islamic
ministry (1893), including a travelogue that depicted Webb’s early activities in New
York. The last two works, published after 1908, focus on Quilliam and the Liverpool
Muslims. Some of the translators and intellectuals clearly wrote for pietistic ends, while
others revealed their interest in the debate pitting the Muslim world against the Christian
or European world. Still others merged many popular topics shared by modernists and
pan-Islamist thinkers to express their optimism about Islam’s future. The translations and
the separate works by Muslim intellectuals demonstrate the popularity of converts like
Quilliam and Webb within Arab and Turkish Muslim intellectual circles. These works
also show that Muslim intellectuals, like the Ottoman state and its diplomats, used
converts for their own religious and geopolitical ends.
Translating Quilliam
Quilliam’s “The Faith of Islam” in Arabic and Turkish
From the first edition in 1889 to the third edition in 1892, Quilliam’s The Faith of
Islam: An Explanatory Sketch of the Principal Fundamental Tenets of the Moslem
Religion nearly doubled in length. The Faith of Islam was “one of the central planks in
Quilliam’s efforts to promote Islam” and “the standard text” used by Quilliam and the
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LMI to propagate the Islamic faith by explaining its central tenets.823 Quilliam bemoaned
the fact that the British government ruled over millions of Muslims, and yet, as he stated:
[I]t is very extraordinary that so little should be generally known about
this religion, its history, and that of its followers; and consequently the
gross ignorance of the masses on the subject allows them to be easily
deceived, and their judgment led astray by any pretender striving to
raise up an excitement against those of that persuasion.824
Other than occasional citations from an English translation of the Qur’an, the majority of
Quilliam’s sources were essays and works by British writers sympathetic to Islam or
works by Muslims who wrote in English, such as the Indian Muslim scholar Syed Ameer
Ali.825 There is little indication that Quilliam, who had only converted a few years prior
to writing The Faith of Islam, had obtained the necessary training and proficiency in
Islamic doctrines, history, and jurisprudence to write a work on the Islamic faith. For this
reason, it is doubtful that Arab and Turkish translators valued The Faith of Islam for
Quilliam’s erudition on Islamic doctrines and practice. Instead, they were drawn to
Quilliam’s civilizational discourse; use of logic and reason to defend Islam; and his
position as a British convert who showed conviction.
An important point in Quilliam’s discourse was his assessment that “Islam has
done more for civilization than Christianity.”826 From his perspective, European
civilization was the cause of drunkenness and depravity, whereas “Islam introduces a
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civilization of no low order, including a knowledge of reading and writing, decent
clothing, personal cleanliness, veracity and self-respect. Its restraining and civilizing
effects are marvelous.”827 In the era of Western imperialism’s “civilizing mission”
coupled with Christian missionary endeavors, Quilliam argued that Islam, not
Christianity, had the intellectual, moral, and civilizational capacity to bring progress to
any society. For Muslim intellectuals and politicians grappling with their own form of
“civilizing mission,” especially the ruling Ottoman Turks in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, Quilliam’s basic argument about Islamic civilization validated their
own “projects of modernity.”828
Aḥmad bin ʿAbbās al-Azharī (1853/54-1926/27) claimed responsibility for the
first published Arabic translation of Quilliam’s book in 1891. At the time of its
publication, his translation received little to no acknowledgment from Quilliam or the
Arabic press.829 The translation predated The Crescent and The Islamic World, which
might explain why Quilliam did not mention it. Oddly, ʿAbd al-Qādir al-Qabbānī offered
no commentary in his Arabic periodical, Thamarāt al-Funūn (on al-Qabbānī and
Thamarāt al-Funūn see Chapter Five), either, even though there was a clear association
between al-Azharī’s publisher in Beirut, Jamʿiyyat al-Funūn (The Society of the Arts),
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On late Ottoman civilizing missions and projects of modernity, see the valuable studies from
Ussama Makdisi, “Ottoman Orientalism,” The American Historical Review 107, no. 3 (2002): 768-796 and
Deringil, “‘They Live in a State of Nomadism and Savagery’: The Late Ottoman Empire and the PostColonial Debate,” Comparative Studies in Society and History 45, no. 2 (2003): 311-342.
829
I found a copy in the New York Public Library (NYPL), with incorrect cataloging information,
such as Cairo as the location of publication and a mistranslated and misleading title of “On the
Muhammadan Faults.” Quilliam, Iʿtiqād al-Islām, trans. Aḥmad bin ʿAbbās al-Azharī (Beirut: Matbaʿa
Jamʿiyyat al-Funūn, 1309/1891).
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and his journal.830 Al-Azharī rendered The Faith of Islam as Iʿtiqād al-Islām. In I‘tiqād
al-Islām, al-Azharī reproduced most of Quilliam’s cover page, which quoted the Qur’anic
chapter al-Kāfirūn (Q. 109) as well as a statement made by the evangelical British
general Charles Gordon, who had died in Khartoum in 1885: “I like the Mussulman; he is
not ashamed of his God: his life is a fairly pure one.”831 In the opening pages, al-Azharī
summarized a portion of an article in Thamarāt al-Funūn based on “Islam in England”
from The Star (16 December 1890), which explained who Quilliam was, how he
converted and the early years of the LMI.832 Future translators and authors referenced this
same Thamarāt al-Funūn article as their main source of information about Quilliam and
the LMI’s early activities.
It is clear from Iʿtiqād al-Islām’s introductory pages that al-Azharī based his
translation on Quilliam’s second edition and seemingly from another unpublished Arabic
translation.833 By the time Quilliam published the second edition, he had included several
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As I noted in the section about Thamarāt al-Funūn (see Chapter Four), ʿAbd al-Qādir alQabbānī was a founding member of the Jamʿiyyat al-Funūn and the society was responsible for
establishing the journal. Al-Qabbānī commented on The Faith of Islam’s third edition and translations into
various languages, but he omitted any reference to al-Azharī’s 1891 translation; “Iʿtiqād al-Islām,”
Thamarāt al-Funūn 969 (14-26 February 1894): 2.
831
“Say, ‘O disbelievers, I do not worship what you worship. Nor are you worshippers of what I
worship. Nor will I be a worshipper of what you worship. Nor will you be worshippers of what I worship.
For you is your religion, and for me is my religion,” in Q. 109 (Sahih International). The Arabic version
omitted the last part of Gordon’s statement, “his life is a fairly pure one.” General Gordon was an important
and mythologized Victorian figure; however, Quilliam’s use, and the translator’s willingness to include
Gordon’s statement is strange considering Gordon’s legacy among Muslims because of his aggressive
imperial policy in the Sudan. In general, however, Muslims outside of Sudan were ambivalent about the
Mahdi and Mahdist jihadists who overthrew the Turco-Egyptian regime and who killed Gordan at
Khartoum; see Sharkey, “Aḥmad Zaynī Daḥlān’s al-Futuḥāt al-Islāmiyya: A Contemporary View of the
Sudanese Mahdi,” Sudanic Africa: A Journal of Historical Sources 5 (1994): 67-75.
832
“Dīn al-Islām,” Thamarāt al-Funūn 822 (4-16 February 1891): 2-3.
833
Al-Azharī included the First and Second Edition Prefaces, Iʿtiqād al-Islām, 6-7.
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more references to works on Islam, but Iʿtiqād al-Islām omitted these citations.834 AlAzharī stated that he had previously read an unpublished translation of Quilliam’s work
by Salīm al-Tannīr, a well-known Beiruti Muslim intellectual, who was proficient in
English.835 Future references to Arabic translations of The Faith of Islam frequently
mentioned Muḥammad Ḍiyā and al-Tannīr, but al-Azharī’s name appeared less often.836
After reading al-Tannīr’s version, al-Azharī realized the importance of the work and
formulated a plan to retranslate and publish his own version with the help of Ḥassan
Bayhum, who assisted in refining and revising al-Tannīr’s translation.837 Al-Azharī
wanted to formulate the text into stylistic Arabic without departing from the original, and
his translation leaves the impression that he partly undertook the work to demonstrate his
abilities and expertise in English. In al-Azharī’s introduction, readers gathered little
insight into Quilliam’s ideas. Al-Azharī left unsaid the specific aspects of The Faith of
Islam that he found worthy of translation. However, Arab Muslim readers surely

834

reasons.

Perhaps al-Azharī found it difficult to add footnotes, or simply chose not to for stylistic

835
I know little about Salīm al-Tannīr (no date of birth or death). Al-Tannīr’s name appeared in
several publications as someone associated with Thamarāt al-Funūn and translating materials related to
Quilliam and the LMI. He was likely the father of ʿAbd al-Wahhāb bin Salīm al-Tannīr (1852-1918), who
wrote and associated with al-Qabbānī and Thamarāt al-Funūn; al-Munāṣifī, ash-Shaykh ʿAbd al-Qādir alQabbānī wa Jarīdat Thamarāt al-Funūn, 184. ʿAbd al-Wahhāb translated works from Western scholars on
Islam and Christianity as well. It is also possible that they were one and the same person. I have also seen
the name ʿAbdallah Salīm al-Tannīr connected to Quilliam and The Crescent. Needless to say, the alTannīr family in Beirut was known for their familiarity with the Liverpool converts and with translating
materials.
836
See my discussion of the Ottoman Turkish translation below as well as Muḥammad al-Ḥusayn
Āl Kāshif al-Ghiṭāʾ, Kitāb ad-Dīn wa-al-Islām, aw, ad-daʿwa al-Islāmiyya, vol. 2 (Ṣaydā: Matbaʿat alʿIrfān, 1330/1911 or 1912), 210.
837
From al-Azharī’s introduction, Iʿtiqād al-Islām, 5. The Bayhums were a well-known Muslim
mercantile family in Beirut with business in Liverpool. Ḥassan Bayhum participated in a Masonic lodge in
Beirut; Dorothe Sommer, Freemasonry in the Ottoman Empire: A History of the Fraternity and its
Influence in Syria and the Levant (London: I.B. Tauris, 2015) and Fruma Zachs, The Making of a Syrian
Identity: Intellectuals and Merchants in Nineteenth Century Beirut (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 221.
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identified the themes of Islamic civilization’s contribution to modern society and its
superiority to Christianity in morals, congruence with science, and conformity to rational
thinking throughout the translation.
In 1897, Muḥammad Ḍiyā of Asyut, Egypt, translated Quilliam’s third edition of
The Faith of Islam, translating the title as al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya.838 Ḍiyā touted
Quilliam’s ideas, and by implication his own translation, saying Quilliam’s book was so
commendable and convincing that opponents of Islam would testify to Islam’s virtues in
matters of religion and civilizational progress.839 There are several unique features to alʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya. First, Ḍiyā added his own interpretive subtitle, which conveyed the
notion that Islam spread civilization and progress, and that the religion had a “rational
basis” and “philosophical foundations.”840 With this subtitle, Ḍiyā articulated Quilliam’s
consistent themes in his writings and lectures in ways that recall several of the themes
that Aydin identified among transnational Muslim thinkers. Second, Ḍiyā not only called
Quilliam “shaykh” on the title page, but he also placed Quilliam’s title of Shaykh alIslām fī al-Jazāʾir al-Biriṭāniyā (Shaykh al-Islam of the British Isles) on the cover.841
Ḍiyā obviously read that Quilliam claimed this title, although he omitted any information
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Quilliam al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya: Kitāb yatiḥawī ʿalā dhikr shahādāt ʿulamāʾ Urubbā wa
ashhar kitābha bi-faṣl ad-dīn al-Islāmī fī nashr al-madaniyya wa irtiqāʾ al-ʿumrān maʿ bayān al-asāsāt aljawhariyya allatī buniya ʿalayha hādhā ad-dīn al-mubīn wa-taṭbīqha ʿalā al-qawāʿid al-ʿaqliyya wa-aluṣūl al-falasfiyya, trans. Muḥammad Ḍiya (Cairo: Matbaʿa Hindiyya, 1315/1897). There is a note that Ḍiyā
finished translating 28 August 1896, but the publication date was sometime in 1897; see Quilliam, alʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya, 4.
839
Translator’s preface, al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya, 6-7.
840
The long subtitle was Kitāb yatiḥawī ʿalā dhikr shahādāt ʿulamāʾ Urubbā wa ashhar kitābha
bi-faṣl ad-dīn al-Islāmī fī nashr al-madaniyya wa irtiqāʾ al-ʿumrān maʿ bayān al-asāsāt al-jawhariyya
allatī buniya ʿalayha hādhā ad-dīn al-mubīn wa taṭbīqha ʿalā al-qawāʿid al-ʿaqliyya wa-al-uṣūl alfalasfiyya.
841
All of Quilliam’s editions predated his so-called title.
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about Quilliam’s biography, conversion narrative, or Islamic ministry in Liverpool.
Third, beyond the content and ideas conveyed in al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya, Ḍiyā hinted at
his ulterior motives. He advertised his ability to teach English and noted his translation of
Señorita Esmeralda Cervantes’s 1893 lecture at the Chicago World’s Fair.842 Ḍiyā clearly
intended to parlay his translation of The Faith of Islam into future teaching opportunities
or tutoring, offering expert English lessons for a “moderate price” (bi-ujra
mutahāwida).843 Additionally, Ḍiyā presented his patron Ḥusayn Fahmī Bey a copy and
included a statement of gratitude in the opening pages.844
The fourth unique feature is rather curious. Ḍiyā based his translation on
Quilliam’s third edition, which was 62 pages of English text.845 Al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya,
however, amassed 147 pages of Arabic text, more than double The Faith of Islam’s third
edition. Unlike al-Azharī’s translation, Ḍiyā reproduced Quilliam’s footnotes, which
explains some of the length.846 The main cause for the extended length, however, was
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Señorita Esmeralda Cervantes, Address on the Education and Literature of the Women of
Turkey (Chicago: Brentano’s, 1893), and according to this publication, Cervantes was an accomplished
harpist, who played for the Spanish and Portuguese royal families. In addition to the front cover of alʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya, Ḍiyā mentioned his translation of Cervantes’ lecture, entitled Ādāb an-nisā’ atTurkiyya wa taʿlīmhin fī al-Istāna al-ʿAliyya, at length; Quilliam, al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya, 164-166. He also
advertised the distributing of the English version of The Faith of Islam for anyone who wrote to him;
Quilliam, al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya, 163-164.
843
Ḍiyā’s “English Lesson” advertisement appears before the pagination in a digitized version of
al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya at the Digital Assets Repository of the Library of Alexandria, however, there is no
advertisement in the hard copy version that I own.
844
There are two photographs on separate pages, one of “Shaykh Abdullah Quilliam” with his date
of birth (1856), year of surrendering to Islam (1887) and the first edition of The Faith of Islam (1889); and
the other was a photograph of Ḥusayn Fahmī Bey. The photographs appear in the digitized version at the
Digital Assets Repository of the Library of Alexandria, but not in the hard copy that I own. Ḍiyā’s note of
gratitude to Fahmī Bey in Quilliam, al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya, 5. See note in “Answers to Correspondents”
stating that Quilliam sent “Mahomed Deya” a photo as requested, The Crescent 10, no. 251 (3 November
1897): 697.
845
The third edition also had an appendix of the 99 names of Allah and a brief index.
846
On a few rare occasions Ḍiyā added his own footnotes or made additions to Quilliam’s.
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Ḍiyā’s thirty-pages of digression (pages 33-67), in which he inserted two lectures by a
French priest named “Loison.”847 Without careful attention, readers could mistake the
additional pages as Quilliam’s original text. The inclusion of the two lectures occurred
between Quilliam’s discussion of European writers’ discourse on Islam and his
examination of the creed of Islam to “see if it will stand the test of reason and
commonsense.”848 Although there was a correlation between the French priest’s esteem
for Islam and Quilliam’s use of other European writers in the preceding pages, Ḍiyā’s
disruption of the original text interrupted the flow of Quilliam’s thought. Most likely,
Ḍiyā incorporated these lectures because the priest respected Islam, willingly critiqued
Christianity, and elevated Islam’s treatment of women. In both lectures, the priest
discussed the possible merits of polygamy, in contrast to the corrupt sexual ethics of
European Christians. The priest also claimed that the Qur’an did not command polygamy
but permitted the practice in a way that made it honorable and beneficial.849 Quilliam had
already considered the merits of polygamy in The Faith of Islam, which Ḍiyā had
translated, so Ḍiyā’s additions here were superfluous.850
Thamarāt al-Funūn congratulated Ḍiyā for his accomplishment and skillful use of
Arabic.851 Using Ḍiyā’s subtitle that touted Islam’s congruence with progress and
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Loison presented a lecture in Tunisia (1895) and then at the Khedivial Opera House in Cairo
(1896). I have yet to identify who the priest was, but Ḍiyā claimed he read the Tunisian lecture in Jarīdat
al-Ḥāḍira (Tunisia’s first national newspaper), 3 December 1895; in Quilliam, al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya, 3334. Ḍiyā referenced the Khedivial Opera House lecture from al-Muʾayyad (22 February 1896); Quilliam,
al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya, 43. There was also coverage of the lectures in Thamarāt al-Funūn; “al-Islām wa alFransīs: aw at-taqarrub bayn al-adyān,” Thamarāt al-Funūn 1070 (26 February-9 March 1896): 1.
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Quilliam, The Faith of Islam, 3rd ed., 20.
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Quilliam, al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya, 50.
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Quilliam, The Faith of Islam, 3rd ed., 14-15; Quilliam, al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya, 21-24.
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“Kitāb al-ʿaqīda al-Islāmiyya,” Thamarāt al-Funūn 1161 (15-27 December 1897): 3.
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civilization as well as his translation of Quilliam’s preface, the editor explained that The
Faith of Islam had a global Muslim readership and was now translated into several
languages. Thamarāt al-Funūn made no mention of either Beiruti translations (alTannīr’s or al-Azharī’s). Quilliam also announced Ḍiyā’s translation in The Crescent,
commending the fact that he added footnotes and photographs of “the Sheikh-ul-Islam of
the British Isles and the translator,” although the photograph was of Ḥusayn Fahmī Bey,
the patron of the translator.852 However, Quilliam omitted any recognition of the
additional pages and supplementary material, either out of ignorance of the Arabic or
unwillingness to grant it attention. In February 1898, Jurjī Zaydān (1861-1914)
announced in his popular journal al-Hilāl (The Crescent) that people could purchase a
copy of Ḍiyā’s translation in al-Hilāl’s bookstore as well as several other bookstores
throughout Egypt.853
Muḥammad Rashīd Riḍā’s review of Ḍiyā’s translation in al-Manār, however,
presented a more balanced perspective.854 Although he claimed it was worth reading
(jadīra bil-muṭālaʿa), he concluded that Ḍiyā’s subtitle was greater than the actual
content of the book.855 Riḍā lamented that Quilliam failed to exhaustively treat the many
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Editorial Notes,” The Crescent 11, no. 260 (5 January 1898): 9. In 1897, The Crescent sold
photographs to subscribers, including photographs of Quilliam, his family, LMI members, and different
views of the LMI’s facilities and the mosque. The proceeds were for the Medina Home for Children, the
LMI’s orphanage. See the first advertisement for photographs in “Important Announcement,” The Crescent
10, no. 239 (11 August 1897): 504.
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See advertisement for al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya in al-Hilāl 6, no. 11 (1 February 1898): 421.
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Muḥammad Rashīd Riḍā, “al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya,” al-Manār 1, no. 25 (September 1898): 472474.
855
I am not sure that Riḍā knew that the subtitle was Ḍiyā’s contribution and not Quilliam’s
original subtitle. Umar Ryad discussed Riḍā’s review of the translation in Ryad, “Islamic Reformism and
Great Britain,” 277.
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essential foundations of Islam with application.856 He speculated that modern Europeans
could benefit from Quilliam’s book and his introduction to Islam. For part of the review,
Riḍā critiqued Islamic theological works commonly used in Islamic curriculum, which he
stated were unhelpful for modern times. His assessment had less to do with Quilliam’s
ideas and more to do with his own agenda to reform Islamic education.857 While Riḍā
commended Quilliam’s answers to pressing modern issues and debates, such as divorce
and polygamy, one wonders if Riḍā realized some of the ideas were not Quilliam’s but
the French priest’s whose lectures Ḍiyā inserted. Riḍā also noted Quilliam’s errors, such
as his discussion of Abraham’s religious background and his depiction of the Prophet
Muḥammad as a poet. Riḍā explained these mistakes as a result of Quilliam’s lack of
knowledge of the Qur’an and key Islamic texts.858 He still commended the book and
looked forward to corrections in a second translated edition.
Mahmud Esad (Seydişehrî; 1856-1918) was an Ottoman official and scholar of
Islamic law.859 He published two Turkish editions of Quilliam’s The Faith of Islam,
under the title Dîn-i İslâm: İslâmiyetin Başlıca Kavâ’id-i Esâsiyye İtikâdiyyesi Hakkında
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Riḍā, “al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya,” 476.
According to Ryad’s reading of Riḍā, “These works [classical theological treatises] investigate
on the basis of ideas about the supernatural that are irrelevant to the Qur’an, the Sunna or the early salaf,”
in “Islamic Reformism and Great Britain,” 277.
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Riḍā, “al-ʿAqīda al-Islāmiyya,” 474.
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As is common with Ottoman Turkish names, different transliterations appear in works of
scholarship. I will use Esad instead Seydişehrî for his last name. On Esad, see Ali Erdoğdu, “Seydişehri,”
in TDV.I.A, vol. 37 (Istanbul: Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı Genel Müdürlüğü, 2009), 25-27; Murtaza Köse,
“Osmanlı son dönem hukukçularından Seydişehirli Mahmut Esadın hayatı, eserleri ve ilmî kişiliği,” İslam
Hukuku Araştırmaları Dergisi 2 (2003): 207-2017; Rana von Mende-Atalyı, “Introduction,” in Taʿaddüd-i
zevcāt zeyl: Continuation of the Debate on Polygamy, 35-46; Türk Hukuk Kurumu, Büyük Türk Hukukcusu
Seydişehirli İbn-il-Emin Mahmut Esat Efendi (Ankara: Türk Hukuk Kurumu, 1943). I have seen the date of
birth as either 1855 or 1856 and his death as 1917.
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Malûmât-ı Mücmele (1893/94 and 1896/97).860 Esad received both a classical Islamic and
a modern education. His training in Islamic law resulted in an appointment as a judge in
the province of Izmir for ten years (1886-1896), followed by various positions in
education and within the Ottoman government in Istanbul until 1918. According to Rana
von Mende-Atalyı, Esad criticized fellow Ottoman intellectuals “who were excited about
Western science and culture and denied Islam.”861 Although Esad “lived during a time of
strong Western influence on the Ottoman Empire, when many modernization attempts
were made,” he detested the fact that some Ottomans and Muslims imitated Western
mores and customs.862 He is known for his articles defending polygamy as permissible
and reasonable, particularly in a debate with Fatima Aliye – an accomplished novelist,
essayist, feminist, and humanitarian – in the pages of Malûmât, later published in book
form in 1898.863
Esad was no stranger to Quilliam and the LMI. His name appeared numerous
times in The Crescent in 1895. The journal announced that Esad donated two of his own
books to the LMI library, one on international law and the other on education.864 Esad
860

Quilliam, Dîn-i İslâm: İslâmiyetin Başlıca Kavâʿid-i Esâsiyye İtikâdiyyesi Hakkında Malûmât-ı
Mücmele, Mahmûd Esad Seydişehrî, trans. 1st and 2nd eds. (Izmir: Kitapçı Arakel, 1311/1893-1894 and
1314/1896-1897). Esad’s complete title conveyed the meaning of Quilliam’s subtitle for The Faith of
Islam. Esad published his two editions in 1311 and 1314, presumably using the Hijri (Islamic) calendar and
not Rûmî calendar (Julian calendar used by Ottomans after the Tanzimat). Under the Hijri calendar, 1311
equates to approximately July 1893 to July 1894 (March 1895-March 1896 in the Rûmî calendar) and 1314
equates to approximately June 1896 to June 1897 (March 1898 to March 1899 in the Rûmî calender). A
Turkish graduate student studied Quilliam and the translated version of The Faith of Islam; see Muhammad
Recai Çiftçi, “Mühtedî Abdullah Henry Quilliam’in ‘Dîn-i İslâm’ adlı eserinin ve makallerinin kelâmî
açıdan değerlerendirilmesi” (M.A. thesis, Marmara Üniversitesi, 2009).
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See von Mende-Atalyı, “Introduction,” 36.
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Von Mende-Atalyı, “Introduction,” 36.
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On Esad and Aliye and their contributions to this debate see von Mende-Atalyı, “Introduction,”
11-47.
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“Editorial Notes,” The Crescent 5, no. 126 (12 June 1895): 186-187.
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also indicated that he was a frequent reader of The Crescent. In a letter to the editor, he
praised the new style and increased pages.865 In return, Quilliam and the LMI named
Esad among the honorary vice-presidents of the LMI at the Annual Meeting in 1895.866
There was no mention in The Crescent that Esad translated The Faith of Islam. However,
The Crescent noted the release of Esad’s Şüʾûn-ı İslâmiye (Islamic Affair; 1311/1894),
because he corresponded with the journal about its recent publication. 867 In Şüʾûn-ı
İslâmiye, Esad wrote short essays on the progress of Islam, especially in Europe and the
United States. He also translated articles from The Crescent and The Islamic World and
made reference to Webb’s The Moslem World and the Islamic mission in the United
States.
I will limit my discussion to Esad’s second edition of Dîn-i İslâm (1896/1897)
because he included some noticeable additions, improvements, and stylistic changes.868
First, Esad commended “Salīm” and al-Azharī’s translation for its dependability and
trustworthiness.869 So, despite the relative obscurity of al-Azharī’s translation in some
places, it was obviously known by others, and Salīm al-Tannīr’s name continued to
appear as an early translator of an Arabic version. Second, Esad retold Quilliam’s
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“Kind Letter from Smyrna,” The Crescent 6, no. 133 (31 July 1895): 75.
The honorary vice-president often went to foreign Muslims, some of whom were consulgenerals in Liverpool; “Annual Meeting of the Liverpool Muslim Association,” The Crescent 6, no. 136
(21 August 1895): 116. Esad later thanked the LMI for the honor; “Letter from Smyrna,” The Crescent 6,
no. 149 (25 September 1895): 196.
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Esad wrote to The Crescent to inform them about this work, which he said was intended to be a
monthly pamphlet in defense of Islam and “in which I note all the deeds of our co-religionaries, in the new
as well as the old world”; see “New Turkish Magazine,” The Crescent 6, no. 149 (20 November 1895):
331. Although Esad claimed Şüʾûn-ı İslâmiye was a monthly pamphlet, I have only identified one
publication; Esad, Şüʾûn-ı İslâmiye (Istanbul: Nişan Berberyan Matbaası, 1311/1894).
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All citations are from the second edition.
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En ziyâde şayân i‘timâd ve vüsûk olunan…; Quilliam, Dîn-i İslâm, 6.
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conversion narrative and his early efforts to spread Islam in Liverpool, which Ḍiyā
ignored in his translation.870 Esad praised Quilliam’s journals and writings because they
refuted the “weak-minded ideas” (ifkâr-i sahîfe) held by Europeans in opposition to Islam
and Muslims.871 He deemed The Faith of Islam beneficial and necessary for teaching the
doctrines of Islam to a new community of Muslims, especially for those who only knew
English.872 However, as with other translations, it is unclear how Esad thought Quilliam’s
writings could contribute and be useful for Muslims in lands where Islamic culture and
education were the norm. What benefit did Esad think Turkish readers could gain from a
translation of The Faith of Islam? Presumably, educated Muslims living in Ottoman and
Arab lands were more familiar with and versed in these topics than Quilliam.
Third, Esad added several stylistic changes. In the preamble, he introduced a new
element in his translation – the use of Latin typeset in the footnotes.873 His footnotes, in
both editions, were inconsistent and Esad rarely translated Quilliam’s footnotes in their
entirety.874 The original English has no chapters or subdivisions; it is a continuous text,
with no outline. However, Esad incorporated two distinct alterations to organize the text.
First, he created subdivisions of themes and concepts, such as marking off Quilliam’s
discussion of important prophets (Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and
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In the second edition, the conversion narrative is in a section called “müʾellifin tercüme-i hâlî”
(author’s current translation); Quilliam, Dîn-ı İslam, 8-10.
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When foreign names or terms appeared in the main text, he translated them into Ottoman
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script.
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Ḍiyā translated some of Quilliam’s footnotes into Arabic.
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Muḥammad), and his explanations of Islamic doctrines and key teachings.875 Esad used
subtitles and artistic markings to create these thematic divisions. Second, Esad further
outlined the themes and ideas by numbering paragraphs and passages into seventy-four
separate sections. The effect of these stylistic choices is a polished, organized, and
visually appealing book that surpasses Quilliam’s original English version. I interpret
Esad’s demarcation of the text into themes, concepts and numbering subdivisions, as a
way to use the text for teaching the Islamic faith. With the divisions, a teacher could
easily direct pupils to specific passages and ideas for discussion. Esad viewed Dîn-i İslâm
as a manual to the Islamic faith, specifically for people unfamiliar with Islam, so I
speculate that the numbers served a purpose beyond a simple stylistic choice. However,
why a Turkish reader needed Quilliam’s book for instruction in Islamic doctrines, instead
of the vast, centuries long tradition of Turkish works on Islam, is unclear. Esad obviously
saw value in Quilliam’s corrections of misconceptions about Islam, his promotion of
Islamic civilization, and the way he used logic and reason to explain Islam for a Western
audience. Perhaps, observing Ottoman society and its reception of Western norms, Esad
believed Quilliam’s articulation of the Islamic faith would appeal to their modern
sensibilities and would, thus, be useful for westernizing Turkish readers who were
attracted to the idea of a modern Westerner choosing Islam.
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An Incomplete Translation of “The Religion of the Sword”
Quilliam’s The Religion of the Sword (1891) proposed to “dispassionately
consider the history of the three great faiths of Judaism, Christianity and Islam, with a
view of ascertaining, from a study of each of their own sacred volumes, as well as from
contemporary history which of the three faiths merits the distinction of being styled the
‘religion of the sword.’”876 He subverted the prevalent narrative in Europe and the United
States that Islam spread by the sword and that it was a religion inherently violent and
incongruent with modernity. Originally intended to be a three-volume work, Quilliam
never published the last two volumes, so his study ended with Christianity in the eleventh
century. 877 Unlike The Faith of Islam, which was a mix of proselytizing and teaching on
Islam alongside correcting misconceptions about the faith, The Religion of the Sword
represented Quilliam’s more polemical side. As Geoffrey Nash summarized the work:
Taking as his point of departure the conflation of Old and New
Testaments as the Word of God, Quilliam proceeds from a position of
long-standing moral revulsion at the violence sanctioned in the
Hebrew scriptures. Enacting enlightenment rationalist arguments, he
goes so far as to criticise both Moses and Jesus.878
Quilliam published The Religion of the Sword four years after his public conversion and
in the early years of his Islamic mission in Liverpool. Thus, his competence in the field of
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comparative religion was underdeveloped and his ideas were inchoate. Regardless, The
Religion of the Sword was the longest and most organized of his published books.879
Ali Rıza Seyfi (Seyfioğlu; 1879-1958) translated The Religion of the Sword into
Turkish, calling it “Kılıç Dini,” which appeared in the Ottoman Islamic journal Sebîlü’rReşâd over seventeen separate issues in 1912.880 Rıza Seyfi began his translation two
decades after Quilliam originally published The Religion of Sword. He introduced “Kılıç
Dini” with a brief paragraph in his first submission (18 April 1912), stating that this was
an important work by Abdullah Quilliam, whom he described as the leader of the Islamic
society in Liverpool.881 In reality, Quilliam had left the LMI nearly four years before
1912 and disappeared into obscurity, only publicly reemerging as Professor Henri de
Léon in late 1913 (see Chapter Three). The details of Quilliam’s failure and departure
from Liverpool that led to the collapse of the LMI were apparently unknown to Rıza
Seyfi, or he purposely left them out of his commentary. Rıza Seyfi’s introduction to
“Kılıç Dini” mentioned the English title but omitted any description of the subject matter.
He considered The Religion of the Sword to be a work that elevated and advanced the
reputation of Islam.882 Furthermore, he believed that the lack of a Turkish translation of
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The Religion of the Sword was a significant shortcoming, so he proceeded to provide
Sebîlü’r-Reşâd readers with a translation.
According to Ahmet Hamdi Akseki (1887-1951), discussed below, the Balkan
Wars (1912-1913) interrupted Rıza Seyfi’s translation and he never returned to the
project.883 It is unclear how the Balkan Wars affected Rıza Seyfi’s translation. However,
scholars have indicated that the Balkan Wars resulted in a large-scale mobilization of the
population and left few Ottoman subjects unscathed.884 Rıza Seyfi’s military background
and translating abilities likely caused him to divert his attention to the war efforts. His
last submission of “Kılıç Dini” appeared on 31 October/1 November 1912, near the end
of the First Balkan War and when the Ottoman army suffered significant defeat.885 His
decision not to return to publishing his translation of The Religion of the Sword was
likely a sign of the devastating effect of the Balkan Wars on his psyche.
A decade later, Rıza Seyfi translated a controversial and much longer book by
Lothrop Stoddard called The New World of Islam (1921) – translated as Yeni Alem-i
İslâm (1922).886 Stoddard was a white supremacist who emphasized the conflict between
civilizations and races in international affairs. According to Aydin, Stoddard’s basic
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framework attracted the attention of pan-Islamic and pan-Asian thinkers who accepted
the notion of a “conflict between the Muslim world and the West,” starting in the
1920s.887 Obviously, Quilliam and Stoddard approached their topics from different
presuppositions and with divergent purposes. The former defended Islam as congruent
with modernity and progress, claiming that Muslims possessed a superior civilizational
heritage, while the latter depicted Muslims as an inferior and militant race that opposed
white, Christian, European civilization.888 Despite the contradictions between the two
authors, they shared a discourse grounded in religious and civilizational contestation and
the notion of a unified Muslim world, which resembled Aydin’s theme of the Muslim
world in conflict with a Christian West.889 Perhaps, for Riza Seyfi, translating The
Religion of the Sword appealed to his optimism concerning Islam’s superiority to Judaism
and Christianity in religious debates prior to the Balkan Wars. Quilliam’s work was a
bulwark against European claims of Muslim backwardness and savagery, arguing that
Islam provided the way forward for civilizational progress. By contrast, Rıza Seyfi
translated Stoddard’s work in the midst of the Turkish War of Liberation (1919-1923),
after humiliating defeats in the Balkan Wars and World War I. This was a period that,
according to Aydin, “witnessed the peak of pan-Islamic mobilization in the name of
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saving and empowering the Muslim world.”890 In that context, Stoddard’s thesis may
have attracted Rıza Seyfi because it emphasized the mobilizing, active appeal to Islamic
unity that Quilliam’s The Religion of the Sword lacked.
When Rıza Seyfi translated The Religion of the Sword, Quilliam’s main thesis
appealed to Muslim intellectuals’ optimism and their plans to adopt Islamic civilizational
heritage as the framework for society, governance, and education in the Ottoman state.
After devastating and totalizing wars over two decades (from the Balkan Wars to the
Turkish War of Independence), Ottoman society experienced a shift in its understanding
of itself as an empire anchored in religion, leaving behind the Ottomanism of the past and
adopting Turkish nationalism.891 Stoddard’s work resembled a “clash of civilization”
discourse which was attractive to Muslim intellectuals, such as Rıza Seyfi, who were in a
struggle for independence and viewed their non-Muslim opponents as existential threats.
Thus, I explain Rıza Seyfi’s translation of The Religion of the Sword and then The New
World of Islam as reflections of the different historical contexts and conflicts that he
experienced in the first decades of the twentieth century.
From the early 1890s until 1912, Arab and Turkish Muslim intellectuals translated
two of Quilliam’s most important works, The Faith of Islam and The Religion of the
Sword. For some reason, however, Webb’s publications, such as Islam in America and
the reproduction of his lectures in India, never garnered the same attention among
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Muslim scholars and translators as Quilliam’s writings did.892 Quilliam’s contention that
Islam’s civilizational achievements in the past and its congruence with modern notions of
science and progress in the present asserted that Muslims were not backward, irrational,
and uncivilized. His ideas and articulation of the Islamic faith for modern, Western
readers appealed to transnational Muslim translators and thinkers who sought to defend
Islam from the misconceptions and racialization of Muslims that was spreading in
European discourses. Translators also had their own motives, such as demonstrating their
abilities to translate English works to elevate their public personas and to advance their
careers. Despite Quilliam’s errors and limited knowledge of Islamic tradition and
sources, as evidenced by Riḍā’s review, Arab and Turkish Muslim intellectuals found his
writings to be beneficial, worthy of translation, and contributions to the discourse of
transnational Muslim thought.
Converts to Islam in Books and Pamphlets
Midhat Efendi’s “Glad Tidings”
The American convert Mohammed Webb returned to New York in February 1893
following his South Asian tour. The American and international press covered his
conversion and plans to spread Islam before he even arrived in New York. Within months
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of his arrival, Webb was also the subject of a series of twelve long articles in Ahmet
Midhat Efendi’s Tercümân-ı Hakîkat, under the title “İstibşâr – Amerika’da Neşr-i İslâm
Teşebbüsü” (Glad Tidings – Efforts to Spread Islam in America), from April to May
1893. He later adapted the serialized articles into a full-length pamphlet.893 The topics in
İstibşâr indicate that Midhat Efendi published the articles and then the pamphlet to
convey some of his own ideas that converged with Webb’s early lectures and thoughts on
Islam. Midhat Efendi based his information about Webb mainly on articles from The Sun
(New York), which he quoted abundantly. Kudret Savaş stated that Midhat Efendi’s
quotations from The Sun closely resembled correspondence between Ottoman
ambassador Mavroyéni Bey and the Sublime Porte. Due to the similarity, Savaş argued
that Midhat Efendi had an informant in Istanbul who supplied translated articles from The
Sun, which connected the Ottoman state with the publication of İstibşâr.894 I noted in
Chapter 5 that Midhat Efendi requested information from the Liverpool consulate about
Quilliam in 1890, which showed his proclivity to use his connections within the Ottoman
state to fill the pages of his newspaper. 895 It is entirely possible that someone at the
Ottoman embassy in Washington D.C. or within the Foreign Ministry in Istanbul either
provided translations or supplemented material for Midhat Efendi.
893
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From the outset, Midhat Efendi used İstibşâr to express his own ideas and prove
his credentials as an expert in European and American society and religion. For example,
he mentioned his European travelogue (Avrupa’da bir Cevelan; 1889), detailing his
personal knowledge of Europe and European customs and ideas.896 Later, he referred his
readers to his debate with Henry Dwight (Müdâfaa; 1883), an American missionary,
which demonstrated his experience confronting the ideas of Western Christians in
defense of Islam.897 For approximately the first dozen pages, Webb’s name is absent from
the text. İstibşâr begins with the description of a conflict in Europe between those who
devoted themselves to their religion (tedeyyün) and those who desired to be civilized
(temeddün).898 The supposed dichotomy that existed in Europe was important for Midhat
Efendi because he would later contrast Europe with the Ottoman Empire under
Abdülhamid. He portrayed Abdülhamid as a devout Muslim and a promoter of modern
science and progress. Most notably, he referenced the sultan’s interest in and support of
Louis Pasteur’s work (1822-1895) and other scientific developments in Europe.899 Thus,
according to Midhat Efendi, unlike in Christian societies, there was no conflict in Muslim
societies between devotion to their religion (tedeyyün) and the desire to be civilized
(temeddün).
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Midhat Efendi, similar to Quilliam, also advanced Canon Isaac Taylor’s claim
that Muslims achieved greater success in Africa despite the massive financial support
given to Protestant and Catholic missionary efforts to spread Christianity.900 In fact,
Midhat Efendi argued, the missionary presence caused a reverse effect. Europeans and
Americans obtained more knowledge of the languages, histories and cultures related to
Islam, which increased their awareness and appreciation of Islam’s superior religious
tenets, its rational basis, and ability to create a moral society. This exposure resulted in
the dismantling of popular false narratives and misinformation about Islam in Europe,
which opened the door for Europeans to embrace Islam. This proved Islam was a
universal religion that was suitable and beneficial for all societies and cultures. From
Liverpool to France and Germany, Muslims were now establishing Islamic institutions to
promote Islam.901 Before Midhat Efendi even discussed Webb, he argued that Muslims,
under Abdülhamid’s leadership, were narrowing the gap between themselves and the
West (batı), which shows that he accepted the narrative of Islam’s recent decline, but was
hopeful in regard to its future.
Eventually, Midhat Efendi discussed Mohammed Webb and his plans to spread
Islam in the United States. The original series appeared in Tercümân-ı Hakîkat when
Webb had only published the first issue of The Moslem World (May 1893). As I noted,
Midhat Efendi relied on articles published in The Sun between January and April 1893.902
He assembled quotations and references from the newspaper, sometimes including his
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own corrections of Webb’s statements. These articles included coverage of Webb’s
lectures in Bombay, Hyderabad and Lahore in the late months of 1892 as well as his
initial talks in New York from February to April 1893. Thus, Midhat Efendi based his
opinions on a limited source base and largely on the perspective of the American press,
which ambassador Mavroyéni Bey had warned the Sublime Porte to read with a fair
amount of suspicion.
While İstibşâr was ostensibly about Webb and his statements as reported by The
Sun, the subtext was Midhat Efendi pontificating about an array of matters concerning
Islam, progress, the study of religions, and civilizational debates. No matter the topics –
polygamy and the position of women in Islam, the spread of Islam by the sword, or the
civilizing effects of Islam – Midhat Efendi added his own commentary and clarifications
to educate his readers with what he deemed were better and more advanced ways of
thinking about these subjects. Much like Riḍā’s assessment of Quilliam, Midhat Efendi
attributed Webb’s background as a new convert to his unfamiliarity with Islamic history
and doctrines. It was imperative, therefore, for Midhat Efendi to provide appropriate
corrections. In the case of polygamy and the rights of women, Midhat Efendi
acknowledged that Webb’s lectures, as recounted in The Sun, were brief and that the
newspaper may have omitted some of Webb’s remarks. This brevity allowed Midhat
Efendi to clarify his understanding of Islam’s teaching on polygamy, which he deemed
more balanced than Webb’s full embrace of polygamy’s merits. He also recommended
additional works to his readers, such as the writing of Fatma Aliye, his prized student,
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who had recently serialized “Nisvân-ı İslâm” (Women of Islam) in Tercümân-ı
Hakîkat.903
Midhat Efendi read a comment from one of Webb’s lectures that sparked his
immediate interest. In the lecture, Webb discussed Jesus Christ and the apparent missing
twelve years in Jesus’ life as explained in the Gospels. Colonel David Sickels, the host
for the gathering, claimed that documents in Sanskrit suggested that Jesus had traveled to
India and visited Buddhist monasteries.904 Although it was Sickels’ idea and not Webb’s,
Midhat Efendi used this impromptu comment to explore the topic further and showcase
his knowledge and expertise.905 For several pages, Midhat Efendi presented his findings
and research based on his reading of European orientalists who claimed a certain Sanskrit
word resembled “Christ,” which created the hypothesis that Jesus spent time in India.906
Of course, as a committed Muslim, Midhat Efendi affirmed the narrative of Jesus’ life
and works as recounted in Islamic sources, which made no mention of Jesus’ appearance
in India. The relevance of the entire discussion to Webb’s mission and Islam in America
was minimal, but it demonstrates Midhat Efendi’s multiple aims for İstibşâr. The context
903
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of İstibşâr was Webb’s Islamic mission in the United States, but the subtext was Midhat
Efendi’s promotion of his own erudition and some of the themes mentioned by Aydin.
As Midhat Efendi closed İstibşâr, he praised the overall efforts of converts like
Webb and Quilliam, but he warned that without deeper and comprehensive knowledge of
Islam (its sources and the contributions of Muslim scholars from the past), they would
struggle to answer their opponents in Europe, Great Britain, and the United States.907 His
cautionary note was also a call to translate important Islamic sources that converts needed
to further Islam’s progress in the West.908 The appearance of Webb’s mission, according
to Midhat Efendi, was further proof that Islam was making inroads in the United States in
a similar way that Islam was progressing in Europe. This was evidence that more and
more Europeans and Americans realized Islam was a rational and universal religion that
was congruent with modernity, science, and progress. The appearance and seeming
spread of Islam in the United States further testified that Islam was truly a universal
religion on par, if not superior to Christianity.
A Travelogue on Islam in the United States
Unfortunately, we know next to nothing about al-Mīrzā ʿAbd ar-Raḥīm al-Ilāhī alTabrīzī al-Aharī (hereafter al-Aharī; date of birth and death unknown), the author of the
Arabic travelogue, al-Islām fī Amrīkā (Islam in America; 1893-4).909 Ambassador
Mavroyéni Bey, based on information from The New York Herald, stated that al-Aharī
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was an Egyptian and a supporter of the Urabist revolutionaries.910 Al-Aharī alluded to his
extensive travels and his recent return to Egypt, but it is unclear if he was an Egyptian by
birth. He spoke fondly of Egypt and it was there that he first heard of Webb.911 Webb
announced al-Aharī’s arrival in July 1893 and his departure in September of the same
year in The Moslem World, but it appears as though Webb never invited al-Aharī to New
York or knew of his plans to visit the AIP office prior to his arrival.912 As both Webb and
al-Aharī mentioned, their language barriers limited their interactions considerably.913 A
few years after al-Islām fī Amrīkā, al-Aharī published a book in Persian entitled Tabshīr
(Heralding Good News; 1896), which indicates his commitment to Muslim missionary
activity (daʿwa).914
Shortly after al-Islām fī Amrīkā’s publication in Egypt, İsmetzâde Mehmet Ârif
(1870/1-1911) translated the travelogue into Turkish as Amerika’da İslâmiyet (1894).915
Ârif hoped that Islam would prosper with the support of Abdülhamid, “under whose
protection it was placed as the protector of the faith and caliph of our prophet,” and he
believed Amerika’da İslâmiyet was a useful resource to promote the spread of Islam in
the United States.916 Basing his work on the Turkish translation, Emrah Şahin has framed
Amerika’da İslamiyet as a work of pan-Islamic and İttihad-ı İslam (Islamic unity)
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discourse.917 Şahin’s interpretation has value, but he generalized any and all appeals to
Muslim solidarity as synonymous with the more politically driven ideology of panIslamism and İttihad-ı İslam of that period. He even suggested that the translated version
of al-Islām fī Amrīkā was partially responsible for Abdülhamid’s financial support of
Webb and the AIP.918 In al-Islām fī Amrīkā, al-Aharī called for Muslim solidarity for the
sake of Islam’s progress and growth as a universal religion. I interpret al-Islām fī Amrīkā
as a pietistic appeal for universal Muslim action with little connection to the geopolitical
ends that many Muslim intellectuals at that time associated with pan-Islamism and
İttihad-ı İslam.
Al-Islām fī Amrīkā is unique among the accounts about converts in America and
Great Britain for several reasons. First, it was one of the few and earliest first-hand, booklength accounts from a Middle Eastern Muslim intellectual who visited either Webb in
New York or Quilliam in Liverpool.919 All other accounts relied on the pamphlets and
journals of the converts or from second-hand sources. Second, al-Aharī’s travelogue was
a pietistic plea to fellow Muslims for financial and potentially practical support of Webb.
Al-Aharī urged his readers to join Webb in the United States to propagate Islam, which
makes his travelogue one of the earliest efforts to mobilize a global Muslim response to
917
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an Islamic missionary need in the United States. Third, like Midhat Efendi’s İstibşâr, alAharī’s al-Islām fī Amrīkā was as much about the author as the subject matter. In alIslām fī Amrīkā, al-Aharī presented himself as an expert, seasoned traveler who
introduced his Arabic readers to American culture and their religious practices. Through
al-Islām fī Amrīkā, we gain insights into a late nineteenth-century Middle Easterner’s
views of American society and his perception that Americans were receptive to Islam as
an alternative to Christianity.
Al-Aharī heard of Webb sometime in late 1892 or early 1893. His inquisitive
nature and the wisdom of Arab proverbs, like “There is no news like witnessing it,”
motivated his journey to meet Webb and discern for himself if he was a true Muslim.920
Of course, before Muslims fully extended support to Webb they needed to observe his
demeanor. He assured his Muslim readers that Webb was in fact a devout Muslim. AlAharī claimed his travelogue would help to alleviate any concerns. In a cautionary
section (tanbīh), he warned readers to withhold quick judgment against Webb and he
provided numerous reasons to discredit accusations that Webb converted for fame and
fortune.921
Although al-Aharī conducted a short interview with Webb through a translator, he
mainly based his conclusions on observations of Webb’s behavior and from what he
learned from Webb’s friends in the AIP office.922 Al-Aharī described Webb as a fiftyyear-old white (abyaḍ al-lawn) man with black hair, of medium height and build, bright920
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faced, and eloquent.923 He also praised Webb’s work ethic and intelligence. He provided
his readers with a short biography, explaining how Webb eventually embraced Islam.924
Like Quilliam, Webb first rejected the core tenets of Christianity, which led him to
rigorously study other religions. After much struggle, he rested in the conviction that
Islam was the right and true religion because of the arguments many transnational
Muslim thinkers promoted, namely, that Islam was a universal religion that
accommodated rational, scientific, and modern ways of thinking and living. Al-Aharī
added emotive and poetic language to Webb’s conversion narrative, which was unique
for converts in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.925 For example, he
described Islam’s doctrine of monotheism as a rising sun that melted away the chains of
the Christian doctrine of the Trinity and he portrayed Webb as being tossed by the
crashing waves of other religions, only finding refuge when he “boarded the ship of Islam
and journeyed in the sea of light where he found his creator, the God of truth.”926
Ultimately, Islam’s rational and logical doctrine of the oneness of Allah (tawḥīd) ruled
the day for Webb.
Like a reporter, al-Aharī investigated Webb’s credibility and character in order to
inform Muslims of the viability of the mission. Al-Aharī stayed approximately eighty
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days in the United States, mostly in New York, but it is unclear how often he visited the
AIP office. From his limited knowledge of New York, he concluded that the AIP’s rental
space (458 West 20th St.) was an excellent location for Muslims and their Islamic
work.927 His travelogue described the AIP’s facility, Webb’s journal (The Moslem
World), and Webb’s early lectures in New York.
Webb complained to al-Aharī about the Indian Muslims who reneged on their
commitment to provide funds to cover his expenses. They had also promised to send a
group of Islamic scholars to assist him. Webb felt neglected by Muslims in general, not
just the Indian Muslims he met during his travels.928 He made two specific pleas through
al-Aharī. First, Webb desperately wanted Muslims to come and help him. He envisioned
Islamic scholars training new Muslims in the doctrines of Islam, teaching Arabic and
Farsi, translating Islamic materials such as a new English Qur’an, and giving public
lectures across America. He also dreamed of establishing a tuition-free school for poor
American children, which included a Muslim cook.929 Webb’s plans had an uncanny
resemblance to the American Protestant missionary efforts in Muslim countries, which he
lambasted in his journals as frivolous and ineffective. The second plea was financial.
Webb provided al-Aharī with a detailed account of the AIP’s monthly expenses and
income (from the month of July 1893), which al-Aharī reproduced in al-Islām fī
Amrīkā.930 Similar to Webb’s later communication with Ottoman ambassador Mavroyéni
Bey (see Chapter Four), Webb disclosed the AIP’s financial record with striking
927
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transparency, in hopes that al-Aharī would mobilize aid for the AIP. From the beginning,
Webb struggled to publish The Moslem World and pay the rent, so he discreetly requested
support from others through al-Aharī.
After only two-and-a-half months in New York and Chicago, al-Aharī presented
himself as an expert on American culture and its people, as if they were a monolithic
group. He omitted any mention of class and racial divides with little or no attention to
diversity. He observed American culture and religious practices that he said proved
Americans were ready and willing to accept Islam, for at least three reasons. First, he
witnessed what he described as Americans’ strong aspiration for renewal (at-tajdīd),
which led them to establish societies or associations (jamʿiyyāt) to inspire personal and
societal change.931 Al-Aharī opined that if Muslims could form such societies that
attracted people of intelligence and sophistication (naṣīb min al-ʿaql wa-adh-dhūq), they
would easily gain an audience and show by reason and pure living that the Islamic way of
life and religion was superior and equipped to create renewal in a modern world.932
Second, he observed that Americans had an antipathy toward the English equal to
Muslims under British colonial rule. His experiences led him to believe that Americans
uniformly rejected all things English and that they were fellow travelers with Muslims in
their disdain for British imperialism. From these impressions and observations, al-Aharī
931
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concluded that the shared mutual aversion to the British could result in solidarity between
the Muslim world and the United States as well as Americans eventually embracing
Islam in large numbers.933 This resembled similar aspirations and declarations made by
some later transnational Muslim thinkers who believed the shared anticolonial
internationalism of pan-Asian thinkers would cause many Asians (particularly the
Japanese) to see the benefits and truthfulness of Islam as a universal and modern religion.
Third, he noticed two types of people, those who practiced their religion and those
who were born Christian but did not practice it. However, in both cases, they believed
Christianity was superior to all others because of the prevailing misinformation about
Islam in American society.934 If only they knew and heard the beauty, principles and the
advantages of Islam, he concluded, then they would convert like Webb. It was the dearth
of knowledge and sweeping misunderstandings propagated by Christians that limited the
spread of the true religion of Islam.935 Americans, according to al-Aharī, were rational,
logical thinkers who were truly modern people who loved science. So, if someone
presented them with true Islam, they would naturally see its congruence with rationalism,
progress, civilization, and science.
The main obstacle he addressed was polygamy, which he claimed prevented
Christian women, who held power over men, from accepting Islam.936 He outlined four
counter arguments. First, while Europeans previously viewed the Islamic law’s
acceptance of divorce as a “black mark” (nuqṭa sawdāʾ), they now saw the wisdom in its
933
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allowance and were adopting a similar practice. So, laws and concepts that in the past
seemed unacceptable would eventually appear advantageous when viewed over time.
Second, he believed that the success and presence of Mormons, who practiced a form of
polygamy, proved it would not hinder Islam’s spread in the United States.937 Third, he
suggested that persons who pursued the truth and the superior religion would ultimately
see the rewards and advantages of polygamy, even if their society and family reject it.
Fourth, he noted that few Muslims actually practiced polygamy because the conditions
for the practice were so severe and there was no command that Muslim men must have
more than one wife. Therefore, Muslims only needed to justify the conditions under
which men were allowed to have more than one wife. Based on these justifications,
American Christians would rationally and logically realize polygamy’s advantages in
terms of progress, civilization, and urbanism (at-tarqqī wa-at-tamaddun wa-alʿumrān).938
Ultimately, al-Aharī emphasized Muslims’ collective duty to take up the task of
spreading “our Ḥanafī religion.” He called upon believers who cared little for status, rank
and wealth in this life to rise up and come to Webb’s aid. Al-Aharī recommended
multiple ways for Muslims to participate, whether through emigration (bil-muhājara),
financial support, or writing letters and articles for Webb’s publications. He also used
937
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Protestant and Christian missionaries in Muslim lands as an example to shame Muslims
for their passivity. Muslims knew of the sacrifices Christians made in terms of money,
hardship, and danger in Muslim lands, all with great zeal and no sign of abating. Where,
al-Aharī pondered, was the equivalent effort among Muslims? According to him,
Muslims were listening to the lies of Shayṭān (Satan), making them sit idly by, when
Allah promised them victory.939 There is little evidence that al-Aharī’s travelogue and the
Ottoman Turkish translation successfully mobilized Muslims to aid Webb. However, he
certainly believed that Webb and the activities of the AIP proved that Islam was making
progress in the United States. Furthermore, he believed that soon Americans would
realize that Islam was the universal religion that provided the moral and rational tools for
individual and societal renewal that they craved.
Islamic Civilization and English Muslims
Tevfikîzâde İsmail Tevfik Bey (1884-date of death unknown) lived through the
transition of Abdülhamid’s removal (1908-1909) and the Committee of Union and
Progress’s emergence in the Second Constitutional Period (1908-1918).940 In the midst of
this revolutionary change, he expressed his optimism by publishing what appears to be
his only work, Medeniyet-i İslâmiye ve İngiliz Müslümanları (Islamic Civilization and
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English Muslims; 1910-1911).941 He lamented how fellow Muslims in Europe, Asia and
America fared better in terms of freedom of thought and press than Muslims in the
Ottoman Empire.942 Without naming him, Tevfik Bey critiqued the deposed Abdülhamid,
although elsewhere he praised the former sultan’s leadership because of his ability to
unite Muslims and initiate progress, particularly through the Hijaz railway.943 Tevfik Bey
was not a theologian, trained Islamic scholar, journalist or an intellectual figure at the
time of Medeniyet-i İslâmiye ve İngiliz Müslümanları’s publication, nor did he acquire
such credentials for the remainder of his life. He wrote Medeniyet-i İslâmiye ve İngiliz
Müslümanları while completing a doctorate degree in law in Istanbul.944 He later held
positions as a civil servant in the judiciary of the Ottoman state and the Turkish Republic.
Despite his proficiency in several languages (Arabic, Persian, Armenian and French),
there is no evidence that he knew English or directly read materials published by
Quilliam and the Liverpool Muslims. He apologized for the mistakes in the book, saying
his doctoral exams caused him to rush putting it together.945 Perhaps due to his haste,
Medeniyet-i İslâmiye ve İngiliz Müslümanları seems disorganized and sometimes
incoherent in its argumentation.946
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Tevfik Bey divided Medeniyet-i İslâmiye ve İngiliz Müslümanları into four
chapters, mainly couched in the civilizational debates popular at the time.947 His ideas
placed him within the intellectual currents of the Ottoman Second Constitutional Period
as well as broader transnational Muslim thought of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.948 Tevfik Bey dedicated a chapter, or a third of the book, to the spread of Islam
with Quilliam and the LMI as the focal point, although comments about Quilliam and the
LMI appear scattered throughout the book. There is no indication that Tevfik Bey knew
that Quilliam withdrew from his Islamic missionary work or that the LMI collapsed in
1908 after Quilliam went into seclusion. For the remainder of my discussion, I will
summarize his chapters and then examine how he used Quilliam and the LMI to further
his overall message. Tevfik Bey employed the converts and their efforts to spread Islam
to show the relevance of Islam for ideas related to science, progress and civilization.
Despite the setbacks experienced by Muslims in the nineteenth century and the language
of defeat and decline, European converts were a sign of Islam’s bright future in the early
twentieth century.
In his first chapter, Tevfik Bey discussed modern civilization’s foundations,
beginning with the early centuries of Islam. He explained how Islam transformed Arab
society and culture, particularly through architecture, and he then outlined Islamic
947
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scholars’ contributions to science, medicine, mathematics, and philosophy.949 He refuted
the European zeitgeist that attributed the foundations of modern civilization to the
Greeks, arguing that Muslims and Islamic civilization deserved the credit.950 In the
second chapter, Tevfik Bey turned to Europe and the role religion had played in its
society in the previous centuries. For Tevfik Bey, religion was the key civilizational
feature that explained progress. He observed Christianity’s diminishing presence in
Europe as a sign of the religion’s failure as a civilizational project. At the same time, he
noted Islam’s increasing significance in China, Africa, and Europe (briefly mentioning
Quilliam and the LMI), which confirmed Islam was superior and relevant for future
civilizational progress. From Tevfik Bey’s perspective, the malaise that once affected the
“Islamic world” (alem-i İslamiyet) was fading away and would soon surpass
Christianity’s hegemony in Europe.
In Tevfik Bey’s third chapter, “The Spread of the Self-Evident Religion and the
Liverpool Islamic Society,” he assessed Islam’s propagation throughout the world using
Quilliam and the LMI as his case study. When he compared the estimated population of
the “Christian world” (alem-i Nasrâniyet) with the Islamic world, he downplayed the
figures for Christians because the Catholics, Protestants, and Orthodox all denounced
each other as apostate (Tr. tekfîr), whereas the same could not be said for Islam’s four
legal schools (Ḥanafī, Mālikī, Shāfi‘ī, and Ḥanbalī).951 He failed to mention the Shiʿites,
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or by this time the Ahmadiyya movement, which seems to be a glaring omission. Every
day, he boasted, Europeans left Christianity for Islam.952 Tevfik Bey cited several reasons
for Islam’s current and projected success. For example, he replicated common tropes
about Islam’s unrivaled moral order. Additionally, he maintained that intellectuals and
persons only convinced by science and reason could accept Islam and its teachings
without reservations, which he said was not the case with Christianity. In fact, Islam
supported scientific inquiry and affirmed the laws of nature.953 In terms of sexual ethics,
he discussed Islam’s advantages, including how Islamic law sanctioned polygamy, which
he deemed as a sign of divine foresight because it was consistent with the laws of
nature.954 Tevfik Bey believed Islam’s strict conditions for polygamy would eliminate
Europeans’ scruples about Islam. Besides, women, according to Tevfik Bey, fared better
in Islam than in Christianity.955
“Şeyh” Abdullah Quilliam, as Tevfik Bey called him, and the LMI were the
greatest examples of how Islam’s truth was victorious in Europe.956 He praised the LMI’s
journals, The Crescent and the The Islamic World, for their erudition and excellence in
explaining Islam. He even indicated that copies of the journals were available in
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Istanbul.957 By this time, the journals were no longer in print and Quilliam was in selfimposed hiding. To show the LMI’s effective Islamic ministry, Tevfik Bey reproduced
two letters published in The Crescent in 1906, which spoke of one man’s interest in
learning more about Islam and another man’s acceptance of Islam through Quilliam’s
assistance and logical explanation of the faith.958 Following these two letters, Tevfik Bey
provided limited analysis about Quilliam and the LMI. Frankly, beyond these two letters
and a few cursory remarks here and there throughout his book, Tevfik Bey demonstrated
limited knowledge of Quilliam and the English Muslims, which he had claimed was a
major reason for the book. He abruptly moved on from the English Muslims and began
discussing Islam’s progress in India, China, and Japan.959
In the final chapter, Tevfik Bey returned to early Islamic history as the golden age
for Muslims. He elevated the first generation of Muslims’ “love of nation” (hubb-ı
vatan), suggesting it was a factor for their success.960 Through a short history lesson,
Tevfik Bey linked the Ottoman dynasty with the Prophet Muhammad’s leadership, the
Rightly Guided Caliphs (the first four caliphs), the Umayyad and Abbasid dynasties, and
the tolerance and sophistication of the Emirate of Córdoba (al-Andalus).961 Except in
passing mention, Tevfik Bey never returned to Quilliam and the Liverpool Muslims, nor
957
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did he integrate his many disjointed parts into a concluding argument. The title of the
book suggested Tevfik Bey would discuss the connection between Islamic civilization
and English Muslims in great detail. In reality, Tevfik Bey used Quilliam and English
Muslims as a part of a broader conversation about Islamic history and its contributions to
civilization and progress. For Tevfik Bey, Quilliam and other English Muslim converts
proved Islam’s congruence with science and rationalism. They were symbols of many
Muslim intellectuals’ belief and hope that Islam would surpass Christianity in Europe
through logical explanations of their faith and by refuting the claims of Western
Christians against Islam and their prophet.
Abdullah Quilliam’s Sufficient Answer
Ahmet Hamdi Akseki (1887-1951) was a religious scholar, educator and
contributor to the Ottoman journal Sebîlüʾr-Reşâd.962 He claimed to translate Abdullah
Quilliam’s answer to a question proposed by a European scholar in articles that Akseki
later reproduced as a pamphlet. The four serialized articles appeared between December
1912 and January 1913 in Sebîlüʾr-Reşâd.963 In the first article (6 December 1912), he
presented brief details about Quilliam and omitted most of the biographical information
he later used in his 1913 pamphlet that he published under the title Ulemâ-yı İslâmiye’ye
Bir Suʾâl ve Abdullah Quilliam Efendi’nin Cevabı (A Question to Islamic Scholars and
962
On Ahmet Hamdi Akseki, read Süleyman Hayri Bolay, “Ahmet Hamdi Akseki,” TDV.İA, vol.
2 (Istanbul: Türkiye Diyanet Vakfi Yayınları, 1989), 293-295.
963
The articles appeared with different titles. The first two were in Sebîlüʾr-Reşâd’s section called
Falsafa (Philosophy). See Akseki, “Mühim Bir Suʾâl: Millet-i İslâmiye’ye Avrupa Uleması Tarafından,”
Sebîlüʾr-Reşâd 221 (6 December 1912): 235-237; “Avrupa Ulemasının Suʾâline Cevap,” Sebîlüʾr-Reşâd
223 (19 December 1912): 264-265; “Avrupa Ulemasının Mühim Bir Suʾâline Cevap,” Sebîlü’r-Reşâd 224
(26 December 1912): 280-281; “Avrupa Ulemasının Mühim Bir Suʾâline Cevap,” Sebîlüʾr-Reşâd 225 (2
December 1913): 297-298.
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Abdullah Quilliam Efendi’s Answer).964 Akseki stated that Quilliam’s biography,
conversion narrative, and details about the LMI in the pamphlet came from the 1891
article in the Arabic periodical Thamarāt al-Funūn.965 As I previously stated, this article
was a translation from The Star (London) and was a key text for Arab and Turkish
scholars who discussed Quilliam.966 Like Tevfik Bey, Akseki wrote as if Quilliam still
led the Islamic society in Liverpool, despite his departure four years earlier. Akseki
further claimed that his translation in Sebîlüʾr-Reşâd and the pamphlet originally
appeared in an Arabic article called “Aḥsan al-ajwiba ʿan su’āl aḥd ʿulamāʾ Urubbā”
(The Best Answer to the Question of One of the European Scholars) in the same 1891
issue of Thamarāt al-Funūn.967 I have not located this article in Thamarāt al-Funūn, nor
have I found a reference to anything like this question and answer in any of Quilliam’s
English works or journals. 968
A year after Akseki published the pamphlet, Muḥammad Zahdī al-Khammāsh
(1884-1959), an Arab Muslim scholar and educator, published al-Jawāb al-Kāfī (The
Sufficient Answer), which was his Arabic translation of Akseki’s pamphlet.969 Al964

Akseki, Ulemâ-yı İslâmiye’ye Bir Suʾâl ve Abdullah Quilliam Efendi’nin Cevabı (Istanbul:
Tevsi-yi Tıbâat Matbaası, 1332/1913). From this point I will shorten the title to Ulemâ-yı İslâmiye’ye Bir
Suʾâl.
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Thamarāt al-Funūn 822 (4-16 February 1891): 2-3.
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Akseki, al-Jawāb al-Kāfī, trans. Muḥammad Zahdī al-Khammāsh (Damascus: al-Matbaʿa alHāshimiyya, 1332/1914). At the time of al-Jawāb al-Kāfī’s publication, al-Khammāsh was teaching
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Khammāsh advanced a similar origin story for the pamphlet, stating that Salīm al-Tannīr,
the Beiruti Muslim intellectual known for his translation of Quilliam’s The Faith of
Islam, first translated Quilliam’s answer in Thamarāt al-Funūn, which Akseki later
translated into Turkish.970 After al-Khammāsh read the Turkish version, he decided to
translate it into Arabic because of Quilliam’s “excellent ideas and lofty way of
reasoning.”971 Akseki also praised Quilliam because he framed his answers in
rationalistic and scientific terms.972 There are still many questions concerning Akeski’s
translation, and subsequently al-Khammāsh’s, because no one has identified the original
source, whether in English, Arabic, or another language.
The pamphlet opens with a European scholar posing a question to Quilliam in two
parts; what is the rational proof and scientific evidence that Islamic law (Ar. ash-sharīʿa
al-muḥammadiyya; Tr. şeriat-i muhammediye) is superior to and perfects the laws before
it; and what is the evidence that Islam abrogated what came before and that nothing will
abrogate it in the future?973 Although Sharīʿa (şeriat in Turkish) connotes law, or Islamic
law, the main thesis of the pamphlet suggests that the question referred to a comparison

religious sciences at al-Madrasa al-Sultaniyya in Beirut. Originally from the Palestinian town of Nablus, he
later taught in several schools in Greater Syria and obtained positions in local government offices; see entry
from ‘Umar Riḍā Kaḥḥāla, “Muḥammad al-Khammāsh,” Muʿjam al-Muʾallifīn: Tarājim Muṣannifī alKutub al-ʿArabiyya, vol. 3 (Beirut: Muʾassasat al-Risāla, 1993), 306.
970
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basis for al-Azharī’s own translated version that he published in 1891 (Iʿtiqād al-Islām). Salīm al-Tannīr
was obviously well-known for his publications in Thamarāt al-Funūn and his translations. I have not
identified any articles on Quilliam and the LMI in Thamarāt al-Funūn with al-Tannīr’s name.
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Akseki, al-Jawāb al-Kāfī, 4. He translated the Turkish version, not a version from Thamarāt
al-Funūn.
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Akseki, Ulemâ-yı İslâmiye’ye Bir Suʾâl, 4.
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Akseki, Ulemâ-yı İslâmiye’ye Bir Suʾâl, 10 and al-Jawāb al-Kāfī, 11. For the remainder of my
analysis, I will mostly reference the Arabic version.
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of religions, or specifically a comparison between Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. One
can divide Quilliam’s answer into two sequential parts. In the first part, Quilliam argued
for the existence of a divine creator by observation of nature and through scientific
reasoning.974 According to Quilliam, there is no contradiction between a divine creator,
science, and reason. In fact, the observable and predictable laws and rules of science and
nature required a creator to govern and sustain them. These laws or rules follow logic,
reason, and a teleological trajectory.975 Humanity, however, needs more than natural law
to live in accordance with the straight path that Allah demands.976
In the second part, after establishing the importance of natural law and referring to
progression as an attribute of divine governance of the world, Quilliam advanced the
necessity for divinely inspired prophets through succession. He discussed the first four
(unnamed) prophets who brought the framework for future prophets and established the
basis for civilization.977 After the unnamed prophets, Quilliam explained the significance
of Moses and Jesus. In Moses’ era, the boundaries of civilization expanded and the
members of the civilized society multiplied and created industry and commerce.978 Then,
in Jesus’ era, civilization witnessed further advancements because of natural progression
from one prophet to the next.979 This progression did not degrade the honor of previous
prophets because their mission was less defined and humanity lacked the mental capacity
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to receive sophisticated instruction. To prove his point, Quilliam used wine and marrying
a sister as examples. The lack of prohibition in previous centuries under former prophets
was not a sign that wine and marrying a sister were good and permissible. It was
evidence that humanity lacked the mental power and capacity to realize the harmfulness
of these sins.980
Quilliam’s answer followed a progressive rationale which argued that each
successive prophet completed and perfected his predecessor. When the Prophet
Muḥammad received a revelation from Allah, the message he received, of teleological
necessity, perfected the previous prophets’ messages.981 Furthermore, his main argument
depended on the Prophet Muḥammad being the “seal of the prophets” (khātam annabīyyīn).982 By logic and divine revelation’s progressive nature, the law (or religion)
given to the Prophet Muḥammad perfected everything that came before him. Nothing
could come after him because he was the final prophet. The presupposition that the
Prophet Muḥammad was the seal of the prophets undergirded the remainder of his
discussion.983 Therefore, for Quilliam, the reason Islamic law (religion) was greater, in
terms of scientific and rational proofs, rested on the Islamic doctrine of the Prophet
Muḥammad as the seal of the prophets. This Islamic doctrine also explained why nothing
would abrogate the Islamic sharīʿa. He did not, however, answer or prove why and how
980
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he knew that the Prophet Muḥammad was, in fact, the last prophet. According to
Quilliam, deduction and reasoning based on logic and Allah’s use of progress from one
prophet to another answered the European scholar’s question. It was, as al-Khammāsh
translated it, a “sufficient answer.” Decades later, Shaykh Ṭantāwī Jawharī (1862-1940),
a well-known and sometimes controversial Egyptian exegete, reproduced a portion of alJawāb al-Kāfī to explain the meaning of “the seal of the prophets” in his interpretation of
Surat al-Aḥzāb (33) verse 40.984
There are three points concerning the pamphlet’s content and origin that I need to
address. First, I question the existence of an actual European scholar who asked Quilliam
this question. Instead, I propose that the “European scholar” was an archetypal figure for
Quilliam, or any Muslim, to address in apologetic literature or in debate. This was no
doubt a typical question posed to Muslims that required an answer. The pamphlet reads
as a guide to answer a polemical assertion from a European scholar who confronts a
Muslim concerning the validity of the Islamic faith.985 Second, there is thus far no
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evidence of its original publication in Thamarāt al-Funūn, as originally stated by Akseki,
nor is there any printed record of Quilliam’s answer to a similar question from 1887 until
he left Liverpool in 1908.986 Perhaps someone asked Quilliam the question and he
answered it in writing or in a public lecture during a trip to Istanbul, but it was lost for
some time.987 In this scenario, one must conclude that his answer spread within Ottoman
Muslim circles until eventually Akseki reproduced it in Sebîlüʾr-Reşâd, before publishing
it as a pamphlet. I am inclined, however, to argue that Quilliam never wrote or answered
this question. In Quilliam’s pamphlets, books, and major writings, he consistently cited
British and European scholars to either bolster his opinions or prove the relevancy of
Islam. This was one of Quilliam’s trademark writing styles in apologetics. Neither
Ulemâ-yı İslâmiye’ye Bir Suʾâl ve Abdullah Quilliam Efendi’nin Cevabı nor al-Jawāb alKāfī, exhibited the characteristics of Quilliam’s style and form of writing and
argumentation. Of course, translation choices might explain the differences, but I find it
difficult to attribute this work to Quilliam on the basis of form and content. Additionally,
I question why Quilliam never advertised or noted his engagement with such a question
in any of his publications or journals. He was the consummate self-promoter of his ideas
and writings, and he reveled in his popularity. If he knew that an Arabic newspaper had
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published one of his responses to a European scholar in 1891, it stands to reason that he
would have mentioned it somewhere.988
Finally, based on my theory that the pamphlet’s content was neither from
Quilliam originally, nor a translation of one of his responses, how do I explain Akseki
crediting this work to Quilliam? I already argued that a European scholar who addressed
the question was, for Akseki, an archetype for Quilliam to debate and refute. Quilliam,
similarly, played the role of an archetypal European convert who successfully defended
the Islamic faith. Akseki indicated that he had read about Quilliam and his Islamic work
months earlier from Ali Rıza Seyfi’s translation of The Religion of the Sword in SebîlüʾrReşâd as well as Mahmud Esad’s translation of The Faith of Islam.989 He clearly valued
Quilliam’s works and ideas and recognized Quilliam as someone who had currency and
acceptance in Ottoman Muslim intellectual circles. Akseki’s knowledge of Quilliam was
sparse, as evidenced by his statements about the LMI’s continued Islamic work in 1912
and his reliance on an 1891 article for information. In Akseki’s original article in
Sebîlüʾr-Reşâd, he noted that an individual from among European scholars asked this
very question to “Islamic scholars in some newspapers,” which suggests Muslims often
confronted this question. Akseki needed to address it with an articulate and reasoned
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response.990 Akseki’s own education and expertise was enough to answer this question,
but perhaps he wanted to frame the response in a different way using a European convert
as the respondent. Quilliam was an exemplary European convert who had successfully
defended the Islamic faith for decades. Who better to answer a typical question from a
European scholar than Abdullah Quilliam, the archetypal convert of European origins
who led many British people to embrace Islam and was known for answering in a rational
and scientific way that conformed to modern sensibilities?
Conclusion
In this chapter, I examined the Arabic and Turkish translations of Quilliam’s
works and four separate books and pamphlets written by Arab and Turkish Muslim
intellectuals. These works evoke six major themes which Cemil Aydin has associated
with transnational Muslim thought.991 I argued that through these works, some Muslim
intellectuals integrated converts into major discursive themes of transnational Muslim
thought to advance their religious and geopolitical ends. They used the upsurge of
American and British converts to bolster Muslim intellectuals’ arguments about the
superiority of Islamic civilization and to prove that Islam was a universal religion that
conformed to science, progress, and rationalism. These latter two themes, in particular,
permeated Quilliam and Webb’s writings and were the basis of Muslim intellectuals’
engagements with converts to Islam in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
The remaining four themes – the narrative of decline and nostalgia; an eternal conflict
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between the Muslim world and the Christian West; an awareness of Muslim-majority
territory and population; and anticolonial internationalism – sporadically emerged in
these works as well.
Referring to early twentieth-century British converts like Lord Headley and
Khalid Sheldrake, Umar Ryad observed that, “Interwar European converts still occupy a
special place in the writings of some prominent contemporary Muslim scholars in the
generation after World War II” because these scholars deemed them as “exemplary”
Muslims.992 Similarly, Salah Salem Abdel Razaq has detailed the contributions of leading
European converts from the mid-twentieth century onward, calling them “neo-Muslim
intellectuals,” while claiming they were important figures in terms of Islamic thought and
the development of Islam in the West.993 Thus far, scholars have overlooked the interest
that Quilliam and Webb generated among Arab and Turkish Muslim intellectuals, several
of whom wrote about them in the years before World War I.
In this chapter, I demonstrated that the translations of Quilliam’s works, together
with several books and pamphlets that discussed Quilliam and Webb, placed these two
late nineteenth-century British and American converts within the discourses of progress
that Arab and Turkish Muslim intellectuals were trying to promote. Long before the likes
of Headley, Sheldrake, and many others, Muslim intellectuals viewed Quilliam and Webb
as exemplary Muslims whose careers and writings could help to confront and dismantle
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European discourses that framed Islam and Muslims as inferior, backward, and in need of
modern, European progress. Geaves succinctly described Quilliam as “the quintessential
convert to Islam engaged in a monumental effort to reposition Islam, not as a decadent
and warlike superstition of the ‘native’ but as an accomplished civilization.”994 Quilliam
and Webb’s arguments in defense of Islamic civilization and their promotion of Islam as
a universal faith that conformed to reason, modern science, and ideas of progress explains
why pan-Islamist and modernist Muslim thinkers marshalled them in a series of
apologetic and polemical works that asserted Islam’s viability, relevance, and persistent
excellence in the modern world.
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Conclusion
John Yehya-en-Nasr Parkinson (1874-1918) was a Scottish poet, essayist, and
critic who converted to Islam in 1901.995 Through his close friendship with Abdullah
Quilliam, he rose to the position of vice-president of the LMI and frequently contributed
to The Crescent and The Islamic World. Parkinson continued his public propagation of
Islam and held prominent positions within British Islamic institutions well after Quilliam
departed Liverpool in 1908.996 The Ottoman state first learned about Parkinson through a
letter sent by Quilliam to Ottoman ambassador Musurus Paşa in March 1903, which
introduced Parkinson as the author of a poem entitled “An address to the sons of Islam.”
Through Quilliam’s connections to the Sublime Porte, Parkinson requested permission to
dedicate the poem to “His Imperial Majesty our Caliph,” which, according to The
Crescent, resulted in Parkinson receiving “the decoration of the Medjidieh (Doorlindje)”
in 1905.997 In his 1903 letter, Quilliam lauded Parkinson’s erudition and other admirable
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traits, adding: “I believe also that if the requisite permission is given that it [Parkinson’s
poem] will be a means of strengthening the position of Islam and Turkey in these
Islands.”998 British and American converts like Quilliam and Webb believed their
publications and many endeavors, in some fashion or another, successfully bolstered the
public reputation of both Islam and “Turkey”, that is, the Ottoman state, in Great Britain
and the United States. From their perspective, they served on behalf of Sultan
Abdülhamid, their caliph, as well as for the greater good of the Muslim world.
In this dissertation, I examined the degree to which Abdülhamid II, Ottoman
diplomats and statesmen, and Arab and Turkish Muslim intellectuals agreed with
Quilliam’s and Webb’s assessments of their positive contributions to Islam, the Ottoman
Empire, and the sultan. I argued that some Ottoman diplomats, Abdülhamid II himself,
and Arab and Turkish Muslim literati often cultivated relationships and disseminated
news about American and British converts to Islam to advance diplomatic, geopolitical,
and religious ends. Using Ottoman archival documents and Ottoman Turkish, Arabic, and
English printed materials, I constructed a history of key Western converts and their
communities primarily from the perspective of non-English sources. Through these
sources, I filled multiple gaps in the scholarship so as to enhance our understanding of
these converts and their relationships with the Ottoman state and Muslims in the Middle
East. The dissertation has also contributed to studies on transnational Muslim thought and
the diplomatic politics of the late Ottoman Empire in the context of pan-Islamism and the
emerging idea of the Muslim world. I situated Quilliam, Webb, and their interlocutors
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within late Ottoman and Middle Eastern history, while showing the transnational, even
global dimensions of their lives and careers.
I first read about Quilliam and Webb in Henry H. Jessup’s memoir, Fifty-Three
Years in Syria (1910), while researching Western Protestant missionaries in the Middle
East and the history of Muslim converts to Christianity. I was fascinated by an American
missionary in Beirut who obsessed over rival Muslim missionaries in New York and
Liverpool. Scholars like Umar Abd-Allah and Ron Geaves had recently published the
first biographies of Quilliam and Webb that alluded to the converts’ relations with
Ottoman officials and Middle Easterners.999 After these biographies, more scholarship
emerged that presented new perspectives on Quilliam, Webb, and other converts.1000
However, I realized that these works were almost entirely based on English sources and
often depended on the perspectives of the converts, thereby ignoring the opinions of
Muslims in the Middle East and elsewhere. In many instances, scholars did not challenge
the converts’ own accounts of events and their relationships to other Muslims. Some
Turkish scholars also contributed books and articles that used a select number of Ottoman
state documents.1001 They did not compare the Ottoman state’s differing approaches to
Quilliam and Webb, and they ignored discussion of converts on the pages of Middle
Eastern books and periodicals in this period when print culture was rapidly developing. I
was also troubled by some works that bordered on hagiography in their uncritical
999

Abd-Allah, A Muslim in Victorian America and Geaves, Islam in Victorian Britain.
I am thinking specifically of Jamie Gilham, Brent Singleton, Diane Robinson-Dunn, Geoffrey
Nash, and Patrick D. Bowen. See books, chapters and articles by these authors in this dissertation’s
bibliography as well as the collection of essays on Quilliam in Gilham and Geaves, Victorian Muslim.
1001
See works in this dissertation’s bibliography by Muhammed Recai Çiftçi, İlhan Ekinci, Celal
Emanet, Cezmi Eraslan, Taha Niyazi Karaca, and Yusuf Teke.
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evaluations of Quilliam and Webb, in part, because they used a limited number of
Ottoman documents.
In this dissertation, I switched the perspective. Instead of starting with the
converts, and placing them within British and American history, I looked at how
members of the Ottoman state actually viewed the converts and their communities,
positively and negatively, and in this way presented a more balanced and critical history.
While I did find an “Ottoman link” between the Ottoman state and converts like Quilliam
and Webb, I also found archival materials that present unflattering and less-thanenthusiastic accounts about Quilliam and the LMI coming from some Liverpool consulgenerals and disgruntled LMI members (Anglophone Muslims as well as diasporic
Muslims).1002 These source enabled me to draw a more nuanced picture of relations
Quilliam, on the one hand, and LMI members and Ottoman officials on the other. Webb’s
relationship with the Ottoman state, meanwhile, depended on one Ottoman ambassador,
Alexandre Mavroyéni Bey, who lobbied on Webb’s behalf despite troubling signs of
Webb’s financial and interpersonal incompetence. By relying on English sources, earlier
scholarship has missed these sides of the story, thereby (re)producing narratives based on
the converts’ own renderings of their positive relationships to some Ottoman officials,
Abdülhamid, and other Middle Eastern Muslims.
Scholars and British Muslims have often considered Abdülhamid’s appointment
of Quilliam to the office of the “Sheikh-ul-Islam of the British Isles” as one of Quilliam’s
1002

“Ottoman link” is the term used in Clark, review of Victorian Muslim: Abdullah Quilliam and
Islam in the West, ed. Jamie Gilham and Ron Geaves, Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations 29, no. 3
(2018): 398.
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lasting legacies and a symbol of his legitimacy. However, nothing in the Ottoman
archives I researched confirmed that Abdülhamid had, in fact, bestowed the title upon
Quilliam in any official capacity. At the same time, by reading Arabic and Ottoman
books and journals, I was able to trace links that connected Middle Eastern Muslim
intellectuals and American and British converts in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. Certain Muslim intellectuals clearly appropriated converts for their specific
agendas to tout Islam as a universal and superior religion for the modern world in terms
of progress, rationalism, science, and civilization. Previous scholarship only examined
the intersection of Muslim intellectuals and converts from the interwar, post-Ottoman
period onward. By contrast, I traced the connection between transnational Muslim
thinkers and British and American converts to the 1890s, the late Ottoman era – in other
words, to several decades earlier than scholars had previously done.
Ultimately, I showed, the responses of Ottoman state officials and Muslim
intellectuals to Quilliam, Webb, and their work were contingent upon each individual’s
ambitions, views of appropriate Islamic practices, and evaluation of potential geopolitical
and religious benefits that converts could offer, either to the Ottoman state itself or to
Muslim communities in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. There was no
single or identical approach to Quilliam and Webb, and even the sultan himself seemed
sometimes ambivalent – a point that undermines claims to the existence of a coherent
pan-Islamic policy toward British and American converts during the Abdülhamid era.
There were certainly examples of individuals who fetishized Quilliam and Webb as
exemplary Muslims because of their British and American identities, perceiving their
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embrace of Islam as a refutation of Western claims presenting Islam as a backward,
uncivilized, and regressive religion. Converts like Quilliam and Webb affirmed a vision
of Islam as a universal religion that not only conformed to modern ideas of science,
rationalism, and progress, but that actively advanced these values.
This dissertation aimed to uncover the complex relationships between certain
Western converts to Islam and the Ottoman state. However, there are at least two major
issues I mentioned in the Introduction that fell outside this dissertation’s purview but
deserve further study: the role of female converts and the racialization of Muslims.
Scholars and Muslim activists alike have tended to ignore or even erase the stories
and contributions of female converts.1003 Much of the literature still centers on the
opinions and writings of male leaders like Quilliam and Webb (while also largely
ignoring other, rank-and-file men among their associates).1004 Gilham briefly addressed
the “ethos and place of women” in the LMI and mentioned the lives of a few leading
female converts in the interwar period.1005 However, there is still much work to be done,
especially in addressing such questions as: what role did gender play in ways that were
similar to or different from their male counterparts?
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My earliest contribution to rectifying this issue was a recent paper I presented at the Middle
East Studies Association; Matthew Sharp, “Trusting in the Benevolence of the Caliph: Petitions to
Abdülhamid II from British Female Converts to Islam,” Middle East Studies Association 53rd Annual
Meeting, New Orleans, LA (November 17-19, 2019). A recent article by a British Muslim scholar was one
of the best attempts to increase our understanding of women in Britain’s early mosques; see Sariya
Chevruvallil-Contractor, “Women in Britain’s First Muslim Mosques: Hidden from History, but Not
Without Influence,” Religions 11, no. 62 (2020): 1-12.
1004
The clearest example of a Quilliam-centered narrative is Robinson-Dunn, “‘Fairer to the
Ladies’ and of Benefit to the Nation,” 57-78.
1005
On the “ethos and place of women” in the LMI and then the experience and place of women
among the Woking and London Muslim communities, see Jamie Gilham, Loyal Enemies, 93-95 and 193198.
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There are signs that the history of women in the movement is beginning to draw
more attention. We know that British Muslims established the Fatima Elizabeth
Phrontistery (school), named after Quilliam’s second convert and the first female convert
in the Liverpool area. Hamid Mahmood, the director of the school, has begun to shed
light on Fatima Elizabeth Cates’ role and contributions by giving lectures on her life, and
he has expressed plans to produce more materials for the public. In Chapters Two and
Four, I discussed the American female convert Nafeesah M.T. Keep, whose brief
associations with Webb and Quilliam in 1894 and 1895 quickly ended in disputes over
finances and accusations of unorthodox Islamic practices. Keep’s fascinating rise and fall
within the two leading convert Muslim communities requires further study. A study of
her own writings and lectures also promises insights into the position of women in Islam
from the perspective of an American, female convert. Alongside Keep’s writings, there
were other female converts who authored poems, songs, and gave lectures on Islam that
have received little attention. Polygamy was an important topic among the Muslim
intellectuals I discussed because they believed it contributed to American and European
women’s disinterest in Islam. In short, future research needs to analyze and compare the
discourses concerning gender, sexual ethics, and the position of women as discussed by
Western converts (both males and females) and their transnational Muslim intellectual
partners.
Another subject related to gender is the practice of so-called Islamic marriages in
the Liverpool mosque performed by Quilliam and others. Quilliam appeared to be an
innovator in this regard, which drew the attention of both the Ottoman state and the
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British government. Hannah (Fatima) Rodda Robinson-Bahri (1854-1948) was among
the earliest female British converts to marry at the Liverpool mosque in 1891. Although
Hannah spent a relatively short time among the Muslims of Liverpool, perhaps only days,
the BOA records indicate that the Ottoman state viewed her as one of the Liverpool
converts for years to come. A recent family biography by Gareth Winrow, Whispers
Across Continents (2019), has illuminated her and her children’s extraordinary lives in
the late Ottoman state and early Turkish Republic.1006 There are numerous Ottoman
documents that can provide additional details about Hannah’s early ordeals in Istanbul,
including her divorce from her charlatan, globetrotting Muslim husband, Eliah Bosche
(aka Dr. Gholab Shah), and her subsequent pleas to Abdülhamid and the Sublime Porte
for benevolence. Hannah’s story is also significant as a study in the way trans-imperial
subjects and converts navigated social milieus, class dynamics, and religious spaces in
their adopted lands. Some of the same types of sources I used in this dissertation are
necessary to study and illumine the lives of other converts like Hannah and her
family.1007
Also in need of closer attention is the issue of the racialization of Muslims as well
as the tensions that existed in Great Britain and the United States between those who
were born Muslim and converts, particularly converts deemed “white.” Despite assertions
made by Quilliam and Webb that Islam was a universal and fraternal religion that cut
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through racial and ethnic lines, I noted several instances and statements in which the
Quilliam-led LMI and Webb’s Islamic mission contradicted their rhetoric about the
solidarity and unity of Muslims. At the same time, Webb’s partiality to those deemed to
be higher-class and sophisticated Americans derailed any attempts to create an Islamic
institution with a diverse socio-economic following. His failure, in this regard, had
arguably lasting effects on the development of Islam in the United States. Between the
AIP’s demise in the mid-1890s until the 1920s and 30s there was very little Islamic
mission activity in the United States, apart from a small number of immigrants and
visiting Muslim scholars and teachers who attempted to establish Islamic institutions.1008
As GhaneaBassiri has observed, “The interval between the world wars was pivotal for the
history of Islam in America because it marked a period in which American Muslims’
institutions and community building efforts took root and thus helped shape future
developments in the history of Islam in America.”1009
The Moorish Science Temple (MST) and other nascent formulations of Islam
practiced by African Americans were among the earliest twentieth-century Muslim
groups.1010 A man named Dr. Abdul Hamid Suleiman supposedly influenced Noble Drew
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For one fascinating example see Bowen, “Satti Majid: A Sudanese Founder of American
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Ali, whom many consider to be the founder of the MST in the 1920s.1011 Suleiman, who
is an obscure figure, appears in scholarship related to the MST as well as other groups
and movements associated with African Americans’ reception of Islam in the late 1920s
and 30s.1012 Of particular interest for future research is the apparent desire by Suleiman
and other African American converts to associate with the newly established Turkish
Republic in the last months of 1923 and before the abolition of the Ottoman caliphate in
March 1924. Suleiman and his followers raised 230 U.S. dollars and then sent the money
to the Turkish Republic’s New York consulate requesting that they be “acknowledged,
registered and recorded” as Muslims by the caliph and the new Turkish Republic.1013 As
there was no precedent for such a request or action, the Foreign Ministry seemingly
decided to return the money and have nothing to do with these converts. Whether
officials in the Turkish Republic knew these converts were African Americans is unclear
from the initial documents I have found. Along with the need to further study these
documents and locate corroborating materials, there are many questions that these
sources raise. Specifically, did African American converts in the 1920s and 30s
frequently attempt to write and associate with governments they deemed to be Islamic?
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What kinds of relationships or global Muslim networks were they looking to cultivate?
How did Muslim intellectuals writing in Arabic and Turkish react to news about African
Americans converting to these variant forms of Islam compared with the conversions of
figures like Webb, Quilliam, and other Europeans?
In England, the divide between the mainly convert-led and Indian Muslim-led
Islamic institutions was apparent as early as the 1890s when the Muslims in Woking and
London demonstrated a hesitancy to acknowledge Quilliam’s leadership and authority.
After Quilliam departed Liverpool in 1908, some of the Indian Muslims residing in the
metropole recognized the leadership vacuum left by Quilliam and assumed the mantle as
the proprietors of Islam in the United Kingdom. From that point onward, most converts
took subordinate positions within Muslim institutions, although with some pushback.1014
In this dissertation, I endeavored to understand and explain how the Ottoman state and
Muslim intellectuals responded to Quilliam and the convert-majority Liverpool Muslims,
particularly during Abdülhamid’s reign, through non-English sources. These same
sources could provide new information and avenues of inquiry concerning the Woking
and London Muslims and their institutions from the Hamidian period to the early years of
the Turkish Republic, particularly after Quilliam lapsed into insignificance. Preliminary
research from the Ottoman archives suggests different approaches to the Muslim
communities in Great Britain between 1908 and 1924 than in previous decades, which
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would contribute to scholarship on transnational Muslim encounters and entanglements in
Europe during this period.1015
There are many Ottoman documents that detail the correspondence between the
Ottoman state and Muslims in Woking and London. Based on these documents, one
could analyze how the Ottoman state chose to interact with Indian Muslims compared
with converts to determine if there was a hierarchy of interest or a preference shown to
one group or another. Additionally, there are other early twentieth century converts such
as Marmaduke Pickthall, a famous translator of the Qur’an into English, who also
claimed to associate with some high-ranking Ottoman officials after Abdülhamid’s
deposition. The scholarship on Pickthall’s relationship to Middle Eastern and Ottoman
figures depends primarily on English sources and is from his perspective. This has caused
a lacuna in what we know about the way Ottoman officials and Middle Easterners viewed
Pickthall and what they hoped to gain from him and his connections to British Muslim
institutions.1016
In the introduction of this dissertation, I described Quilliam’s appearance in the
2018 Turkish historical television drama Payitaht: Abdülhamid, which also mentioned
Webb. I indicated that this was one example of many in which contemporary Muslims,
activists, scholars, and now media entrepreneurs have appropriated Quilliam, Webb, and
other converts for their own agendas. Yahya Birt has used the apt phrase “an invented
1015
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tradition-in-the-making” to depict Quilliam’s many afterlives in variant British Muslim
communities.1017 Even with the general hagiography surrounding Quilliam as an
exemplary British Muslim, Birt added three important caveats: namely, Quilliam is still
relatively unknown among British Muslims, many do not view him as a person who
provided a “blueprint” for their times, and most importantly, there are some who fear “an
unhealthy element to what is seen as a ‘white convert’ obsession with Quilliam.”1018 Birt
explained that the notion of Quilliam as a “white icon of British Islam” creates a situation
in which “Islam only becomes attractive and thereby authentic if it has a white face.”1019
I noted that in Justine Howe’s study of the Mohammed Alexander Russell Webb
Foundation in the western suburbs of Chicago, a similar controversy arose over the
naming of the foundation after a white convert instead of after someone like Malcolm
X.1020 Some point to a continued valorization of white, mostly male converts among
Muslims in North America. Along these lines, in an essay scrutinizing the notion of “an
American Islam,” Michael Muhammad Knight admonished the “great white Muslim
hope” narrative, which he characterized as the fetishization of white, male converts
because “the white convert is widely represented as possessing unique access to Islam as
it is.”1021
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In sum, materials in Ottoman archives along with printed works in late
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Middle Eastern languages provided new insights
about Quilliam, Webb, and other converts and enabled me to produce this study which
neither valorizes so-called white converts nor adds to “an invented tradition in the
making.” The insights set out on these pages allow us to discuss these converts and their
communities in nuanced ways. We can appreciate what they did and how they engaged
with the late Ottoman Empire without exaggerating either their influence and
contributions to Islam or their actual entanglements on behalf of the sultan. At the same
time, we can better appreciate the diversity of opinion and practice among Muslims
themselves while situating Quilliam, Webb, and their respective Muslim convert
communities within the history of the modern Muslim world as it developed in the United
Kingdom, the United States, and beyond.
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